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Have any comments on this issue?
How about science-fiction gaming in
general? Letters from our Readers is a
new column in Challenge which provides garners an opportunity to air their
views. The opinions presented do not
necessarily reflect those of the magazine, and Challenge reserves the right
to edit letters. Write to Letters, Challenge Magazine, PO Box 1646, Bloomington, IL 61702-1646 USA.

Management
You may have noticed several changes in this
issue of Challenge. For one thing, Loren K.
Wiseman and Timothy B. Brown have filled this
column in the past with theirwords of wisdom. But
now, Julia Martin, Loren and I will be taking turns.
You've seen the magazine develop under the
direction of Tim and Loren: Challenge has gone
from 48 to 80 pages, from quarterly to bimonthly,
and from only GDW games to science-fiction
gaming in general. Tim has now left Challenge,
and Loren, after many years at the helm as managing editor, has stepped back-he now shares
the duties of associate editorwith Julia Martin, who
has been our reviews editor.
In addition to acting as managing editor, I also
will be continuing my duties as art director. I've
been trying to update the look of Challenge over
the past few issues and have gotten a lot of great
feedback. Now I want to tailor both the look and
the content of the magazine to carry Challenge
into the 1990s.
We're starting a new department in this issue-Letters from our Readers (to the right)-wherewe
can get your feedback on Challengeand gaming.
You may notice in reading the column that opinions often directly contradict one another: For
every reader who asks for more MegaTraveller
coverage and less on Twilight, another wants
more Twilight and less 2300 AD. For everyone
who praises our expanded coverage, another
suggests we stick to GDW games.
I've had at least a dozen people in the last two
months tell me they want to see more MegaTraveller adventures and less sourcebook material. But 99 percent of our MegaTraveller submissions are-you guessed it-historical and
political data, ship stats, and other information.
While these articles are certainly useful, they're
not what you're asking for.
Obviously, we can't always satisfy everyone.
But my goal is to keep most of our readers happy
most of the time. And I am actively soliciting articles which asdirectly as possible meet the needs
and desires reflected in your feedback.
Take a few minutes to flip through this issue
and lookat some of thechanges. We've gone from
80 to 96 pages and have updated the basic page
format.We're also workingwith someexciting new
artists to illustrate the magazine cover and interior, and I have an agreementwith Phil Morrissey
for a Traveller cartoon in every issue.
We've moved our features around and have
added some new departments as well. For example, last issue we started Showcase, featuring
miniaturesinformation and illustrations. In the Future lists GDW's upcoming releases, and In My
Opinion relates Marc W. Miller's gaming news.
And we've moved the conventions list out of the
classifieds and onto its own page.
I hope you like what we're trying to do. Either
way, let me know. Ilookfotward to yourresponse.

M l E T f i GMTmGS
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Timothy Brown's comments in Challenge 33 about the value of miniatures
in role playing I agree with whole-heartedly.
Miniature figures greatly enhance
most any role-play situation. The availability of suitable figures is another matter entirely. This is certainly the case
when making up military units for
MegaTraveller. I know of only one line,
the Laserburn line, that is in production.
One solution is to find historical figures
that can be used or modified easily.
Quality Castings, Inc. produces such
a line. They make over 150 highly detailed AFVs, weapons, and a large selection of miniaturesforW I I and modern-era (including Vietnam) gaming.
Equipping a low-tech unit is easy as
the miniaturescanbe used "as is." Generally speaking, the variety of postures
in the infantry packs is one of the line's
strongest points. Your units will never
have that cloned look.
Forming higher tech level units is not
so simple. Alittle practice, patience, and
epoxy putty is necessary to transform
these castings into TL15 troopers.
However,quality and variety make them
excellent for conversion.
Twilight: 2000 players should also
consider this line. There are enough
modern AFVs and infantry to fight most
any battles, with more planned. Command Decision players could use
15mm. The WWII line is extensive.
This line has a lot to offer-clean
casting, high detail, and variety. If you
are a miniature gamer or collector, it is
definitely worth a look.
Randy B. Windle
Wilmington, DE

FRENCH G
I'm a French student who plays wargames and role-playing games since
1982. I've just bought 2300 AD. I found
the background interesting. The rules
are clear and easy to learn, except for
the combat systems (both ground and
space combat) which Ifound somewhat
complex and "heavy" (necessitating a
lot of bookkeeping.) Anyway, Ifound the
overall game quite good.
But there is something you got to
know: A large part of the French words
you use in the rule books are wrongly
spelled or actually mean nothing at all.
I know French is a rather complex language, even some French people make
a lot of mistakes writing their own language (I'm unfortunately one of these).
About the weapons of the Adventurers'Guide:The FTE-10 is not a Fusil Tiralleurd'etite but a FusildeTireurdlElite.
The word "tirailleur," which is wrongly
spelled, means skirmisher, not sniper or
shooter.
The FC-68 and FC-70 are not Fusil
Chasseur, which means hunter rifle, but
are Fusil de Chasse, which means
hunting rifle. The CLP-1A is not a
Cannon Legere Pyrotechnique, but a
Canon Leger Pyrotechnique.
About the colonies: I suppose the
name of the French colony on Tirane
(Alpha Centaury) is not Provence
Nouveau, which actually means province new, but Nouvelle Provencewhich
means new province. I suppose some
people told you that French people
invert the order of words, placing the
name before the adjective; that is right,
but in some cases it is not.
In Kafer Dawn: The Frenchcolony on
Aurore is named Luminore d'Aube,
which means Dawn's Lamp. I think a
good name would be Lumiere de I'Aube.
La Gouff re (the Abyss) has to be written Le Gouff re.
Thank you for paying attention to
Europe in your RPGs (Space: 1889,
2300AD and Twilight: 2000), as some
American companies tend to be quite
focused on the U.S.
Please excuse my English mistakes.
Jacques Rabier
Le Chesnay, France

GAF EXCLUDED

BULLETfCN BOARDS

I would like to informthe staff of Challenge that in issue 30 they failed to list
several units of the Canadian Armed
Forces in their "Canada: 2000" article.
Whatthe authorfailedto place are the
locationof Canada's artillery regiments.
Being a member of a Canadian artillery
regiment I felt it necessaryto inform the
editors of their mistake.
There are over 2000 Canadian gunners in bases across the country, Canadianforces basesthat were never hit by
nuclear attack. 1 RoyalCanadian Horse
Artillery Regiment is the only unit located
outside Canada at Lahr, West Germany.
2 RCHA and other regiments in the
Canadian Army are at CFB Petawawa,
Ont., and3 RCHA is based at CFB Shilo,
Man., also the home of the Royal Canadian Artillery Battle School. At BFC
Valcartier, Que. the 5e Regiment
d'artillerie legere du Canada is located,
while the Combat Training Centre is
found at CFB Gagetown, NB.
There are also over a dozen militia
artillery regiments across the country.
Thus, the CanadianArtillery is a large
and important unit of the CanadianArmy
which should have been recognizedby
the editors of Challenge.
Bombardier David R. Poirier
Ontario, Canada

I'm trying to compile a list of computer
bulletin board systems that support
gaming or gaming forums, for possible
information service publication. If you
are in contact with one, please write me.
M. Williams
24 10 S. Fern St.
Arlington, VA 22202

Our Twilight: 2000 orders of battle
are not intended to be comprehensive.
They are intended to represent (ingame
terms) what is left after five years of war
and several nuclear exchanges. In any
case, we do not list artillery regiments
in any of our orders of battle and do not
normally list units below brigade size.
In the article under discussion, we did
not deal with many aspects of the
Canadian military, and Canadian gunners (or any other branch not mentioned) should not feel singled out.
Overseas troops were not discussed in
detail, and the navy and air force were
excluded. There simply was not room
to discuss every aspect of the Canadian
armed forces in complete detail. Should
we ever publish a module on the subject, our customers can expect a more
detailed discussion.

FEEDBACK

I understandwanting to please viewersfromdifferent games, but Iwould like
to know why MegaTraveller has received so little attention in the last few
issues. What is the future for MegaTraveller and how long will this cyberpunk
stuff go on with 2300 (it used to be a
highly scientificgame).But most important: Whatever you do, don't get rid of
the "Traveller News Service."
Ronaldo M. Nascumento
Cherry Hill, NJ

Challenge covers are continually the
best-if not the best--when comparing
I think you needto devote at least half
the magazines of our industry. The paper is a real added plus. Tough to match! of each issue to MegaTraveller. Not
James 6. King simply because that is the game I play
Mesa, WA most, but I feel there are no modules
(adventures) for MegaTraveller-like
Special issues are a neat idea. How 2300 AD, Twilight: 2000,etc. I don't
about a vehicle issue? Or a scenario know how well your other products sell,
issue? What happened to Battletech? but surely MegaTraveller has been a
The equipment inserts are a good idea big hit!
and should be included in every issue.
Tracy Adkins
Maybe have one piece of new equipMesquite, TX
ment for each system each issue.
I'd like to see much more of Twilight:
William K. Morrow
Hillsborough, CA 2000 material. This is why I subscribe
to Challenge.
While not all of the articles in issue
Allen Mixson
40 were truly useful (I do not play 2300
Anaheim Hills, CA
AD, 40K, or Star Trek),they did give me
inspiration and insight for use in other
The Star Trekships were remarkably
games. Keep up the good work.
dull and uninteresting, and the tradiDonald Riney tional three-view drawing is preferred
Yuma, AZ oversketches. In addition, two ships'articles opinion of deflector shields conChallenge 40 was your worst issue tradicted eachother. The "Blasters of the
ever. Do not try so uninterestinga theme Rebel Alliance'-all it did was give
again. This issue added nothing to the names to some blaster types. What
background of any game. Most other about new stats?
issues at least include something creaI did use your "Heavy Weapons
tive-a character sketch or background Preview" and do like the guide itself. I
just bought acopy beforethe Challenge
or scenario.
Mitchell K. Schwartz magazine arrived. Maybe you should
Medovay, MA have mentioned that the M72A2 LAW
is disposable. And the sketches are not
I like the idea of an equipment issue. preferred over the type of illustrations
I gave a low ratingto the designs for Star found in the Small Arms Guide.
In the Heavy Weapons Guide you
Trek: RPG because I did not read them
and feel you should have used those could have had a couple color plates,
pages for more MegaTraveller stuff. such as "TOW II and crew, summer
2300 AD already has an equipment 1998, Poland" or "Soviet mortar crew
and 240mm mortar in load position."
book, after all.
Clayton R. Bush
Glenn J. Reeher
Presidio of Monterey, CA
Crowley, CO
GDW
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When I was a k i d we had a
Shetland sheepdog.
They are cute little dogs that
look sort of like miniature collies, except ours w a s black a n d
white instead of Lassie-colored.
Ialways wondered why they
were so small (ditto for the ponies), until I saw the island
they came from, a n d then I
understood. The Shetland Islan& have a heck of a wind
most of the time, a n d arzything
more than two feet tall would
get blown clear to Shanghai.
Of course, I'm more than two
feet tall-but I had my MI61
203 to hold me down. I don't
know how the sheep manage.
Shetland sheep lookjust like
regular sheep-not that regular sheep are any thrill. Sheep
are not cute, fluffy bundles of
white wool with blue ribbons
around their necks like in the
kids' books. They are grayishbrown a n d greasy, a n d they
smell terrible. It's the lanolin
or something-I don't remember my wool sweaters smelling
like that. The only thing that
smells worse than a wet sheep
is a leg of mutton being boiled.
I got to know both odors real
well.
6
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he is not red-haired) is one
of a wave of oil workers
who came to the North Sea
when jobs in the American
oil industry went into the
doldrums in the 1980s.
When the American market picked up, Red had
"taken a shine to them li'l
horsey critters" and stayed
on with Jet-TexasJUK,
Ltd.-Anglo-American petroleum industry troublelatforms.Warren
had onlytwo yearsof junior college, but he has an affinity
with machinery that boggles the mind. A member of the
grease-under-the-fingernails school of engineering, Red
can coax performance out of machines most people
would have long ago sold for scrap.
Warren was evacuated when the oil platforms were
abandoned (shortly after the strategic nuclear strikes
on industrial targets began) in late-1997. He survived
long enough to come to the attention of the British government, which sought anyone with oil industry experience. Red proved to be a godsend to the North Sea oil
reclamation projects, and only his insistence that he
alone could guide a party to the Shetlands for spare parts
persuaded a reluctant government to let him go.
Red carries a .38 Special revolver, but he is not a very
good shot and prefers to "let the professionals do the
fighting." He will use his weapon only as a last resort.
Red has friends among the islanders, something the
group will need to accomplish its mission.
Red has skill levels as specified for Novice NPCs on
page 16 of the Referee's Manual, except for the following skills: MEC 100, M I L 60, and ELC 80. He speaks
no other languages but English, at LNG 100.
NPC Motivation Results: Heart Four: Warren is a
very amiable, friendly man-so much so that one of his
old buddies once said, "Red's so friendly he doesn't
repairthings.They get to like him so well they start working again as a personal favor!" Spade Jack:Pomposity,
which in Warren's case has been changed by his extreme amiability into a tendency toward loudmouthed
boastfulness-a harmless but extremely irritatingcharacteristic. Were it not for the fact that he has a talent for
machinery that few can equal, someone would undoubtedly have shot him long ago just to get him to shut up.
He is a Novice NPC.
Referee's Note:The PCs should be told in no uncertain terms that Red is the most valuable asset the British government is risking for the present expedition. To
returnwithout Warren is to fail, for all practical purposes.

8
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The characters are on a mission for what's left of the British government. The North Sea oil platforms represent one
of the key factors in Britain's recoveryfromthe war. The British
government has made it a policy to try to reopen as many
platforms as possible and is expending many assets to keep
the trickle of oil flowing. An important part of this continuing
project is locating spare parts for the wellheads. Recently,
evidence of a small store of previously undiscovered replacement parts has turned up. The British government believes
these parts are somewhere on the Shetland Islandsand has
sent a group to secure them.
The Shetlands are fairly remote (by the standards of 2000),
and they have not been visited by government representatives (or anyone else, for that matter) for quite some time.
British restoration efforts have not gotten to the more northern of the oil platforms-those nearer to Scotland are considered better candidates for reopening.
Boats are scarce, and their use is carefully controlled for
optimum utility. The government cannot afford to divert one
of the normal platform resupply boats, so it has chosen instead to provide the characters with a small fiberglass sailboat (a civilian pleasure craft in its previous life) and a guide
whoclaims to knowwhere the parts are located (James "Red"
Warren, an American oil worker from Texas who was one of
the last evacuated from the northernmost offshoreplatforms).
The party members will be transported by a British resupply
boat to a point east of the Orkneys (see map). From there
they are expected to be able to make their way to the Shetlands.
The adventure begins when a storm drives the boat
aground on Mainland (the largest of the Shetlands),forcing
a slight change in the characters' plans. Now, in addition to
locatingthe spares, they must secure a boat to transport them
in and must make their way to a prearranged rendezvous
point in one week's time.
Details of the boat are not presented here. Each character
will be allowed to bring along up to 30 kilograms of gear (no
vehicles), and each will be provided with a week's supply of
food and water.
The shipwreck is a good chance to strip the group of mortars
and other heavy weapons (they won't be needed and would
only make the mission too easy, in any case).

BACKGRO
In the world of 2000, oil is scarce. Oil was the lifeblood of
modern warfare and the single key component to everyone's
warmaking capability. Oil facilities, therefore, became prime
targets, and the petroleum industry was disrupted on aworldwide scale. Few oil fields are operating, and even fewer
refineries are in working condition. When the nukes began
flying and it became obvious that refinery facilities were on
the top of the target lists, no oil workers in their right minds
stayed on the job.Anything connectedwith oil shut down due
to lack of workers. Facilities not subject to nuclear strikes or
conventional military attacks were fought over by numerous
rivals (former national governments, marauders, "new" national governments, and tin-pot local dictators). Those lucky
enough to avoid the ravages of war suffered from the forces
of nature: Workers don't tend to shut things up properly when

fleeingfortheir lives. Dirt,wind, rain, and rust finished the job
started by plutonium and plastique. By 2000, most oil facilities were scrap metal.
The deep-water platforms of the North Sea were no exception, but the need for oil was so great that the British
government (or what was left of it-in 2000, government
control covered only the area south of the Thames and east
of the Isle of Wight) was willing to risk much in orderto reopen
some of the wells.
Restoring function to an abandoned well is not a simple
task. Reopening one that's 50 meters underwater and more

than 100 kilometers from shore is
difficult. Knowledgeable technicians must be
found, persuaded
to cooperate, fed,
sheltered, and protected. Damaged or severely corroded
equipment must be repaired or replaced (assumingyou can
find the spares). The biggest problem is finding people with
the skills and technical know-how to do the job.

to referees who might want to set other adventures on
these islands. About a third of the populations given will
be of appropriate age and condition to be fighters, but
these will act only in defense of their homes. For the
purposes of the table, each island counts as a single
community, except for Mainland, which has two towns.

*Towns on the island of Mainland.

THE IS

S

The Shetland (officially, Zetland) Islands are a chain of
islands, skerries, and specks on the map about 100 to 200
kilometers north of Scotland. They are as close to Norway
as they are to Scotland. Less than 20 of the islands are inhabited, and the chain represents the northernmost county
in Scotland.
The northernmost point in the Shetlands (indeed, in all of
Great Britain) is an island/lighthouse called Muckle Flugga
(unless you count a chunk of rock called Out Stack, which is
not so much an island as it is a place to ruin the underside of
a boat).The southernmost point in the Shetlands is an island
called Fair Isle, renowned more for the sweater pattern of
the same name than for its other major claim to fame-the
Spanish Armada.

H]CSI'ORY

North Sea brought a giant influx of money and jobs (and
outsiders) in the late 20th century.
The Shetlands were physically untouched by the war except for the Soviet Spetsnaz raid on the giant oil terminal at
Sullom. Recently, however, a group of Soviets has landed
on the islands. The actions and intentions of this group are
described later in this article.

The Gulf Stream current and other factors combine to
ameliorate the extreme northern latitude of the Shetlands.
Rainfalland climate are similar to those in northern Scotland:
temperate, with no dry season and with long, cool summers.
During storms, the cold arctic winds can gust as high as 160
kilometers per hour, but the winds are continuous and strong
throughout the year. Due to the islands' northerly latitude, it
never gets completely dark in the summer, and summer
stormscangive sky, sea, and land an eerie, almost unearthly
coloration.
The Shetlands are identical to northern Scotland geologically. The eastern face of Mainland (the largest island in the
group) consists of various types of sandstone, marls and
conglomerates, while the west is made up of metamorphic
schists and gneisses with occasional igneous intrusions.
Small deposits of peat are exploited for fuel. The island of
Unst hadtak: in economically exploitable quantities (themines
are shut down now), and several islands have small deposits of iron ore in quantities too small to botherwith before the
war, but now used in a primitive local ironmongery.
The soil of most of the islands is rocky and poorly suited to
crops, and the islanders (past and present) often turn to
herding and fishing to supplement their income (and their
diet, nowadays).The primary units of agriculture are the small
tenant farms, or crofts, located in valleys or other low spots
sheltered from the wind. Each croft has a small cluster of
farm buildings surrounded by a bit of arable land (seldom
more than a few acres), and each also shares a common
sheep pasture (scattald) with others of its kind. The soil is
poor except in certain areas, and the climate is not suited to
a long growing season. Sheep and cattle do fairly well in most
areas. The localcattle have been successfully crossbredwith
Aberdeen Angus for generations, yielding both milk and a
light but good-quality beef. From the middle of the 20th
century until the outbreak of the war, the islanders did good
businessbreedingthe tubby local poniesfor sale as children's
pets (the famed Shetland ponies). Nowadaysthey are put to
their original purpose on the farm. Practically every crofter
with access to the sea keeps a small boat to make occasional
catches of the local whitefish. The economic centers of the
Shetlands are the towns of Lerwick (the capital before the
war) and Scalloway. Pier facilities for the fishing boats make
these two towns the main harbors of the islands' fishing boats,
and their close proximity to the islands' best agricultural lands
supports a small crofter's market in each town.

The Shetlandswere originally inhabited by a primitive race
(believed to be Picts) who lived in sunken, partially underground huts, and left a number of stone circles and other
artifacts on the islands. The inhabitants were converted to
Christianity shortly before being invaded by the Vikings in
the 8th century of the present era. The Norsemen namedthe
place Hjaltland(fromwhich the present name descends),and
their cultural influence is still strong.Adialect of Norse (called
Morn) was spoken as late as the 1700% and many place
names and otherday-to-daywords from Norn are still in use.
In 1742, Scotland annexed the islands, and large tracts
were granted in fief to Scottish nobles. The islands became
part of Great Britain when the thrones of Scotland and
COrnITIONS
Englandwere united in 1603. Afew remnants of the Spanish
The conventionalwar had little direct eff ecl on the islands'
Armada came to grief in the Shetlands in 1588, but no other populace. When the strategic nuclear exchange began, most
events of importance occurred until the discovery of oil in the of the nonnative population (primarily oil workers and their
10
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ENCOUNTERS
Unless the player characters manage to obtain the use
of a boat, they will have encounters solely on Mainland.
Roll for encounters as specified in the basicTwilight: 2000
game, but use the following tables. Referees may wish to
draw NPC motivation cards
for some non-player characters in order to flesh out
the encounters.

EXPLANATION
OF RESULTS
9-11

Encounters with dogs
are dealt with in the basic

Crofters

S

ter is with 1D6/2 villagers
(craftsmen, day laborers,
storekeepers, etc.). They
will be uncooperative unless the players offer them
7-9
Hunters
something of value (food,
Fishermen
clothing, weapons, etc.), or
unless Warren manages to
befriend them.
Crofters: In a village or
town, this encounter is with
afarm family that has come
to town to sell produce,
wool, meat or hides. Elsewhere, the group has come across a small farm (croft).
Croffers will barter with nonislanders at the prices noted
under To Market on page 13 unless befriended.
Fishermen: This encounter is with 1D6/2 fishermen
who have come to town to sell their catch. They will barter
with nonislanders at the prices noted under To Market on
page 13 unless befriended.
HerdIFlock: This encounter is either with a herd of the
local cattle or a flock of sheep (toss a coin). Either will
consist of (1D6/2)x10 animals and one or two human
attendants. The shepherds or cowherds will be accompanied by a couple of dogs to help them handle the animals, and will be armed only with clubs or large sticks.
They will know nothing of value, but the referee may wish
to have them pass on false information anyway.
Hunters: This encounter is with 10612 hunters seeking birds or seals. They will be armed with double-barreled shotguns and/or hunting rifles, and will not be hostile to the players. If Warren manages to convince them to
cooperate, they will answer questions. Otherwise they will
be laconic and uncooperative.They have nothing to trade,
but if befriended, they will direct the group to the nearest
croft or village.
Thugs: This encounter is with 2D6 semicriminal adolescents. If the thugs get surprise, they will attack, trying
to steal weapons or other valuables rather than doing
permanent damage to the characters. Otherwise,they will
flee. Their only reason for hostility is xenophobia, and if
surprised they will offer no resistance and will flee at the
first opportunity. They will be armed with melee weapons
only. They have nothing to trade and will know nothing of
value, but the referee may use them to pass along misleading information.
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families) fled for ostensibly safer regions. The chaos and collapse of civilization in the aftermath of the nuclear strikes left
the islands largely cut off from the outside world. The dichotomy between native islanders and "newcomers" never
erupted intoviolence, but the harsh life of the postwar islands
was too much for most of the remaining nonnatives, even
though things are somewhat better here than they are elsewhere.
The old rule of "no work equals no food" is very much in
effect on the islands. Everyone and everything must pull its
own weight or perish, and life on the islands has few amenities (few have much in the way of free time anyway). This
has resulted in a very closely knit society, and the islanders'
old insularity (no pun intended) has grown into a full-blown
xenophobia. This is why some form of prewar personal
contact will be necessaryto gain the cooperation of the locals.
(The Soviets have this in the form of Ian Fraser, and the
characters have it in Red Warren.)
Buildings: Trees are (and always have been) scarce on
the islands. Preoil and postwar buildings are both made of
stone (older buildings tend to be built without mortar). Most
wooden buildings were built during the oil boom and used
imported materials. Anything connected with the oil boom
tended to be prefabricated, and many of these buildings have
fallen into disrepair, making them dangerous to enter.
Food: Fish, beef, and mutton form the primary sources of
protein. Vegetables are grown in sheltered spots during the
short, cool summer season. Agriculture is by preindustrial
techniques and is also fairly labor intensive. Some households have turned to hunting in an effort to supplement their
diet. Otters and seals follow the fish, and swarms of sea birds
use the more remote uninhabited islands as breeding rookeries. Small whales called caaing whales (Giobicephalus
svineval) frequent the waters on occasion, and sometimes
a couple of fishing boats will manage to drive one ashore,
where it will provide meat and lamp oil for several families.

ITrnTS
Shetlanders are a mixture of Norse and Scottish, but the
primary cultural features are Scandinavian rather than Gaelic.
They are very closely knit, and before the war, strangers were
looked upon with suspicion, if not outright distrust. Since the
war, the distrust has become an active xenophobia, and
outsiders will be met with suspicion and low-level hostility.
During the war, a number of foreigners were cut off in the
Shetlands. These included some wounded Soviet soldiers
from the raid on Sullom Voe, a few crashed airmen and
shipwrecked sailors, and some fishing boats from Norway
and Iceland. They have chosen to base themselves here
rather than risk the long voyage home.

The referee need not make a big thing of the shipwreck,
but it is a handy excuse to strip the group members of any
heavy equipment (mortars, portable generators, etc.) they
may have brought along that will make the upcoming adventure too easy. Allow the player characters to get ashore safely
with anything they can carry up to their normal load (no more
than that-it's difficult to swim while carrying a 60-kilogram
mortar baseplate). Even with only small arms, the group is

better armed than anybody else on the islands (except for
1-10: Red Warthe Soviets, of course). The group can be wrecked anywhere ren knows the isat the referee's choice, of course, but a spot on the coast be- lander by name,
tween Tolob and Hoswick is recommended. Referees who andthe group can
want to complicate the adventure can put the wreck site on expect complete
one of the other islands, such as Unst or Whalsay.
cooperation.
11-50: Red and
the islander have one or more mutual acquaintances, and
a Z M g u s FUGIT
From the date of the wreck, the players have five days to the group can expect partial cooperation.
accomplishtheir missionand sail to their rendezvous point51-60: Red and the islander are unacquainted and have
their pickup ship cannot wait if they are not there. Navigating no mutual contacts, but Red's personality wins out nevera small boat to a specific point during average weather is a theless, and the group can expect partial cooperation.
61-100: Red fails to befriend the islander. The group can
task (AVG:SBH). Repeat the task each 100 kilometers or 24
hours, whichever comes first. Adverse weather conditions expect little cooperation.
make the task one level more difficult.
These resultswill influence bargainingfor boats, food, and
Success indicates the boat crosses the specified stretch other items, and also will influence the answers to questions
of water without moving off course more than 1D6 kilome- the group may ask.
ters per task roll (cumulative). Failure indicates that the boat
will miss its intended destination by 1D6x10 kilometers per
ODU WERE SEEN
task roll (cumulative).Catastrophic failure indicates that the
A 12cm GATE V ' m ?
After reorganizing after the wreck, Red will be able to
boat will miss its intendeddestination by 1D6x50 kilometers
pertask roll (cumulative).Outstandingsuccess indicates that determine roughly where the party is within an hour or so.
The party can then begin the two- or three-day hike to the
the boat did not drift off course for that particular task roll.
This rule is providedfor referees who want to make use of vicinity of Sullom Voe, where he says the parts storage
it in other situations. Weather is assumedto be good through- building is located. The building is empty and shows signs of
out this adventure after the initial storm (unless, of course, recent activity. Someone has removed the parts, probably
the referee wishes otherwise). The referee may want to end within the last week.
The players must find someone if they want to find out
the adventure after the players set sail.
where the parts have gone. During this stage of the adventure, double the number of encounters per day to represent
TO
T, TO
KZT,
a more intensive search. If any characters have RCN skill
T o BUY A FAT PIG
Most items on the basicgame's equipment list are unavail- higher than 80, triple the number of encounters per day.
able or extremely rare on the island. The characters will be
able to buy food, but little else.
8
TION,
Use the equipment list, the Equipment Availability Table
WliZ W ~ IfN1FORltaaTION
T
and the Western availability rating from Twilight: 2000, but
Any islander encountered within 20 kilometers of Sullom
shift everything one column to the right (scarce goods be- Voe is capable of giving clues to where the goods have gone.
come rare and rare goods become unavailable, et~.),except Refereeswho wish to do so may role play out each encounfor firearms and ammunition. Military firearms are unavail- teror may simply impart the information obtained as a result
able (everyone who has one is unwilling to sell). Military am- of the encounter.
munition is rare and is available only for small arms (assault
To determine what the players find out, roll 1D6 once on
rifles, pistols, submachineguns and shotguns). Civilian the appropriate table below (twice if the inquiring character
weapons and ammunition are rare. No motorized transport has INT skill at 60+, three times if INT 80+).
Any islander with whom Red achieved a roll of 50 or less
is available for sale, but bicycles and carts (pulled by ponies,
half normal capacity) can be had for a price. Boats are dis- when making friends will accompany the group to the Soviet
cussed later.All prices are x4for nonislanders (unless Warren encampment if a result with an asterisk is achieved. Contramanages to befriend the seller, in which case they are x3 for dictory answers should be resolved in the group's favor.
partial cooperation and x2 for complete cooperation), and
payment must be in barter, as outlined in the rules (islanders
GOOBEIRATION T B L E
will except gold only if befriended-it doesn't have much
Complete
Partial
Little
practical use in the Shetlands). For the purposes of the Die
Cooperation
Cooperation
Cooperation
EquipmentAvailability Table, Lerwick and Scalloway are the
1
Answer A*
Answer A
Answer C
Answer A*
only towns in the Shetlands; all others are villages. Crofts 2
Answer B
Answer D
are not communities and will sell only food.
3
Answer B*
Answer B
Answer D
4
Answer 0
Answer C
Answer E
5
Answer C
Answer C
Answer E
EVG FRIENDS
6
Answer D
Answer D
Answer E
LrnPPJCrnG PEOPLE
If Red is involved in an encounter, make a percentile roll
for each individual islander and implement the following
Answer A: Foreigners have occasionally been seen inthe
results.
area. They've been mucking about at night in the vicinity of
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the storage shed, and they leave by a small boat in the
morning. They sail eastward, toward the south point of Yell.
I heard tell a Scot named Fraser took in a bunch of foreigners a year or so ago, and they live on a croft west of Burravoe.
Answer B: Foreigners have occasionally been seen inthe
area. They've been mucking about at night in the vicinity of
the storage shed, and they leave by a small boat in the
morning. They sail eastward, toward the south point of Yell.
I heard tell a Scot named Fraser took in a bunch of foreigners a year or so ago. He lives on Yell, I think.
Answer C: Foreigners have occasionally been seen inthe
area. They've been mucking about at night in the vicinity of
the storage shed, and they leave by a small boat in the
morning.
Answer D: Foreigners have occasionally been seen inthe
area.
Answer E: "Ay dinna ken" ("I don't know").
Questioning islanders outside of the 20-kilometer radius
will yield no useful information ("Ay dinna ken"), but the referee is free to substitute suitable tall tales, if desired.
On Yell: Complete cooperationfrom islanders on Yell will
gain result A* above. Partial cooperation will get result B;
otherwise, the players will be told, "Ay dinna ken."

IS THERE A SNLOIZ, IIPJ 'P'NE HOUSE?
Ian Alister Fraser is a lowland Scot who emigrated
to the Shetlands with the oil boom and elected to stay
when the war broke out. A short, stout barrel of a man,
Fraser is quite powerful. He is one of those men whose
beard is so dense it looks as though his face has been
tattooed no matter how closely he shaves, and this only
adds to his brutish appearance. Fraser is descended
from a long line of border reavers, and he looks it to a
T. If looks were personality, Fraser would be a two-bit
hoodlum in Glasgow. This is not the case, however.
Fraser is a college-educated engineer and is the first
one of his family to "attend university," as he puts it.
During his stay in college, he became a socialist, but
sought a career in the oil industry because it interested
him.
Fraser was an engineering supervisor on an oil platform until the nuclear strikes began and the platforms
were evacuated.As middle level management, he was
one of the last officials to leave the rig, and as such
was stranded in the Shetlands when the war began.
Perhaps because he did not look like an executive,
Fraser found himself accepted by the locals and
managed to survive fairly well.
When the GRU operatives landed on the island last
year, Fraser (serendipitously)was one of the first people
they ran into. He has been the primary connection
between the Soviets and the natives since that time.
NPC Motivation Results: Spade Seven: Power.
Fraser desperately wants to be in a position of real
responsibility and views the planned Soviet takeover
of the North Sea oil wells as a means to this end. Club
Queen: Fraser is extremely stubborn and refuses to
change his mind once he has made a decision.
C

Assuming they acquire the parts, the characters will need
a boat capable of carrying 3.5 tons of cargo in addition to
themselves and their gear. Boats of that size are not readily
available on the island, and the group will need to bargain
with one of the fishing crews in Lerwick or Scalloway. Red
Warren will be able to give the group a good estimate of the
size of the cargo to be carried, so it is possible for the players
to acquire the boat before going north (in which case their
journey will take only one day). The referee should allow the
players to think of this themselves rather than suggest it to
them. On any given encounter with fishermen, the players
may attempt to negotiate a boat rental. If the group befriends
the fishing boat's crew (consisting of three to five people,
sometimes related),the crew will agree to take the group and
the parts to the rendezvous point for a fee of 1D6~$1000,
payable in barter (use the basic game price list values for
items offered in this case). Such bargaining encounters are
more interesting if NPC motivations are drawn, and the
exchange is role played.

THE SOWETS CIM SWET
In late 2000, General Oleg Vasilovich Koslov of the GRU
(of Operation Polar Bear fame) hatched a scheme to secure
control of the North Sea oil rigs for the Soviet Union. A preliminary party was sent to establish a base on the Shetlands,
and succeeded only because it happened to make contact
with a local sympathizer, IanA. Fraser. When Operation Polar
Bear exploded into being, however, it was given priority over
all other GRU operations, and the ship and soldiers originally intendedto carry out the operationwere sent to Spitsbergen instead (see Boomer for more details). The soldiers in
the Shetlands were told (by radio) to continue local operations and await the conclusion of Polar Bear.
Thanks to Fraser, the Soviets were able to secure a small,

abandoned croft as a base of operations, and a small fishing using the basic
boat for transportation. From this base, they removed the rules or by adaptspares from the storage facility near Sullom Voe and trans- ing Last Battle
ferred them to their croft on the island of Yell, west of the according to the
village of Burravoe.
scenario creation
in addition to Fraser, the croft shelters a few civilians rules therein.
recruited by him and the Soviets. The referee should see that
these are roughly equal in number and armament to the
RE
S
If the players return without Warren, they are considered
characters' group (i.e., if the players have eight Elite characters, the Soviets should have eight Elite NPCs, etc.).
to have failed and will not be paid.
If they return with Warren and the parts, they will be paid
$5000 in gold or equipment per surviving character. If they
FIREFIGHT
All of this eventually leads to a confrontation between the return with any Soviets who have been captured as proof of
Soviets and the characters' group (and whatever local allies the Soviet plan for the oil rigs, they will receive a bonus of
they may have).The referee may adjudicate this situation by $1000 per person. SZ

Referee may distribute
sentries, etc. as needed.

BLE
in Paradise
Wesley Kawata and Michelle Sturgeon
I could see the worried look on
Duke Banazak's face the moment his
two bodyguards led me into the
throne room. Iquickly foundout why:
His 18-year-olddaughter, Marlena,
has been missing for three days. The
duke explained that I would be taking the place of anotherprivateinvestigator,a certain Howard Travis, who
tracked Marlena to the Gardega
University Hospital. Travis was telling
the duke, by communicator, that
Marlena had just had plastic surgery
and hadpurchasedpassage on a far
trader called the Sunstrike. He then
mentioned that he had snapped a
photo of Marlena's new appearance.
That's when communication was lost.
The duke's security people later
found the body of Howard Travis in a
hospital corridor, near an electrical
conductor box. The cause of death
was listed as electric shock. No picture was found anywhere near the
body.
I knew Howard Travis. He had a
reputation for being one of the best
private investigators in the Fornast
sector. The thought of replacing him
both frightened and excited me. And
if I had any thoughts of refusing the
case, they were dispelled by the
Cr 100,000 reward the duke was offering for the safe return of his daughter.
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ne member of your party has
been contacted by Banazak,
the duke of Subsector L in the
Fornast sector. His daughter
is missing, and he wants her returned
safely--but he insists that the investigation be discreet. Besidesthe information in the introduction, the duke will
provide the PCs with a complete passenger manifest and high passage tickets for the Sunstrike's next destination,
a planet called Zanagone, located two
parsecs away from Gardega. The
Sunstrike is scheduled to depart from
the Gardega starport in 24 hours-this
will be the first flight out since Marlena
Banazak disappeared.
The duke will lead the PCs to his
daughter's room. On her desk they will
find a jumble of items, including an
archaeology textbook, a pamphletfrom
the Eden Society, and a scrap of paper
with the following notation: "See Dr.
Crawford at midnight, Gardega University Hospital." It is dated yesterday.
If they ask, the duke will tell the characters he is not familiar with the Eden
Society-he thinks it is some sort of
utopian cult but knows nothing more.
The duke will also show the characters a picture of Marlena taken a few
months ago. She is wearing a pendant
bearing the initials "M.B." and is standing next to another girl about her own
age. In the background, the buildings of
the Gardega University campus are
visible. Duke Banazak will say he
doesn't recognize the other girl in the
picture. He will also admit that he hasn't
exactly been on the best of terms with
Marlena lately.

REFEREE'S
INFO
ION
The Eden Society is a utopian cult
advocating the return to a tech 0, primitive state. The cult blames technology
for most of the Imperium's problems.
The Eden Society has been in existence
for about 10 years and is quite secretive about its activities. Members never
acknowledge the fact that they belong
to the society except when proselytizing. Planetary membershipis estimated
at 2000. The leaders of the cult are
unknown because the group refuses to
release information to outsiders. Little
is known about the cult's internal structure, but it is rumored to be governed
by some sort of directorate consisting
of five to nine members. Also, the Eden
Society is believed to be subdividedinto
cell groups, each with a group leader,
one or more assistant leaders, and
approximately 100 members.

RTnGS
The player characters have only one
day to gatherwhatever informationthey
can before boardingthe Sunstrike---the
ease with which they solve this mystery
will greatly depend on the amount of
informationthey can gather. Much of the
data on the NPCs is available through
the planet's computer net. A call to the
duke should take care of any bureaucratic problems the PCs run into. Much
of this same information is also obtainable by hittingthe streets, an option that
may take more time than is available.
The player characters should not
detain or kidnap any of the major NPCs,
or preventthe departure of the Sunstrike

rrom the Gardega starport. The referee
may want to have several law enforcers patrol the area and may remind the
characters that the duke wants the
investigationconducted discreetly. The
duke has chosen not to impound the
Sunstrike because he does not want to
impede local commerce.

Marlena Banazak
The duke's daughterwas enrolled as
a freshman at Gardega University, a
large school drawing students from all
over Subsector L in the Fornast sector.
Marlena has not yet declared a major
but was taking a heavy load of art,
archaeology, and anthropology classes.
She is known to be high-spirited, and
she has azest for travel and adventure.
She has made numeroustrips to neighboring star systems, includingtheZanagone system, and she has been seen a
lot lately with a starship engineer named
Owen Tolbert. Owen was introducedto
Marlenaby his girlfriend, Debra McConnell, a good friend of Marlena's.
Referee's Note: Much to herdismay,
Marlena has fallen in love with Owen
Tolbert, her friend's boyfriend. She and
Owen recently decided to run away
together to the Eden Society's commune on Mandril. But she knows being
the daughter of the duke will make it very
difficult for her to just disappear--unless
she resorts to drastic measures.

date for knighthood by the archduke of
Sylea. He is rumored to be a member
of the Eden Society, and a check of his
bank account will reveal that he's been
getting huge sums of money recently
from an unknown source.
Referee's Note: Crawford is the type
of person who will do anything for a
price. Not only is he a member of the
Eden Society, but he is its founder and
president-though he will deny any
knowledge of the society, or of Marlena
and Travis. If the PCs confront him with
his Eden Society connection, he will flee
to his airlraft parked outside the hospital, and will lead any pursuers out of
town and into the wilderness beyond. If
caught, he will not reveal any relevant
information, and a search of his person
will not turn up anything of value to the
investigation.

now on her way home to the Zanagone
system after completing herterm. Debra
had several classes with Marlena and
is a close friend. Anyone who has seen
the picture of Marlena will recognize
Debra as the girl standing next to her.
Debra is not a part of the Eden Society.
She knows Marlena has been going to
the meetings but has no idea what she
does there.
Referee's Note: The characters will
not be able to locate Debra at the university-or anywhere else-prior to
when they board the Sunstrike. The
background information on Debra is
true. However, the Debra McConnellthe
Andrea Bswen
Andrea is a freelance reporter, age characters will meet on board the Sun22, working for the Zanagone News strikewill not be the real Debra McConService. Three days ago, while cover- nell. The real Debra committed suicide
ing a story about a smuggling ring three days ago after she found out Owen
operating on Gardega, she blew her
cover and was disfigured in an airlraft
accident. She is returning to Zanagone,
having undergone plastic surgery performed by Dr. Crawford. The characters
will encounter her on board the Sunstrike.

Janice Ryan.
Duke Robert Banazak
The duke is the ruler of Subsector L
in the Fornast sector. Marlena is hisonly
child, and his wife, Duchess Dasandra,
died when Marlena was only five. The
duke is a multimillionaire, but has a
reputation for being a mediocre, lackluster bureaucratwith no political ambitions except to retain control of his subsector. He does, however, genuinely
love his daughter and is very worried
about her.

Dr. William Crawford

Janice Ryan has just been hired as
the new stewardlmedical officer of the
Sunstrike. A check of the computer net
will reveal absolutely nothing about her
because Ryan is not her real name.
Born Janice Colburn, she assumed an
alias recently after her last captain was
arrested in connection with a smuggling
ring.Although she had no knowledge of
any illegal activities, she changed her
name to avoid being connected with
what she considers an ugly situation.
Captain Delaney hired Janice yesterday without asking too many questions-he needed to replace a steward1
medical officer who quit suddenly after
an argument with him concerning slave
trading. She immediately accepted the
offer, glad to be leaving the area until
her old situation blows over.

Dr. Crawford performed the plastic
surgery on Marlena and also on a reporter named Andrea Bowen. He is a
professor at the Gardega University
medical school and can be reached at
his office on the first floor of the Gardega
University Hospital. Crawford has published numerous holojournal articles
Debra MeGonnelll
Debra McConnellis a student at Garabout the plastic surgery techniques he
pioneered, and is considered a candi- dega University majoring in art who is

Marlena Banazak

Dr. William Crawford
GDW
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To locate Doramine in Travis' blood:
believed to be a member of the Eden
Society, although he will deny it in public.
Difficult, Medical or Chemistry, 20
Referee's Note: Owen is an assistant minutes.
group leaderwithin the Eden Society. If
he can catch one of the player characters alone, he may try to persuade him
PEN
Michael Delaney
Marlena and Owen are planning to
Delaney has owned the far trader to join the EdenSociety, if the PC seems
hijack the Sunstrike by reprogramming
Sunstrike for 10 years and has barely receptive.
the jump coordinates to an Eden Socimanagedto keep up with the mortgage
ety commune in the Mandril system,
payments. Twelve years ago, while
located one parsec away from the
serving as an engineer on afree trader,
BEFORE
The real Debra McConnellcommitted Zanagone system. Owen is a skilled
Delaney was tried for piracy and slave
trading, but was eventually acquitted. suicide three days ago, after OwenTol- navigator and plans to do the reproDelaney is a good-natured starship bert confessed that he was in love with gramming while Captain Delaney is off
captain who loves to swap stories at the Marlena. Marlena was upset and felt the bridge. Both Owen and Delaney
captain's table. But he will become very guilty about the death of her friend, but have keys to the ship's arms locker,
angry if anyone mentions the piracy and she saw the opportunity in the situation which contains four rifles, four pistols,
fourdaggers, and extra ammo. Delaney
slave trading charges-anyone who and quickly took action.
She bribed the police commissioner will not suspect Owen of plotting a hidoes should be ready for a fistfight.
Referee's Note: Delaney is innocent to keep the matter quiet (and out of the jacking because he is unaware of his
of the piracy and slave trading charges. computer net). The next day, she made involvement in the Eden Society.
If the characters get too close to the
He has many enemies within the mer- arrangements with Dr. Cravvfordto have
truth,
Marlenawill attempt a diversionchant service, one of whom tried to plastic surgery to make her look like
Crawford
was
more
than
she
will
plant the pendant she was
Debra.
Dr.
frame him 12 years ago.
wearing
in
the picture of her and Debra
happy to do the operation and keep
Marlena's
new
identity
a
secret-for
a
on
either
Janice
or Andrea.
En&neer Owen Tolbert
Once
on
Mandril,
Marlena and Owen
price.
Owen Tolbert has served as engineer
Meanwhile,
Howard
Travis
tracked
plan
to
join
the
commune
there, keepon board the Sunstrike for eight years.
ing
the
other
passengers
on
the planet
Marlena
to
the
Gardega
University
Within the last year, he has been seen
as
well.
Owen
would
also
like
to check
Hospital
and
tapped
into
the
surveilMcConnell,
and
frequently with Debra
the two of them are believed to be in lance camera network, getting a picture out some suspicions he has about a
love. He has also been seen frequently of Marlena's new appearance.After the possible discrepancy in information the
with Marlena Banazak, Debra's friend, operation, Crawford stumbled upon Eden Society directors have been givduring the last three months. Owen is Travis calling the duke on his commu- ing out while proselytizing. Owen benicator in a deserted corridor, next to an lieves in the Eden Society's professed
electrical conductor box. He snuck up values and wants to put an end to any
on Travis from behind and knocked him corruption by revealing the truth.
Getting either Owen or Marlena to
out with a blow to the head, then injected
him with doramine. Used to treat pa- give up the hijack attempt will be very
tients suffering from the side effects of difficult. The characters will need to
cold sleep, doramine is fatal in large physically restrain the two and/or condoses, metabolizes quickly, and is diff i- vince them that the hijacking has no
cult to detect. Crawford then stole the chance of succeeding.
picture of Marlena, confiscatedthe film
from the surveillance camera, and
To convince Owen and Marlena to
destroyedthem both. Marlenadoes not give up the hijacking:
Difficult, Liaison, 4 minutes.
know about the murder of Howard
Travis.
Referee's Note:lf the current reaction
Attempting to examine the body of level is either actively cooperative or
HowardTraviswithout interventionfrom totally cooperative, then reduce the
the duke is a Difficult task. If the char- difficulty to Routine. The characters
acters run a toxicology test on Travis' must convince both NPCs to surrender
body, they might find traces of doramine in order to end the hijacking. If only one
in the blood. Locatingthe drug is also a is convinced, he will continue resisting
task.
out of love for the other. In such a siluation, subsequent attempts at gaining
To examine the body of Howard Tra- a surrender will be reduced one level
further in difficulty to reflect the fact that
vis (without ducal assistance):
Difficult, Administration modified by the convinced NPC is also trying to talk
his partner out of the hijacking.
Liaison. 6 minutes.
Owen Tolbert
Tolbert was in love with Marlena. The
Debra on board the Sunstrike is really
Marlena Banazak,who underwent plastic surgery to make her look like Debra.
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THE T R m H
mOUT
The planet Man
listed
as having a UWP of X868000-0 (no
population), but Owen and Marlena
believe they are going to a X868200-0
(low population) planet. Neitherof these
codes is correct-the UWP is actually
X878200-0 (tainted atmosphere).
The 0 population factor of Mandril is
erroneous-the Eden Society claims it
has transported around 200 members
to its commune on that planet through
secret charters (and occasionally
through hijacking).
But Owen suspects that several
hundred more people have been transported there and that someone on the
directorate is releasing deliberately low
figures. He also thinks that individual
has been embezzling funds. Only fullfledged group leaders are allowed to
know the identities of the directorate,
and it is not uncommonfor the members
of one Eden Society cell group not to
know the lower-ranking members of
other cell groups-making it possiblefor
an unscrupulousdirectorate memberto
circulate false figures.
Owen does not know that an even
more serious problem than the inaccurate populationcount is the atmospheric
contamination on the planet. Mandrills
atmosphere is tainted with hallucinogenic spores which, when inhaled, induce violent psychosis. People affected
by the contamination undergo repeated
violent psychotic episodes which may
result in harm to themselves or others.
The presence of this contaminate has
resulted in a rapid downward spiral in
the population of the planet. The spores
are visible as a faint haze, which the
referee may want to draw to the players' attention.
Owen and Marlena are not aware of
the contamination of Mandril's atmosphere. In fact, no one within the Eden
Society, except Dr. Crawford, knows
about it. Crawford is using Mandril's
false planetary profile to reap a huge
profit, as all members of the Eden
Society are required to sign over their
possessionsto the society priorto being
transported to the Mandril commune.
Needless to say, no one has ever returned to complain about getting a bum
deal, and Crawford has altered the
populationfigures and skimmed a large
profit off the top.

IfOwen and Marlena reach Mandril,
they will go outside the ship, looking for
their comrades. They will needto resist
exposure to the spores, as will any
unprotected PCs who follow them.
Anyone leaving the ship must also be
on their guard against the potentially
dangerous inhabitants of the planet.
Owen and Marlenawillnot thinkof using
air filtration devices or taking weapons
with them unless they are convinced of
the contaminated nature of the atmosphere. Once contaminated by the
spores, an individual must be treated
within 24 hours by an antidote, or the
effect can lead to permanent personality changes.

To resist exposure to the spores:
Difficult, Constitution.
Referee's Note: Checks must be
made hourly. A vacc suit or filter mask
will provide total protection against the
spores.
To make an antidote to spore contamination:
Routine, Chemistry, 12 minutes.
Referee'sNote:lnorderforthe treatment to have an effect, the victim must
be placed in a spore-free atmosphere.

L%~F~[‘E
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The PCs should keep in mind that in
order to collect the reward, they must
deliver Marlena back to the duke at his
palace or some other prearranged location. If Marlena dies or does not return, the duke will refuse to pay.
If the player characters succeed in
delivering Marlenaback to the duke, she
will explain to him that she was only
trying to keep her membership in the
Eden Society from becoming public
knowledge, and that she was helping
Owen turn the society into a legitimate
operation.
Shewillconvince himif Owenandthe
PCs corroborate her story, or if they
reveal Crawford's plotto lure unsuspecting members to a spore-tainted planet
in order to steal their possessions. The
duke will be happy to be reunited with
his daughter and have her safe for now,
no matter what future choices she
makes.
And if they bring her back, the PCs
will have fulfilled their part of the bargain
and will receivethe promised Crl00,OOO
reward. R
GDW
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eyna Tirenthe has been, since the tender age of
14 standard, one of the brightest stars of stage and
screen in the Imperium. In addition to her theatrical achievements, she was known, until recently,
as the s~okeswomanfor Nuvonuev, a major manufacturer
of cosr;letics and body
paints.
The daughter of a minor
administrator onTerra, Leyna was "discovered" there
by Adam Gordon, a theatrical agent well knownfor his
business acumen. He met
her during a brief stopover
while she was working as a

era1noteddignitaries came to light. On the eve of their second
anniversary, apparently scandalized by Leyna's transgressions,Adam Gordon took his own life by leaping from his
speeder at an altitude of 1000 meters.
Although Leyna was grief-stricken, she recovered quickly
from her husband's death and
again began circulating at socia1 events, sometimes in the
company of the emperor's son,
On the evening of 242-1116,
110 days after the assassination of Strephon, Imperialpolice
released news of the disappearance of LeynaTirenthe. Investigating an alarm at her
home, police found in her bedroom the bodies of three

ActressINoble

Lieutenant Fel Ladn lmperial guard,
h the back of the

family with his proposition.

sent her as an
actress.

found, nor has any evidence of
her death surfaced since her
disappearance that night.
Police believe that Leyna has
been kidnapped, although no
ransom demands have
been made. Nuvonuev
Cosmetics and her production company have
offered a reward of
Cr50,OOOfor proof of
her whereabouts.
She has apparently been spotted on
several worlds between
Core sector and the Solomani
Rim, where it is generally assumed she and her captors are
heading. Palace sources say
that Emperor Lucan is intensely
interestedin Leyna's well-being and has alerted the entire
Imperial intelligence network to find her and, if necessary,
rescue her.

age of 18, she was
one of the highest paid
performers in the Solomani Rim. Her beauty was
not her only asset; her intelligence allowed her to
grasp subtleties of technique that normally took
years of experience to develop.
Exactly 44 weeks after
her first starring production reached
the Core, Leyna received an invitation
api to the palace of the emperor. Arriving on
tal aboard the cruiser lmperial Reaumo
Gordon), Leynawas greeted by Strephon and accompanied
SE'B"IFING
Leyna Tirenthe is a racially pure Solomani with pale skin,
him to the Royal Palace. During their stay on the lmperial
Estate, LeynaTirenthe, then 20, andAdam Gordonwere mar- red-blond hair, and gray eves. She is 24 years old but looks
like agirl still in herteens.She has an unusual habit of smoking
ried by the emperor.
The couple continued to live together on Capital. In the cigarettes, sometimesdifficult-to-finditems madefromTerran
months that followed, Leynagrew even more famous, never tobacco. For this encounter the players should be located at
losing her remarkable teenage sensuality. With her growing any one of the Travellers' Aid hostels in the Spinward
fame, however, evidence of herdiscontent began to surface. Marches. During their stay, one or more of them will be
Rumors of infidelity ran rampant, and her liaisons with sev- approached by young woman in need of protection.Though

Christopher S. Willoughby
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Leyna's face is famous, she is quite skilled in the use of
cosmetics, and recognizing her is a task.
To recognize Leyna Tirenthe:
Difficult, Streetwise and Carousing, 1 day (uncertain).
This roll should be made every day for each character. If
it is successful for any player, then the results should be
revealed to the individual, not to the entire party. In any event,
the players should be allowed to slowlyunravel the mystery
of her identity.
Leyna will claim to be a distant relative of Archduke Norris,
on her way to see him on urgent business and in fear of
kidnappers. She will produce well-forged papers (executed
at Forgery-4) confirming her identity as Lady Elenais and will
tell the characters that one failed attempt has already been
made to abduct her. Leyna will use her youthful, innocent
appearance and sensuality to persuade the players that she
is in desperate needof their help. She will offer them Crl0,OOO
apiece and travelling expenses to escort her safely into the
presence of the archduke.

MOTWATBiON
Leyna is a Solomani "sleeper" agent; her actual age is 33
standard years. Recruited on Terra some years ago and
provided with anagathics to maintain her teenage appearance, she was assigned to seduce the luminaries who frequent the Travellers' Aid Society hostels in the Sol subsector.
Her "discovery" by Adam Gordon was purely accidental
and was initially looked upon by her superiors as a windfall,
as her acting career allowed her to travel amid the upper strata
of lmperial society. Gordon eventually came to realize who
and what she was inthe course of her time with him and forced
her to marry him. However, his desires began to conflict with
her ambitions, so she disposed of him without remorse.
Though Leyna amassed a great deal of valuable information during her time on Capital, the quality and amount of
data she actually relayed to Solomani Intelligence was both
substantially useless and very small. Eventually, believing
that her public status would keep her superiors from acting
against her, she refused to work as their agent any longer.
The Solomani, unafraidof negative publicity in the Imperium,
had other ideas.
When two Solomani agents caught her with the young
lieutenant, he dispatched them with surprising swordsmanship. Realizing that her cover was compromised, Leyna
promptly shot the lieutenant through the back of the head,
gathered some valuables, and left her home, setting off her
alarm in the process. She then boarded ship, not for the
Solomani Rim or toward the llelish war zone, but toward the
one destination where her wealth of informationwould be of
most value: Archduke Norris.

m V E N a ' m L N G WITH LEWA
Leyna is utterly ruthless and will use any means possible
to get to the archduke. She is aware that Lucan now knows
of her identity as a Solomani agent, although he has failed to
reveal it publicly, and she knows that Solomani Intelligence
must by now have figured out her destination.

Lucan has not,
in fact, committed
his entire intelligence netwok
to
finding Leyna. Following the advice
of several counselors, he has decided to be circumspect in his actions, lest
the entire matter become public. The Solomani have few operatives in the Marches, so the players may expect to encounter only small groups of Imperial or Solomani agents.
Leyna is prepared to sacrifice any and all of the party
members to arrive safely in Norris' care. If any member of
the party guesses her identity, she will reveal hersetf and claim
that Lucan himself wishes to assassinate her, stating that
she can only reveal Lucan's reason for wanting her dead in
the presence of Archduke Norris. Ifany character refuses to
help her thereafter, she will attempt to turn the rest of the
party against him.
Norris would indeedfind her knowledge of the idiosyncrasies of several high-level officials useful. If the players succeed in escorting Leyna to his current location (which world
should be determined by the referee),the archduke will see
that they are paid the promised Cr10,OOO apiece. If, however, he suspects that Leyna has revealed her identity to the
characters, he will order them placed under surveillance.This
could provide even more interesting adventures should the
characters,for instance, attempt to change their identities to
escape Imperial scrutiny.

MEGATRAVELLER

REFER3EEING L E m A
The most important aspect of this encounter is the revelation of Leyna Tirenthe's real villainy. In order for this adventure to work, the referee must play her as a highly sympathetic character. Let her ultimate actions reveal her true
nature. Finally, though the extent of Leyna's knowledge and
how much of it she reveals to the players is left to the referee
to tailor to his campaign, here's one interesting idea: An inspection of Leyna's belongings will uncover an audio disk.
On it is a conversation between Lucan and Leyna in which
he exposes his prior knowledgeof Dulinor's plot against Strephon. Note that a revelationof this nature could seriously affect the outcome of any campaign, but referees looking to
add a wild card into the Rebellion should feel free to use it. Q
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"Tsu-Uerrzdezlurz-Ghae Sourz Aenrrarz?"
(To vanquish with honor-dur Brotherhood of the
Claw!)
-Popular Vargr lidiilttlecy
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he most notorious spacecraft ever designed is
certainly the Sourzclass fighter, namedfor its characteristic hand-like hull design. The word sourz,
translatedfromArrghoun as claw, handorpaw, has
become synonymous with Vargr fighter craft. In 1115, Imperial Naval Intelligence estimated that 93 percent of the operationalfightersin the Vargr Extents were of the Sourzclass.
Popular as much for its uniquely intimidatingstructuraldesign
as for its versatility, speed, and firepower, no Vargr navy or
corsair unit is without some number of Sourz fighters.
What holds true for all light fighter craft holds true for the
Sourz. The value of small, fast, maneuverable fighters for
support and defense of larger naval vessels has been proven
in battle after battle for thousands of years. In the Vargr
Extents, the role of fighter craft becomes more varied. Carried along on corsair ships of even less than 1000 tons, the
Sourz is tremendously popular as a hard-hitting, hard-to-hit
weapon. In planetary raids, few ground-supportvehiclescan
even come close to its firepower and speed. Even the standard "no-frills" version is equipped with atmospheric weapons (usuallytwin VRF gauss guns), making quite obvious its
function as a close-surface raider.
Though in many respects the Sourz is similar, if not identical, to other fighters in operation throughout known space,
the tremendous popularity of this class and its long history
have created around it a strange, nearly religious reverence
that stretches across even the divisions the Vargr Extents
can create. Sourz pilots throughout the Vargr Extents consider themselves part of a brotherhood-the SounAenrrarz.
A special reverence for their craft and the highly charismatic
lure of life as a Sourz pilot seem to bring out not only the best
pilots to man Sourz fighters, but the best in these pilots.
Keepingthis in mind, the Sourz-class fighter is, perhaps, the
Vargr's most feared weapon.

~
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HISTORY
The exact birthplace of the Sourz-class fighter is the stuff
of legend. Most major governments in the Vargr Extentshave,
at one time or another, claimed responsibility for the design
and construction of the first Sourz prototype. As it stands,
the true birthplace of the Sourz is both unknown and hotly
debated. The predominant feeling among Sourzpilots is that
the designwas a gift from the Ancients and was spread evenly
throughout the Extents, allowing simultaneous development
throughout Vargr space. Obviously, no hard evidence whatsoever backs up this unlikely assertion. It is agreed, however, that there must have been an original prototype at one
time or another, and that it was most likely built to TLIO standards, even though the current version is at the forefront of
TL15 ship design. All agree that if the prototype were actually discovered, it would be not only monetarily, but culturally
and sociologically, the most valuable piece of engineering in
the Vargr Extents. Of course (andmost likely because of this),
fakes abound.
Equally shadowy is the developmentof the SourzAenrrarz.

Mention of such a fraternity has been found in documents
dating back to around -3000. It is possible that a very primitive form of Sourzfighterwas used in the Colonial Rebellion
of -381 5 to -3790, when the Vargr race discoveredjump technology, and several referencesto a military brotherhood can
be found in recordsfrom this period. Historianstend to favor
the idea that the SourzAenrrarz was based on a similar concept begun at this time and see the idea of quasireligious
attachments of warriors to their weapons as a common cultural phenomenonthat occurs not only among Sourz pilots.
The incident often cited as the first "official" documentation of the existence of the Sourz Aenrrarz took place during
a local skirmish when the Sourz pilots on both sides suddenly turned on their motherships and destroyed all but two
(they did need a ride home!), all the while screeching the now
infamous: "Tsu Uerrzdezlurz-Ghae Sourz Aenrrarz!"
through open communicators. This battlecry is still in use.
Vargr navalcommanders are off en suspiciousof their Sourz
pilots becausethe pilots tend to see their ships as more charismatic, and therefore more important, than their commanders. Though Sourzfighters engage each other time and time
again, there is always a level of respect between opposing
pilots. This respect goes deep enough that Sourz pilots will
not deign to use tricks and dirty maneuvers on each other in
even the most heated dogfights. (No pun intended.) ASourz
pilot will off en take great pains to avoid his opponent's blindspots and othervulnerabilities,preferringa straight-forward,
head-to-head fight. As frustrating as this is for their commanders, Sourzon Soundogfights are ultimatelyrather long,
graceful, and uncharacteristically civilized affairs.
Sourzpilots often reject social contact outside their fighter
group, and a pilot's closest relationship is frequently with his
gunner. A Sourzpilot and his gunner are inseparable. If one
is killed, the other almost always goes through a period of
deep depressionand may even make a radicalcareer change
rather than fly again with any other. Held in great esteem by
their comrades and by the general Vargr population, Sourz
pilots are usually haughty and unfriendly, but highly intelligent and sophisticated officers. Many Vargr naval vessels
have very distinct, separate quarters for their Sourz flight
crews, and entry into these sections is something most Vargr
spacers have to be content with simply dreaming about.

DESIGN

SO
Craft ID:
Hull:

Sourz Fighter, Type VF, TL15, MCr28.3
18/45, Disp=20, Config=2AF, Armor=40G
Unloaded=80 tons, Loaded=404 tons
Power: 112, Fusion=1494 Mw, Duration=8/25
Loco: 316, Maneuver=6, NOE=19Okph,
Cruise=2835 kph, Top=3780 kph
MaxAccel=Gg, Agility=6
Commo: Radio=System
Sensors: ActiveEMS=Pianetary,
PassiveEMS=interplanetary, Densitometer=LoPen/250m, Neutrino=l Okw, Electromagnetic Masking, ActObjScan=Diff,
ActObjPin=Diff, PasObjScan=Rout,
PasObjPin=Rout, PasEngScan=Rout,
PasEngPin=Rout
Off: PLaser-l3=xx3
Batt
1
Bear
1

The basic design, outlined to the right, is built toTL15 standards and includes the most common atmospheric weapon
package (the twin VRF gauss guns) and the most common
space weapons (a triple pulse-laser turret).Among the thousands of Sourz fighters in operation, any combination of
weapons imaginable can be found. The basic design includes
a 300,000-round gauss gun magazine with a volume of 90
TYP
Rounds Pen/Attn Dmg Auto Tgts Sig Diffas
kiloliters. In addition to weapons, individual customization of
10
4
LoIR FC 15
the standard Sourzdesign comes in many forms which are VRF Gauss Gun x2 300,000 2114
Def: DefDM=+9
limited only by the imagination.
Control: Computer=l/bisx3, Panel=holographic
Sourz pilots always name their ships, and elaborate hull
markings are a particular trademark of this class of vessel.
linkx167, Special: HeadsUp holox2
Environ:
Even in fleets that have strict requirements as to uniformity
Basic env, basic Is, inertial comp
Accom: Crew=2 (pilot, gunner), Seats=adequatex2
of hull markings,the Sounsquadrons are splashedwith color.
Other: Cargo=6.76 kiiters, Fuel=49 kliters,
Some pilots even go so far as to have elaborate holographic
images emblazoned across their ships.
ObjSize=Smail, EmLevel=Moderate M
GDW
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ES (2421A762ADA-D)
Date: 062-11124)
fl "Based on an analysis of the neutrino emissions and the increase in pulsation rate of the star Antares, we believe the
chance of Antares going supernova within the next 250 years is about 55 percent," stated Dr. Shen Gakivin of the Uucha
Astronomical Observatory, located in the red giant's inner belt. "Now that the Circumsolar Neutrino Sensor Network is online, we have been able to refine our data teniold over our previous work."
1Cashin Cam-Cinn, science advisor to Archduke Brzk, replied to the UAO announcement, saying, "We've heard these
kind of negative predictions for decades on end from the Uucha Station. Such grandiose predictions seem designed more
to justify increased spending for the station than to conclude anything useful."

ILELI[SWmREEI (2707 B877831-8)

Date: 023-U20

nAt the Federation Natural History Conference, held at Gitaaz Center in Concarraffi, Dr. Javin Stark presentedthe findings

from his recent archaeologicaldigs on Ilelish. The centerpiece of the presentation was a fossilized Droyne skull, which he
estimated to be about 300,000 years old.
1"This finding obviously presents us with far more questions than answers regarding the history of the world (llelish),"
Stark stated. "The two main questions are, 'How did Droyne get to Ilelish,' and 'Why did they disappear?' Considering that
the date of this skull fits with our estimates of when the Suerrat were presumably transplanted to llelish by the Ancients, it
seems reasonable to assume that a sample of Droyne were brought to llelish as well.
"As to why they disappeared-it could be that they were exterminated while competing with the proto-Suerrat for resources after the Ancients' Final War. An alternate theory proposes that the Ancients may simply have discontinued use
of Droyne on this world.
1"Unfortunately, we simply don't have enough facts to support any theory conclusively at this time. Our hope of understanding this find lies in locating more evidence and scrutinizing our data to make sure the answer is not before us and
simply hiding in the cracks."

CAEPI

GORE (2118AS86A98-F)

Date: 827-a20

ql The unveiling ceremony for The Enemy Of Dreams, a special sculpture commissioned by Emperor Lucan, took place
today. The piece has received a lot of attention even before it was publicly presented since it was created by the prominent
sculptor Trow Shadii-Eriskany, noted for her controversial works portraying anti-Imperial themes.
The sculpture presents a menacing image of Dulinor with a pistol in one hand, grabbing the dying Emperor Strephon
by the collar in the other. The Enemy of Dreams is situated in the center of the Imperial Park. Though the subject is one
every Imperialcitizen knows well, the grotesque style of the statue has evoked strong emotion, both pro- and anti-Imperial.
7 Shadii-Eriskany was noticeably absent from the unveiling. Representativesofthe throne report that she left shortly after
completing the sculpture to join her husband, who has been vacationing in a nearby system.

a

(17 17A967A9A-F)

Date: 032-PP20

fl The Vilani Ministry of Technology today announced that it had issued to the major megacorporations of the empire a

Request for Proposal (RFP) to reimplement the traditional technological patent system of the First Imperium.
ql Gashina Enerish, spokespersonforthe ministry, said, "The control of technology by the First lrnperium was one reason
why it was able to endure for more than 5000 years. The shadow emperor and the minister of technology are united in their
belief that the reimplementation of the traditional patent system will be an important part of this empire's foundation."

(1817A130998-3)

Date: 834-1120

(fi Makhidkarun, Sharurshid, and Naasirka held a joint news conference today to discuss their support for the traditional

system. They also announced a technology-sharing agreement and cross-licensingpact which would allow each to use the
technology developed by the others under the traditional system.
v h e holding company, to be jointly owned by the three megacorporations, would be administeredfrom a new corporate
headquarters on Tauri. The announcement concluded with a dramatic ritual announcement of the name selected for the
new organization-Aarmikep. The name is a now-archaic Vilani word for patent law.

CORE (2LlSM86A.98-F)
Date: 054-1120
g The pirate video source with broadcast stations in the Sylean Worlds today added programming in support of Brzk of
Antares as the only true contender for emperor of the Third Imperium. Until today, the video programming of the stations
(although unlicensed) was tolerated because of its nonpolitical content. With the addition of political (and anti-Lucan)
programming, local defense forces have been directed to shut the stations down. C2
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Griszoung
Tad Ringo
argrMerchant CaptaiWOwner
5A6C9C
Age 46
7 terms
Cr 1,000,000
Skills: Handgun-3, Streetwise-3,
Pilot-3, Ship Tactics-2, Bribery-2, Carousing-2, Navigation-2, Recruiting-2,
Trader-1, VaccSuit- I, Computer-0,Grav
Vehicle-0.
Possessions: Ship, gauss pistol,
body pistol.
Homeworld: Starport B, Medium
Size, Standard Atmosphere, Wet, High
Population, Low Law, Average Stellar.

Vargr Extents. He is also familiar with
traders in the Spinsome of the ~ s l a n
ward Marches, as well as brokers who
deal inAslan goods. Griszoung has had
a great deal of success buying and
selling goods between the alien races
in the Marches.
With the advent of the Fifth Frontier
War, Griszoung's speculative trade contacts led him to jobs of a more suspect
nature, and Griszoung made quite a
name for himself as a smuggler and
blockade runner. Duringthat time he improved his skill as a pilot, becoming quite
accom~lishedin combat situations. He

Griszoung is a free trader operating
along the Imperial frontier in the Spinward Marches. Regular cargoes have
not always been easy to come by for him
over the years, but with perseverance
he has been able to make money
through speculative trade. Griszoung
has numerous contacts at starports
throughout the region, including locations in the Darrian Confederation, the
Sword Worlds, Zhodaniterritory, and the

also learned when some Imperialcredits or other choice items would get auOUrnORLL)
Griszoung's ship is a modified 400thorities to lookthe otherway. When that
didn't work, Griszoung could always ton Type R merchant, the Outworld
shoot his way out of danger; he wasn't Trader. (Many people have joked that
afraid to let his gauss pistol talk for him. Outworid Traitor might be a more apAfter the war, Griszoung returned to propriate name-but not in front of
more standard merchant practices but Griszoung.) The Outworld Trader was
kept a low profile to avoid Imperial au- originally capable of only jump-1 and
thorities who might remember his war- l-G acceleration, but Griszoung has
time activities. While he turned a profit, been able to install bigger and better

it didn't compare to what he had made
during the war. Griszoung returned to
smuggling when the opportunity presented itself, but such opportunities
were few and far between. Now, however, with the Spinward Marchescut off
from the rest of the lmperium by Vargr
corsairs in Corridor Sector and Aslan
ihatei fleets seeking the developed
worlds of the Marches for their own
conquest, demands for Griszoung's
talents are once again plentiful.

REMTIOIPJSHIIEPS
The Vargr are a gregarious race, and
Griszoung is no exception. He is a very
sociable characterwho likes to frequent
startowns and the Vargrquarter at ports
of call. These dangerous areas, which
are renownedfor their violence and unsavory subcultures, are where Griszoung feels most at home.
Griszoung has been in contact with
humans for most of his life and has
learned to deal with them. His years in
the lmperium and its fringes have seen
Griszoung overcome his original feelingsof uneasinesswith humans, and he
now finds their stability and loyalty
advantageous in many situations-so
much so, in fact, that Griszoung prefers
to operate his free trader with a racially
mixed crew.
Griszoung is very popular with his
Vargr crewmembers as well. He always
has some business venture in the
works, whether it's turning a profit
through speculativetrade, or smuggling
cargo and/or passengers for a chance
at even greater profits. This constant
activity, combined with his repeated
successes, has been his key in attaining his high Charisma. With it has come
the respect and loyalty of his crew.

drives over the years. The ship is now
capable of jump-2 and 5-G acceleration.
The Trader is intendedto appear to still
be a normal Type R merchant, so normally the ship will maneuver at 1-G and
stick to jump-1 .The improveddrives are
only used at peakwhen necessary. Griszoung has also installed pop turrets
containingtriple missile launchers in the
two hardpoints commonly left unarmed
on this type of ship. Additionally, the
computer has been upgraded to a
model 5, and "surplus" military sensors
have added electromagnetic masking
and jamming capabilities.All of this has
resulted in less-than-standardfuel duration for the power plant and only 50
tons of cargo space. The limited space
would not fill the needs of the average
merchant, but it fits the needs of a smug-

NONS
Craft ID:
Hull:
Power:
Loco:
Commo:
Sensors:

Off:

Def:

Control:
Accom:
Other:

address the patrons, growling, "Alright,
I need a gunner!" or some other such
phrase, and come away with someone
in minutes. These recruits have all been
good at their jobs and have become
valued members of the crew.
Although Griszoung's recruiting style
may seems haphazard, he has put a
good deal of thought into the matter. His
years of experience as a merchant, plus
his Streetwise and Carousing skills,
enable him to spot the kind of character
he's looking for. This may be a grizzled,
reliableveteran or a young, impressionable kid with an appetite for adventure.
In either case, Griszoung knows the
best way for a recruit to get in well with
an established crew is to perform his
duties impressively. Toward this end,
Griszoungwill give the recruit some tips

C
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Nonstandard Subsidized Merchant, Type NR, TL15, MCr229,057
360/900, Disp=4OO, Config=lSL, Armor=40G,
Unloaded=4361tons, Loaded=5183 tons
20/40, Fusion=5332Mw, Duration=20/60
51/102, Maneuver=5, 11/22, Jurnp=2, NOE=I9Okph,
Cruise=750kph, Top=lOOOkph, Agility=O
Radio=Systern
Electromagnetic Masking, Passive EMS=lnterstellar, Active
EMS=Far Orbit, EMS Jarnrner=Far Orbit, Densitorneter=HighPen/
1krn, Neutrino=lOkw, ActObjScan=Rout,ActObjPin=Rout,
PasObjScan=Rout, PasObjPin=Rout, PasEngScan=Simp,
PasEngPin=Rout
Missiles=x03
Batt
2
Bear
2
Beam Laser=x03
Batt
2
Bear
2
DefDM=+6
Computer=5~3,Panel=holodynarnic linkx465, Special=HeadsUpx3,
Environ=basic env, basic Is, extend Is, grav plates, inertial cornp
Crew=9 (bridge=2, engineer=3, gunnery=4), Staterooms=8, LowBerth=-/, Subcraft=launch
Cargo=675 kliters, Fuel=2094 kliters, Purification Plant, Scoops,
ObjSize=Average, EMLeveLFaint, Variable transponder

of the trade, keep close tabson him, and
manipulate situations to the advantage
of the recruit. For example, with a new
gunner on board, Griszoung might
maneuver the ship during a battle
REGIEeUIEa'mG
The crewmembers of the Outworld against a pirate corsair to give the new
Tradertell many stories about theircap- gunner the best shot possible. In Megatain and his exploits in recruiting new Traveller game terms, this type of aid
crewmembers. On several occasions is best simulated by Griszoung using his
Griszoung has run into a starport bar Ship Tactics skill to modify any such
and leaped onto a table or bar stool to crucial tasks new recruits attempt.
glerwho determines the price of acargo
not by its volume, but by the number of
patrols he must get it past.

PSYCHOLOGY
When Griszoung was 18 years old,
he talked his way into a job in a tramp
freighter which worked the trading outposts on the Imperium-Vargr Extents
border. The captain of the ship took the
young, impressionable Griszoung under his wing, and Griszoung responded
by serving him faithfully. Over the years
Griszoung handled every responsibility
thrown his way and finally rose to the
position of first officer.
Corsairs and pirates are always a
problem on the frontier, but Griszoung's
captain was experienced enough to
avoid them most of the time. However,
on a run through a lightly patrolled system, the ship was forced to undergo a
wilderness refueling at a gas giant. A
Vargr corsair ambushed it. Griszoung's
captain gave the corsair a tough fight,
but after repeated hits on the engineering section, the tramp freightercould not
maneuver.A bloody boarding action ensued. The pirates were repelled, but the
merchant captain who had taught Griszoung everything he knew died in the
battle.
Griszoung inherited control of the
ship, and the crew rallied behind him.
Command came naturally to the charismatic Vargr, but he never forgot his
former captain. As a result of that early
encounter, Griszoung harbors an extreme hatred of pirates andcorsairs,and
will go out of his way to seek revenge
against any who cross his path.
Despite turning to smuggling and
blockade running, Griszoung still fancies himself a normal merchant. Because of his lack of respect for formal
or centralized authority (a common trait
among Vargr), he fails to comprehend
his own lawless nature. Obviously he
realizessmuggling is illegal, but he does
not see how it is "wrong" and does not
respect the unseen governments that
enforce the laws he breaks. Griszoung
does perceive piracy to be "wrong," as
he has seenfirsthandthe terrible atrocities committed by pirates and corsairs.
In his mind there is no comparison be(Continued on page 28)
GDW
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This issue of Challenge heralds a new staff setup. Michelle MegaTraveller, Space: 1889, and 2300 AD-you'll see
Sturgeon now combines her duties as art directorwith those continued coverage of Warhammer, BaitleTech, Renegade
of managing editor. Former managing editor Loren K. Wise- Legion, Star Wars, Star Trek, and much more!
With six issues a year, and now 96 pages per issue, Chalman has stepped down, but will keep his finger on the pulse
of the magazine as associate editor. Rounding out the staff lenge is and will continue to be the magazine of scienceis former reviews editor Julia Martin, joining Loren as asso- fiction gaming.
Keep an eye out for some new features, writers and artciate editor.
The new staff plans some exciting changes for the maga- ists. And be sure to use the feedback form to write in and let
zine. In addition to your GDW favorites-Tvtriligl-rt: 2000, the new staff know what you think. Q
-

often need lo be replaced. Accepting a
job from Griszoung would give the PCs
a chance to tangle with the authorities
of various factions as they gain knowledge of the Rebellion.
Perhaps the PCs will hire Griszoung
to get them past the authorities. (Everyone knows how much trouble PCs can
get themselves into!) Griszoung has the
know-how and the means (a ship) to
help the PCs out of a dilemma. However,
their association with Griszoung will
certainly get them into more trouble,
even if they don't do anything but use
rnWNTrnES
Griszoung is a colorful character his services as an escape route. Later
players can encounter in any number of on the players may have someone
ways. The shattered Imperium, with its chasing them without their understandmany factions, provides the perfect ing why, due to their brief sojourn in the
setting for Griszoung's operations. As Outworld Trader.
Representatives of the archduke of
a patron, Griszoung may be seeking to
Deneb
may hire the PCs to catch the
hire the PCs as new crewmembers. His
is a high-risk business, and casualties renegade Griszoung. Archduke Norris
(Continued from page 27)
tween what he does (smuggling) and the
activities pirates engage in.Anyone who
confronts Griszoung about his lawlessness, suggesting that he's no betterthan
a pirate or that his merchant activities
are just a cover for corsair operations,
will feel his wrath. Griszoung may attempt to force a public apology, seek to
damage his accuser's reputation, or in
extreme cases, riddle him full of holes
with a burst from a gauss pistol!
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believes catching the charismatic Griszoung would serve as a warning to other
lawless Vargr in the area. The PCs
would have to track him from port to port
and would certainly get into a battle with
him before they could bring him in.
Or maybe the PCs are pirates or privateers who tangle with Griszoung. The
PCswill bite off more than they canchew
when they encounter this vengeful
merchant. And once they've crossed
Griszoung, he's not going to let themget
away without paying a price. This situation could be a great starting point for
introducing Griszoung as a recurring
nemesis to the PCs. Whenever the
referee wants an action-orientedadventure segment or a space combat, Griszoung can catch up to the PCs and go
after them. Thus, Griszoung can help a
referee tie a series of adventures together into an exciting campaign. L2

Heavy Weapons Guide

SHIP DESIGN

Official modificationsto Sky Galleons of Mars are as follows.
Loren K. Wiseman
Balanced Armament: Due to stability requirementson the
The division of antitank missiles, rockets, and grenade
launchers into categories in Heavy Weapons Guide (Tvvi- vessel, all armament must be balanced (by weight) on each
light: 2000) creates a potentialfor confusion between guided side. That is, if 40 tons of weapons are mounted on the port
and unguided projectiles.The following are guided and use side, 40 tons must also be mounted on the starboard side.
Allowed Numbers of Marines: Due to limitations on deck
the antitank missile rule on page 24 of the Twilight: 2000
Play Manual: M47 Dragon, TOW, ITOW, TOW- II, Tank size, a maximum of five marines may be carried per hull size.
Any troops in addition to this are carried as passengers
Breaker, RBS-56 BILL, AT-3, AT-5, MILAN, HOT, ACCP.
The following (and all other weapons dealt with in Heavy belowdeck and may not participate in combat.
Weapons Guide) are unguided and do not use the antitank
missile rule: M I 2 SMAW, RPG-22, RPG-7, RPG-27,
SHIP COMBAT
Official modifications to Sky Galleons of Mars are as folArmburst, M3 Carl Gustav, M20A1 Bazooka, M72 LAW, LAW80, AT-4, RPG-75, APILAS, ERYX, LRAC 89, M79 ( J u ~ o - lows.
Collisions: A ship may maneuver to avoid a collision in
slav), PzF-11-1,M202, RPG-16, B-300,122mm Free Rocket.
the same manner in which it maneuvers to avoid a ram. If the
ship has already movedforthisturn, the movement expended
to avoid the collision is subtracted from its next turn's allowThe winning the game card was left out of some of the first ance.
Boarding Actions: No ship may fire at another shipwhich
copies to be shipped of Temple of the Beastmen (Space:
has a friendly boarding party on it.
1889). The card (part no. CC-1892fR2) reads as follows:
Damage: When rolling to recover from a trim critical hit,
Once the last card has been drawn from the deck, characters begin lo exit the kraag. (They need not take the most the ship recovers if the player rolls higher than the damage
direct route, and they can pause to fight beastmen and pick value of the damage--or, if the damage value is 6 or more,
up items remaining on the board.) Playerswhose pawns exit if he rolls a 6. The favorable modification due to hull size is
early may continue to play hold cards from their hands dur- made to the die roll, not the damage value. For example, a
ing their turns, as long as there is at least one pawn remain- ship with a hull value of 5 which suffers a trim critical with a
damage value of 7 recovers on a roll of 5 or 6, not just a 6.
ing on the board.
Small Arms Fire: When firing at armored ships, add the
Each counter a character brings out of the kraag is worth
one victory point, unless it states that it is worth more. As armor value of the ship to the small arms save number. A 6,
well, each player whose pawn exits the kraag accrues one however, never saves, regardless of the armor value of the
victory point per turn until the last pawn exits. (An easy way ship. Armor also does not protect boarding parties.
Throckmorton Conveyors: A maximum of one
to keep track of this is to have each player whose pawn has
exited draw one one-point counter, such as a slave, during Throckmortonconveyor may take off from a ship per hull size
each of his turns until the last pawn exits.) To these victory number per turn.
Tether Mines: If a ship has more than one tether mine
points are added the points for a character's primary goal, if
raised, make only one roll for hits; if one mine hits, all mines
it was achieved.
After the last pawn exits the kraag, all players calculate detonate. This counts as a single hit, but the damage values
theirvictory points, and the personwith the highest total wins. of all the mines are added together. If tether mines are released, roll separately for each mine to see if it hits.
Players with equal scores tie.
Drogue Torpedoes: If a ship has more than one drogue
torpedo deployed, make only one roll for hits; if one hits, all
the torpedoes deployed detonate. This counts as a single
hit, but the damage values of all the torpedoes are added
Frank Chadwick
The following errata, clarifications and variants are based together. A drogue torpedo may be released and used as a
on gamer feedback and suggestions we have receivedsince bomb (see below).When using a drogue torpedo as a bomb,
publicationof Sky Galleonsof Mars (Space: 1889). Intended the same procedure is followed as when determining a bomb
to be a consolidation of all errata and changes publishedto hit, but one hit is scored with any positive number.The drogue
date, this article also includes new modifications to the game. retains its own penetration and damage values.
Bomb Racks: Bombs are carried in racks and dropped
The article is divided into three parts: Ship Design, Ship
Combat, and Variants. The first two sections should be on targets below the vessel. Normally these will consist of
fortresses, cities, ships at anchor, or aerial vessels on the
considered official, while the third is optional.

Temple of the Beastmen

Sky Galleons of Mars
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ground. Bombs may be dropped, however, on aerial or naval
vessels either moving or stationary. Bombs are dropped
during movement in the same manner as Martian liquid fire;
roll one die per rack of bombs and subtract the difference in
altitude betweenthe ship and its target. If the target is moving,
subtract its current movement (the number of movement
points most recently expended) as well. The result is the
number of bomb hits scored. Each bomb hit has a penetration of 1 and a damage value of 2.
Spike Droppers: Invented by Martians but soon copied
by European powers, the spike dropper is little more than a
hopper full of shori, metal, finned spikes ordarts. Attacks with
spike droppers are made in exactly the same way as liquid
fire racks, with the one exception that all hits scored are crew
casualties.
Each hopper of spikes may be used only once per game.
Once dropped, the hopper is expended and may not be
reloaded during the game. No crewmembers need to man
the spike dropper; its release controls are on the bridge. Each
spike dropper is represented on the ship status sheet by a
rectangle containing several spikes.
If spike droppers are locatedon a ship, count them asguns
for hit location rolls.

COACC

Terry Mclnnes
The following information addresses errors and omissions
in COACC (MegaTraveller).
Page 9: The drawing shown is that of the Akron (TL5)
nonrigid airship described on page 87. The drawing on page
87 is that of the Rio de Janeiro-class luxury passenger dirigible, which was not included in COACC.
Page 11: For the Ypres (TL5) primitive fighter, the correct
technology level is TL5, not 4. The correct endurance is 3.3
hours, not 8 hours.
Page 17: The Laramie TL7 jet fighter has 200-kilogram
missile bays. Each may hold one semiactive radar homing
missile or active radar homing missile. Note: Maximum external stores for this aircraft are 9.45 tons.
Page 19: The Reno interceptor has 200-kilogram missile
bays. Each may hold one semiactive radar homing missile
or active radar homing missile.
Page 21:The Abilene (TL8) jet fighter has 200-kilogram
missile bays. Each may hold one semiactive radar homing
missile or active radar homing missile.
Page 23: The Daytona-class orbital fighterlinterceptor is
TL10, not TL9.
Page 25: For the Nuremburg-class attack aircraft, maxiVaEe
S (BP'H'HONBL)
A number of players have commented that with sequen- mum external stores=1500 kilograms (reduced from 2000
tial movement there is little emphasis in the game on ma- kilograms).
Page 29: Weapons Mounts Addition: Purpose-built
neuvering. Both players can do pretty much whatever they
like based on absolute knowledge of their opponents' posi- attack aircraft which do not incorporate a swept-back wing
tion. I think there is some truth to this charge. The correction design may have more than two outboard hardpoints on each
commonly suggested is to use plotted simultaneous move- wing. All hardpoints may carry weapons as long as the total
ment, as in games such as Avalon Hill's Wooden Ships and external weapons load does not exceed the limits stated in
Iron Men, or Yaquinto's Ironclads. There are difficulties with the rules.
Page 29: Weapons Mounts Amplification: The rules
this system, however.
First,withdifferent altitudes-as well aschanges in course state aircraft normally have no more than one fuselage
and speed-available, deliberate ramming becomes virtu- hardpoint. This does not rule out additional fuselage
hardpoints such as those found on the Mexico City bomber
ally impossible.
Second, captains usually had some ability to respond to design.
Page 31 :Weight Addition:Apurpose-built attack aircraft
an enemy's maneuver, but in plotted movement it becomes
almost entirely a guessing game, with ships sometimes may carry up to 40 percent of its clean weight as external
stores, and its gross takeoff weight may be 140 percent of its
steaming off in entirely different directions.
The variant which is presented below may provide a com- clean weight.
P a g e s : Add the table below to the Weapon Mounts Table.
promise.
Page 37: The Port Stanley (TL8) VTOL medium attack
Plotted Movement: Both players must plot half their
movement (in terms of movement points) in the Initiative aircraft may carry either a 2000-liter drop tank beneath its
Phase of each turn, at the same time that crew assignments fuselage or two 1500-liter drop tanks on its inboard underare changed. Aplayer may plot less than half his total move- wing hardpoints, not both.
Page 49: For the Seattle (TL8) all-weather heavy attack
ment allowance, but this will reduce his total allowed moveaircraft, delete the fuselage hardpoint. This aircraft correctly
ment for the turn.
After initiative is determined, both players move their has only the four inboard wing hardpoints and a maximum
vessels exactly as plotted at the start of the turn. Play now external load of six tons.
Page 50: Semiactive Radar Homing Missiles: The task
proceeds normally, except that each player may not expend
more movement points in his own Movement Phase than he "to radar illuminatetarget aircraft"becomes Formidable if the
range is greater than 60 squares at launch. If lock is maindid in the plotted portion of his move.
tained and the rangeto
target is reduced to
below 60 squares in
W m O N RIIOmTS T B L E
subsequent combat
Code
TL
TYP~
Drag
Webht
Capacity
Price
rounds,the task reverts
Pre-Stellar
7
Missile bay
(1
.20
1 200kg air-to-air missile
Cr3500
to Difficult.
GDW
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through the hedgerowsdNomandy against the dreaded
Wden SS, or go on a search-and-destrq mission in \diet-

Page 53: For the Mexico City (TL9) bomber, the correct
name for this class is Mew York City The Mexico Citydesignation belongs to a class of heavy freighter described later
in COACC.
Page 55: Semiactive Radar Homing Missiles: The task
"to radar illuminatetarget aircraft" becomes Formidable if the
range is greater than 60 squares at launch. If lock is maintained and the range to target is reducedto below 60 squares
in subsequent combat rounds, the task reverts to Difficult.
Page 59: The release points table should read as follows:
Range
0
1

Altitude (Meters)
500-1500
1500-3000
2
3000-4500
Units: Range: Squares from target square.

membersMp card, pat&, and dm.

23th Ceniury Tacticd Studies Group
P.O. Box 945

DM
+2
0
-1

Page 59: Task Correction: "To hit designated target area
with bombing attack:"
Referee: DM-1 if bombing with high-drag bombs.
Page 64: Correct the Dive Bombing Release PointsTable
as shown above.
Page 69: The fuel tanks section of the text should read,
"These 500-, 1500-, and 2000-liter external tanks ...."
Page 68: Air-to-Air Missiles Correction: SARH and
ARHM should read as 6/90 rather than 6/60.
Page 68: Add this line to the Air-to-Air Missiles Table.

ME&-TO-MRMISSILES
Range
TL
Type
Weight Min/Max Speed
TL8 Heavy ARHM 1000
101300
15

Dam.
Cost
44 Cr10,OOO

Note:AircraR intending lo fire the heavy ARHM must be
equipped with regional radar.
P.O. BOX 4402
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07012
(201) 365-4019

0

DISCOUNTS ON NEW GAMES FROM: TSR, GDW,
GAMES WORKSHOP, STEVE JACKSON, CHAOSIUM,
COLUMBIA, FANTASY GAMES, FASA, HERO, IRON
CROWN, LEADING EDGE, MAYFAIR, NOVA,
PALLADIUM, TASK FORCE, AVALON HILL, VICTORY,
WEST END AND MORE.
WE HAVE OUT-OF-PRINT GAMES FROM: S.P.I.,
G.D.W., O.S.G., BATTLELINE,'YOQUINTO, INTERNATIONAL TEAM, AVALON HILL, WEST END & MUCH
MAGAZINES FROM: THE DRAGON, DUNGEON, WHITE
WOLF, GATEWAYS, SPACE GAMER, CHALLANGE,
BATTLETECH, ANIMAG, BREAKOUT, WHITE DWARF
& AUTO DUEL QUARTERLY NEW AND OUT-OF-PRINT.
WE BUY GAME COLLECTIONS
WE SPECIALIZE IN OVERSEAS SHIPMENTS
FOR HISTORICAL GAMES ASK FOR A CATALOG
FROM OUR AFFILIATE:
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Page 69: Add the Gun Weights Table. Weights are in kilograms. Machinegunbelts hold 100 rounds; autocannon belts
hold 50 rounds. Multibarrel autocannon are fed from drumlike ammunition hoppers. These hoppers typically hold between 500 and 1500 rounds, depending on the available
carrying capacity of the aircraft design.

G W WIGHTS
Weight
Weapon
per Gun
Medium machinegun
9.5
5.5
Light machinegun
Heavy machinegun
15
20mm autocannon
200
20mm 3-barreled autocannon 220
20mm 6-barreled autocannon 310
30mm autocannon
240
30mm 6-barreled autocannon 370

Weight
per Belt
2.5
2.5
10
20

Weight
per Round

-
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Page 87: The airship pictured in the illustration is the Rio
de Janeiro rigid dirigible.
The Akronairship is picturedon page 9. The Riode Janeiro
class specifications are as Tollows.
(Continued on page 33)

(Continued from page 32)

M B DE
0
(TLS) RIGID MRSHIP
CraftlD:

Rigid Airship TL5, MCr16.15

It carries passengers in luxury on voyages up to 9000 kilometers acrossTL5 worlds. Untilthe introduction of transcontinental airliners at TL6, these and similar airships are the
only air transportation between continents of many worlds.

H I : 13333133333, Disp=4000, Volume=200,000
cubic meters. Envelope Weight=176 tons, Usable Lift=66 tons, Airframe=Simple. Power:
10x4110 Internal Combustion, .25 Mw, Endurance=103 hours, 20 minutes
Loco: Basic Propeller (Diesel), Thrust=20 tons,
Cruise=90, Top=120, Agility=O
Commo: Radio, Continentalxl
Control: Simple
Accom: Crew=20 (3 pilots, 3 copilots, 3 navigators, 3
engineers, 6 flight engineering technicians, 3
stewards, 1 cook) in 6 double and 3 quadruple staterooms, 30 passengers in 15 double
staterooms. Note: Crew listed above is sufficient to staff ship with three watches every 24
hours. Flights of less than 12 hours would
only require one-third the number of flight
crew, but the number of stewards would
remain the same.
Other: Cargo=ll tons, FueI=I 5,500 liters

Page 94: The Assignments Table does not agree with the
Assignment ResolutionTable. ChangeAssignmentsTableto:

Die Atmosphere/Orbit
2 Strike
3 Strike
4 Superiority
5 Transportlsupport

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Ground
Missileslair defenselhospital
Missileslair defenselhospital
Training
Supportlbasellair police1
security//base
Training
Support/basellair police1
securityllbase
Transportlsupport
Training
Training
SupportlbaseNair police1
securityl/base
Strike
Training
Superiority
Missileslair defenselhospital
Special assignment Special assignment
Special assignment Special assignment R

referees at
one time or another. You prepare a group of baddies to
attack your playercharacters,
taking great care to provide the PCs with
a challenge but not to overwhelm them.
Then, during actual play of the adventure, your players suddenly prove unable to make a decent combat roll, and
it seems that the villains will overwhelm
the PCs. Suddenly, you are faced with
a dilemma: Do you fudge your die rolls
to make the NPCs as inept as the PCs,
or do you let the PCs be defeated? If
you choose the former, the players may
begin to feel that their characters are
never really threatened; but if you
choose the latter, you somehow have
to provide the PCs with an opportunity
to turn the tables and escape at a later
time.
That is where the following adventure
can be of use. It depends upon the PCs
being led as captives into a mysterious
danger they might otherwise have
avoided, then it provides them with an
opportunity to escape boththeir captors
and the jaws of a trap set long ago by
the ancient canal builders of Mars.
T HAPPENS TO ALL

slavery in some undisclosed hell pit. To
ensure that they do not attempt a premature break for freedom, the referee
has the cutthroat band meet up with
enough compatriots to guarantee that
the PCs are outnumbered by at least
three to one. It does not matter if the
villains are travelling by land or by air:
What matters is that they are traversing
some seldom travelled tract of land,
someplace the PCs have never beento.

AJV mGIEP.(SlfE N G

WHILEFOLLOWING the course of a dead
canal (or while flying overhead in a sky
galleon),the villains, with the PCs in tow,
come across a fair-sized lake in the
middle of nowhere. What is even more
remarkable is that the lake rests near
the edge of the top of a small cliff. Closer
inspection reveals an ancient pumping
station standing just between the border of the lake and the edge of the cliff.
The villains decide to halt their travel
long enough to inspectthe pumping station, hoping to discover some priceless
ancient devices. They take the PCs
along in order to keep a close eye on
them.
If the referee desires, a steppe Martian
village or two may be located on the
O u f e STORY THUS FAB
WHILEADVENTURING on Mars, somehow lake's borders. The villains will most
the player characters have been cap- likely seek to avoid contact with villagtured by a band of cutthroats and ers unless supplies are low, but the vilclapped in irons, soon to be sold into lagers might consider the pumping
34
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station to be a shrine-making them
very protective of it (such details are left
to the referee's discretion).

PING STATION
FROM
THE LOOKS of its outer shell, the
ancient pumping station is in surprisingly
good repair. Only one floor is visible
above ground (the other two are subterranean--or subarean, to be precise),
and the only apparent entrance is
blocked by a door of some strange metal
alloy. No lock is evident, but the doorfails
to open when pulled or pushed. In the
end, the villains are forced to chisel the
stone wall around the door in order to
insert pry bars. Chains are attached to
the pry bars, and the player characters
form into teams to pull on those chains.
Eventually, after much sweating and
groaning on the PCs' part, the ancient
latch gives way, and the door comes
crashing open.
Immediately inside, a hallway stretches toward the center of the building.
Another door in the eastern wall of the
hallway has a lock in it. While one of the
villains kneels to beginworking at opening it, the player characters are ushered
on down the hall into the large room at
its end.
This room was once the station's
central meeting room. It contains two
long metal tables in its center, a counter
along the west wall, and what looks to

Meanwhile, a few other villains slip
past the melee, running for the door to
the outside. The PCs hear a loud sizzling sound echo from that direction,
followed by a cry of pain. The escaping
villains rush back into the room, one
holding to his chest a hand that literally
smokes. They report to the captain, "The
thing has locked us in, and the door is
guarded with lightning!" As the captain
weighs this news, the mechanical man
approaches steadily nearer.
If, for some reason, the PCs attempt
to attack the mechanicalmanduring this
part of the adventure, let them roll their
dice, then tell them, "You hit, but it
doesn't do any damage."Then, without
rolling any dice yourself, describe how
SHORTLY
THEREAFTER, the villain in the
hallway succeeds in picking the lock of the thing clobbers another villain, who
the door in the east wall. The PCs hear drops lifelessly to the floor. The mesthe groaning of the door as it swings sage ought to be obvious to them: There
open, followed by a sharp scream from is no way to attack the mechanical man
the villain, which is cut off by a nasty successfully. He moves slowly enough
thump. Another villain runs into the that he can be run from, howeverhallway to investigate, and his lifeless assuming there is someplace to run to.
body immediatelycomes flying back into
the meeting room. A pair of red eyes DEEPER
O TROUlBLE
FACED
WITH A SEALED DOOR and a seemglow in the hallway's darkness, swaying slowly back and forth in time to the ingly unstoppable opponent,thevillains'
ring of metal on stone. Within a few captain decides to opt for the only other
moments,the owner of those eyes plods exit: the stairs leading downward in the
heavily into the meeting room: It is some room's northeast corner. To guard himsort of mechanical man, with a barrel- self and his few remaining men against
like chest, jointed metal limbs, and two the possibility of a trap or an ambush,
stubby antennae sprouting from its he insists that the PCs precede him
down the stairs. As the composite party
head.
During the earliest years of its opera- heads in that direction, the station's
tion, a complement of Martian techni- mechanicalguardian finishes off the last
cians dwelt in the station (hence the of its attackers and turns toward the
sleeping room and meeting room). At escaping group, plodding slowly but
that time, the roomto the hallway's east steadily after them.
The next level the group comes to
was an office, and metal desks and
chairs are still stacked along its walls. contains two huge machines that throb
After the station had been on line for a with a rhythm just below the threshold
few years, however, the technicians of hearing. Any PC who succeeds at a
were reassigned to another location, quick roll versus Mechanics (electricity
and a mechanical guardian was left to or machinist) skill will immediately recdeal with intruders and saboteurs. What ognize these machines as great pumps.
had formerly been the station's office At the east end of each of them, a large
becamethe guardian's resting place. By pipe comes up through the floor and
breaking into the station, the villains bends to join the back of the machine.
have brought the guardian back to life. At the west end, another pipe exits each
While the leader of the villains and a machine and passes through the wall
few of his men keep watch over the PCs, of the station. Water from under the
another dozen of them attack the me- dead canal at the cliff's base is drawn
chanical man in unison. But fists, upward through the eastern pipes and
blades, and bullets alike impact upon it pumped outward into the base of the
with no effect. It plods steadily onward, lake through the western pipes.
The pumps move morewaterthanthe
rhythmically swinging its fists, felling a
dead canal at the cliff's lop can carry,
villain permanently with each blow.

be some sort of oven unit (still operable)
near the door in its southwest wall. As
well, in the northeast cornerof the room
lies an entrance to a staircase leading
downward.
Once the PCs are herded to the
room's northwest corner and placed
under guard, another of their captors
checks the door in the southwest wall.
It opens fairly easily, its hinges shedding
flakes of rust, and reveals a barracksstyle sleeping room with the metal
frames of bunks and afew empty metal
chests.

resulting in the lake.
What is not evident in this room is the
pumps' power source.
Afterthe PCs have had afew minutes
to look around, the villains' captaincalls
them back out into the stairwell and
orders them downward. The mechanical guardian has almost reached the
rear fringes of the group, and the captain has decided that this floor offers no
hope for escape.
Continuing down the stairwell, the
PCs enterthe station's lowest floor. Like
the middle floor, it is composed of one
large room. The pipes attached to the
eastern end of the two great pumps on
the floor above enterthis room from the
floor and exit through the ceiling.
In the center of the room, a glowing,
glassy sphere almost 20 feet in diameter rests upon an immense metaltripod,
the legs of which are rusted and pitted
with age. The light from the sphere
seems to pulse, and the PCs feel all of
the hair on their bodies stand on endwith
static electricity while their clothing
clings uncomfortablyto them. From the
bottom of the sphere, large conduits
dangle and snake across the floor in
various directions, but it seems they are
unconnected to anything and lead
nowhere.

LIKE CORmRED m T S
THE PCS' VISUAL INSPECTION of this
machine is broken by a hoarse scream
from the stairway. The station's guardian has caught up with the villains and
is wreaking havoc among them once
again. As their captain sweeps his gaze
around the room and realizes there is
no exit, a whimper escapes his lips.
Then, with a ferocity born of terror, he
turns and wades through his men to
battle the mechanical man.
The PCs have a few moments in
which to act before the guardianfinishes
with the villains. They may have deduced that the device in this room is
some sort of alien power station and that
it providesthe electricityforthe charged
exit on the main floor. If they look the
machine over any closer, it will become

obvious to anyone who makes a Simple
roll versus Observation that one of the
legs of the tripod upon which the sphere
rests has rusted almost completely
through. In fact, with little effort the PCs
could topple the whole contraption over.
To do so, they will need to make a combined skill roll, using the total of their
Strength attributes to determine the
number of dice allowed. The target level
for the task is Formidable (but the referee can adjust this up or down if desired).

SOME GOOD m W S
SOME B
mm W S
WHILETHE PCSSTRAIN to topple the energy device, the mechanical man destroys the last of their captors and starts
across the floor toward them.
Just before he reaches the nearest
character, the tripod's weak leg gives
way, and the sphere tears loose from its
moorings to shatter on the stone floor
in a shower of flying glass and searing
light. When their vision clears, the PCs
discover the mechanical man frozen in
place, its eyes no longer glowing with
power.
The hum of the pumps on the floor
above has stopped as well, and the
player characters can hear the pipes
groaning with the flow of water rushing
downward.
Within a few moments, fractures
beginto appear in all of the pipes, spraying water at high pressure into the room.
Then one of the pipes suddenly begins
to tear loose from the ceiling, releasing
a deluge that threatens to flood the buildIng.
The player characters have only afew
minutes in which to climb the stairs and
exit.
As they do so, they can feel the building shudder around them as if in the grip
of an earthquake.
Regaining the surface, the player
characters exit the building just before
it tears loose from the cliff and tumbles
downward, releasing the waters of the
lake in a torrent to the plain at the cliff's
base.
The player characters' lives have
been saved, and they have escaped
their captors.
But in the process an ancient device
of great power has been destroyed, and
an oasis in the desert has forever been
lost. R
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Mysterious Conduit

SKY GALLEONS OF MARS
e The magic of Iiftwood.
s Plastic ships.

VICTORIAN ADVENTURERS
Ten assorted figures dressed for adventure
in the world of Space: 1889, Included are an
army officer with revolver, army officer with
sword, navy officer, inventor with pistol, thug,
missionary, lady with revolver, lady in travelling clothes, gentleman in t ~ hat,
p and Hill
Martian brave. The set comes with a background booklet which includes a quick-andeasy painting guide.
GDW: 1821. ISBN 1-55878-046-7.

The first game in the Space: 1889 series,
Sky Galleons of Mars places you in thrilling
air battles high above the red deserts. British
aerial gunboats, armed with sophisticated
naval guns, duel the finest cloudships the Martian princes can muster. Rules cover movement and firing, grappling, boarding actions,
critical hits, complete ship design and rating,
and more. Sky Galleons of Mars is played
with Large plastic pieces depicting the gunboats
and cloudships involved.
GDW:
ISBN 0-943580-73-0.
Boxed
$28.

.................................................

LEGIONS OF MARS
One complete Canal Martian war band (21
figures) as organized in the Soldier's Companion, suitable for use as Syrtans, Gaaryans,
or Parhoonis, and equipped and posed for
squabbles between Martians or battles against
British colonial troops. Twenty metal figures
in 10 different poses are included, along with
a background booklet which includes a quickand-easy painting guide.
GDW: 1842. ISBN 1-55878-048-3.
Boxed
$22.

..................................................

SOLDIERS OF THE QUEEN
One complete British infantry company ( 21
figures) as organized in the Soldier's Companion, the miniature wargame rules written
specifically for these figures and Space: 1889.
These colonial troops are equipped for battles
with savage Martians, Venusians, or renegade
adventurers. Ten different poses are provided, along with a background booklet which includes a quick-and-easy painting guide.
GDW: 1841. ISBN 1-55878-047-5.
Boxed
$20.

..................................................

MARTIAN CLOUDSHIPS
Four sprues of plastic Martian sky galleons
for expansion of the battle fleets in Sky
Galleons of Mars. Includes more than four
different kinds of ships. Comes with a background booklet (which includes a quick-andeasy painting guide). These ships can be used
with the Sky Galleons of Mars rules or with
the aerial gunboat rules in Space: 1889.

flying savages are hardly organized enough to call this
group of 20 figures a specific unit, but they are a threat
and will function as adversaries to both the Soldiers of the

AERIAL GUNBOATS
Four sprues of plastic British aerial gunboats
for expansion of the battle fleets in Sky
Galleons of Mars. Includes four sprues
originally included in Sky Galleons of Mars
(with four Dalo~tless,four Reliant, and four
Aphid gunboats). Comes with a background
booklet (which includes a quick-and-easy
painting guide). These ships can be used either
with the Sky Galleons of Mars rules or with
the aerial gunboat rules which are in Space:
1889.
GDW: 1802. ISBN 1-55878-045-9.
Boxed
$10.

..................................................

d to prompt service; we fill orders within two

FREE! Write, call, o r FAX for GDW's free, current, 16-page catalog.

SOLDIER'S COMPANION
The life of the soldier exemplifies the spirit of
Space: 1889: the image of the noble-born English
officer, his native troops at the ready, standing
against hordes of savage primitives in the name
of Queen and Empire. The Soldier's Companion
is dedicated to depicting the lives of colonial
soldiers, from their organizations and locations
on Venus and Mars to their varying stores of
equipment. An extensive color section serves as
a uniform guide and painting illustration as you
assemble your armies of miniatures. Also, Soldier's Companion introduces the mass combat
and miniatures rules for Space: 1889-as the colonial trouble spots of the Solar System flare up,
you'll be ready for them with Soldier's
Companion.
GDW: 1984. ISBN 1-55878-026-2.176

and no pitcher's mound appears in the
rules until 1903.

generation
rules in Space: 1889 are
intended to permit the generation of British subjectsand succeed very well at that. The generation of American characters, however, requires some modifications to
the basic rules, primarily in the specific
careers available. Likewise, since
America differed from Great Britain in
certain social aspects, this article will
summarize those differences. All page
references are to the Space: 1889 rule
book.
HE CHARACTER

AIVltERltGA
THE WORLD
AMERICA
IN the late-19th century had
just begun to exercise its economic
muscles and had not yet developed
military ones. America had no colonies
in 1889, a relatively small standing
army, and some thoughts of buildinga
modern navy. It did, however, have
economic spheres of interest: Americans believed that it was their Godgiven right to go anywhere and sell
anything to anybody who had the
money.
The vast plains of the Midwest produced grain in quantities previously
unthought-of, and the burgeoning railroad network constructed in the '70s
and '80s permitted this grain to be
readily transported to eastern harbors
for shipment and sale to Europe.
American factories were growing rapidly, and while they were closing in on
those of Great Britain,they had not yet
overtaken them. Overall, the American
economy was in its infancy, but some
observers were already predictingthat
the baby would soon grow up to be a
behemoth.
Americans were world-class in one
category, however: machines. Nobody
could inventthem, build them, or maintain them like Americans. When Oscar
Wilde said, "There is no country in the
world where the machinery is as beautiful as in America," he did not mean
physical beauty, but the beauty of a
well-oiled, efficient mechanism. American machines worked, and they
worked well, and American tools were
acknowledged to be second to none.
Americans had a fascination with
gadgets and gizmos that was to continue into the 20th century and was to
change the world radically. The back38
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Canna
Loren K. Wisernan
yard inventorand the tool shed tinkerer
were typically American mythic characters. Tom Swift, Hank Morgan, and
their ilk would soon replace the Horatio Alger-type heroes in American literature.
In some ways, America is the same
as it was then. In many other ways,
however, there was a tantalizing mix
of the alien and the familiar. Cigarettes
(especially those new-fangled readymades) were still viewed as a radical
invention in some circles and were illegal in some states. Edison (who
chewed) refused to hire cigarette
smokers. Baseball was the great
American pastime in 1889, but the
rules were not the same as today. In
1889, overhand pitching had only
recently been introduced, and the
batter could signal for a high or low
pitch (the pitcher was required to
oblige).
The dimensions of the field were
recently altered (the distance from the
pitcher's plate to home plate was increased from 45 to 50 feet in 1881'),

ARE only about 400 people in
'THERE
New York society," one social arbiter
remarked in 1888 in reaction to the
publication of that city'sfirst social register. It contained 3600 entries drawn
from telephone customer listings,
among other sources (this is not as silly
as it sounds-the telephone was still
something of a rich man's toy in those
days). The statement is of value here
only in indicatingone person's opinion
of the number of socially acceptable
people in the largest city in America:
400 out of four million.
Class divisions in America were not
as sharp as in Europe, and movement
between them was much easier. Few
families had been in America for more
than a few generations, and most
Americans were not interested in pedigrees-only the present (and the future, of course) was important. America had no royal family and no titled
nobility, but it did have a rough equivalent in the various "sociallyacceptable"
families in each community.
Social level in America revolved
completely around money and how
you had gotten it: If you had made the
family fortune, you were nouveau
riche; if your father had made it, you
were barely acceptable; and if your
grandfather had made it, you were in.
The aristocracy consisted of two
parts: old and new. The old were the
prestigiousfamilies of the eastern seaboard (like the Adams) and families like
the Vanderbilts, whose money had
been around long enough to haveworn
off some of the stigma. The new were
the families of the self-made millionaires like Andrew Carnegie or John
Rockefeller, who still had a slight
nouveau riche taint to overcome.
Unlike the aristocrats of England,
however, engaging in business was
not socially forbidden--provided it was
the right kind of business (that is, if
there were heaps of money to be made
at it) and provided that your family
fortune had been made by a remote
ancestor (it was acceptable to make

'Before you baseball fans write scathing letters, bear in mind that the distance
was extended again, in 1893.

money if you already had a lot of it to
stact with). Indeed, the aristocracy of
America tended to send its sons into
business. (It tended to send its daughters to Europe to marry land-rich but
cash-poor noblemen.) Government
was the only other respectablecareer.
At their best, these people could be
quite laudable. Andrew Carnegie
founded librariesthroughout the country and wasfamedforother philanthropies. It was Carnegie who said, "The
man who dies rich dies disgraced."
At their worst, these people could be
totally ruthless and uncaring, especially where business was concerned.
Competitors were to be eliminated by
whatever means worked, legal or illegal, short of actual murder. The callous
and conspicuous displays of wealth
(especially during the minor recessions of the era) defined a stereotype
for the bloated, money-grubbing,
sybaritic capitalistthat became a stock
character in many melodramas and
provided ammunition for anarchists
and Marxists for decades.
The gentry were the less wealthy
versions of the aristocracy-those who
hadn't quite made the climb to multimillionaire yet or who had fallen from
that dizzying height. Ante bellum
Southern families (who tended to be
on the landlord end of the sharecropper system) were often in this class.
The American Civil War (aka the War
Betweenthe States) had eliminated(or
freed) the bulk of their wealth but left
their pride intact.
In the North, the growing economy
spawned thousands of mills,factories,
newspapers, breweries, steamship

lines, railroad lines, banks, and brokerage houses, and their ownerswere accumulating money faster then it could
be spent (remarkable though it
seems). Not that there was any shorlage of places to put it: There was
always some new invention to be invested in (the cash register, for instance, or that new-fangled office
machine that was revolutionizing
business paperwork-the typewriter).
The middle classes were likewise
burgeoning. They consisted of the
same sort of people as the middle
classes in Great Britain and in many
ways were identicalto them, except for
a more optimistic attitude about their
immediate future. America was obviously on the way up, they felt. Any boy
could grow up to be president, if only
of a major business concern. All it took
was hardwork, intelligence,and afree
marketplace.
The working classes of Arne rica's
cities were mostly immigrants or the
children of immigrants.(Between 1845
and 1917,33million immigrants settled
in the United States.) They labored in
the factories of the gentry and the
sweatshops of the middle class, and
dreamed of better days to come.
Unions were in their infancy, and this
was the time of the 12-hour work day
and the six-day work week (although
the burgeoning unions would soon

The Closing of the Frontier
THETRUTH of the statement that "every tribes, for example) the great lndian erated with the army (suchas the Crow)
laborer could dream of owning his own wars were over. Red Cloud and Crazy usually got shalt ed.
Huge ranches (often owned by abfarm if he worked and savedNwaslarge- Horse were dead. Chief Joseph of the
ly due to the gigantic quantities of inex- Nez Perce and Geronimo of the Chiri- sentee landlords) dominated the g
pensive land opened up to settlement cahua had surrendered, and Sitting Bull ing areas of the West once the lnd~
by the end of the lndian wars. The of the Sioux had recently been on tour wereout of theway.The Homestead
census of 1890would conclude that the with Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show. The allowed settlers to acquire cheap Ian
Americanfronlierno longer existed, and clash between cultures was inevitable, but the influxof farmerswas viewed wi
most of the country could be counted and the final defeat of the various tribes alarm by the local cattlemen, who oft
as organized, if not actually civilized.
was simply a matter of time after 1865. opposed settlement with criminal m
Except for occasional flareups (the Some tribes emerged in better shape sures (such as those which caused
Ghost Dancers of the plains lndian than others, but even those that coop- so-called Johnson County War).
GDW
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change both of these). Children were
employed as soon as they became
strong enough to do work, and most
women either worked in a sweatshop
or did piecework at home. The lucky
ones were employed as servants of the
middle and upper classes. Nevertheless, there was still a good deal of
optimism, and most believedthat their
children, at least, would have a better
life than they.
The rurallaborerstended to befarmers or ranch hands in America, although in some regions they were
miners (copper, lead, silver, and gold
in the West, coal in the Appalachians,
iron in upstate Minnesota). Unlike
Great Britain, there was plenty of room
for agricultural expansion (the conclusion of the last of the Indian wars had
seen to that), and every laborer could
dream of owning his own farm if he
worked and saved.

A~RIBUTES
SKILLS
CHARACTER
ATTRIBUTES for Americans
are determined in the standard fashion, without modification (althoughthe
definitions of the various social levels
are somewhat different from those
listed in Space: 1889).
The types of skills available are the
same, and these skills are obtained in
the same way as for Britishcharacters,
although the specific careers differ
somewhat. General skill points are
allocated as noted on page 12 of the
rules. Skill explanations remain identical.

CrnEERS

MomY

THERULES ON CAREERS, wealth, additional benefits, and inventionsoutlined
on pages 12-13 of the rules remain
unchanged, except as outlined below.

Government Careers
GOVERNMENT
CAREERS suitable lor
Space: 1889 characters are pretty
much the same as in the rule book, with
a few minor changes.
Inthe AmericanArmy, there were no
fashionable regiments and no native
regiments; artillery was largely restricted to coastal batteries; and the
technical services were quite small.
The U.S. Army had no native regiments, but it did have the scouts, which
were similar. Likewise, it had no fashionable regiments,but it did have staff.
Americans didn't like their army much
(in peacetime, anyway), and it was
commonly viewed as acareer suitable
onlyfor misfits, criminals, and the lower
classes (those of higher social standing who insisted on joining the military
tried to get themselves assigned to
staff positions). Therefore, implement
the following changes:
Soc 1: Private soldier-skills for
Social Level 1 are unchanged, but add
the following branch:
Scouts: Fieldcraft 1, Tracking 2.
Soc 2 : Noncommissioned officerskills for Social Level 2 are unchanged,
but add the following branch:
Scouts: End 4+. Fieldcraft 1, Tracking 1, Leadership 1.
Soc 3-5: Line officer, common regiment orscouts-Leadership 2, Marks-

Richest Man in the World
WILLIAM
K. "THEPUBLIC BE DAMNED" VANDERBILT
considered himself to be the richest man in the world, even though he admitted that certain British nobles owned
more property. He held that since their value was tied up in useless property, his
income was greater (it was in the millions of dollars).
People with less disposable income than Vanderbilt were only able to accomplish minor investment feats-such as that of New York financier W.R. Grace,
who assumed the debt of two Peruvian bond issues in 1890, saving the country
from bankruptcy and effectively buying control of the nation's resources (including several railroad leases, all the Peruvian nitrate deposits, five million acres of
oil and mineral lands, and the Cero de Pasco silver mines).
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manship 1, Close Combat 1 (pole
arms). For Soc 5, technical services
are not allowed.
Infantry: Fieldcraft 1, Wilderness
Travel 1 (mapping), Observation 1.
Cavalry: Riding 1, Fieldcraft 1, Wilderness Travel 1 (mapping).
Artillery: Gunnery 1 (MLC or BLC),
Mechanics 2 (machinist).
Engineer: Engineering 2 (earthworks), Mechanics 1 (machinist).
Surgeon: Medicine 2, Science 1
(biology).
Scouts: Fieldcraft 2, Linguistics 1 (as
troops commanded).
Soc 6: Staff officer-Leadership 1,
Riding 2 (horse), Eloquence 2, Bargaining 1, Linguistics 1 (any European
language).
The U.S. Navywas somewhat more
socially acceptable as a career than
the army.All skills are identical to those
on page 15 of the rules, except that
"BLC or machinegun" should be replaced with "MLC or BLC" since the
American Navywas not as technologically advanced as the British Navy.
In the United States, the state department is the equivalent of the Foreign Office (even though the only firm
foreign policy in 1889 was to have as
little to do with foreigners as possible).
The careers of agent and diplomat
remain the same. Since America has
no colonies, it has no Colonial Office
and no colonial administrators-the
Colonial Office career does not exist.
The remaining careers are identical.

Exotic Careers
EXOTIC
CAREERS are all identical to
those in the Space: 1889 rules, with
the following three additions.
Shootist: Agl4+. WildernessTravel
1 (foraging), Fieldcraft 2, Tracking 1,
Marksmanship 3 (pistol). As a special
bonus, the shootist may fire two pistols in the same action, thus getting off
up to six shots per action instead of the
normal three. Marksmanship is one
less for both pistols.
Circus Performer: Agl 5+. Theatrics 1, Eloquence 1, Fisticuffs 1.
Aerialist/Acrobat:Wilderness Travel
2 (mountaineering), Marksmanship 1
(rifle).
Animal Trainer: Riding 2 (horse,
elephant or camel).
Magician/Escape Artist: Crime 3
(lockpick 3, pickpocket 1).

Gambler: lnt 5+. Theatrics 2, Marksmanship 1 (pistol), Observation 2 , Eloquence 2.

Service Careers
Service careers are also identical to
those in the rule book, except that
grounds keeper is replaced by cowboylfrontiersman.
Cowboy/Frontiersman: Soc 2-,
End 3+. Riding 2 (horse), Wilderness
Travel 2 (foraging), Close Combat 1
(edged weapon or bashing weapon),
Tracking 1, Marksmanship 1 (pistol).

Mercantile m d
Professiond Careers
Mercantileand Professionalcareers
are identical.

Criminal C;areem
Criminal careers are identical, except that poacher is replaced by rustler, and the career of desperado is
added.
Rustler: Soc 2-. Riding 2 (horse),
Wilderness Travel 2 (foraging),Tracking 2, Marksmanship 1 (pistol).
Desperado: Soc 3-. Riding 2 ,
Fieldcraft 1, Marksmanship 2 (pistol),
Close Combat 2 (edged weapon or
bashing weapon).As a special bonus,
the desperado may fire two pistols in
the same action, thus getting off up to
six shots per action instead of the
normal three. Marksmanship is one
less for both pistols.

I-tACE
THE1 9 CENTURY
~ ~ was a time of overt
racial prejudice, and feelings still ran
high on the subject. It wasn't a very
happy time to be nonwhite inAmerica.
On the other hand, things were not
hunky-doryforallwhites, either. Blacks
shared the lower rungs of society's
ladder with other groups: Mediterranean and Eastern Europeanswere just
beginningto arrive and were subjected
to the overt prejudice thatthe Irish had
finally managed to overcome. Jews
were subject to mistreatment, especially if they came from eastern Europe. Physical appearance, however,
tended to keep blacks, Indians, and
Orientals on the bottom. The social and
career restrictionsbelow are reasonably historical. It might have been exceptionalto see some combinations of
race and career, but player characters

represent exceptional individuals,
don't they?
Blacks: Blacks were the most numerous of those who could be distinguished by physical appearance. Reconstruction was over, and although
slavery had been eliminated, the system of tenant farming and sharecropping that sprang up after the civil war
wasn't much of an improvement. The
so-called"Jim Crow lawsmwerebeginningto eliminatethe freedoms the 13th
and 14th amendments had established, and the South (where most
blacks still lived-the migrations to
northern cities were still to come) was
in an economic doldrums that was only
to be made worse with the coming of
the boll weevil (which would destroy
southern agriculture as it was then
known). The civil war had settled the
question of the existence of slavery,
but the racial problems of the "peculiar institution" would last to the present day. Night riders (groups of white
vigilantes) intimidatedthe newly freed
slaves and persuadedthem to remain
in "their proper place." Only in the
West, on the frontier, was there a
measure of equal opportunity, but the
frontier was rapidly vanishing-on
Earth.
All was not hopeless, however. In
the 1880s, the first freeborn generation of American blacks reachedadulthood. There were black colleges (of
which Tuskeegee inAlabama was the
most famous), black intellectuals,
black scientists, black cowboys, black
soldiers, black professionals (albeit
they served only black communities),
black sailors (one even commanded
a coast guard brig in the gulf of Alaska
and as such was the only government
for most of that territory and some of
Siberia),and even black inventors. No
reason exists why there could not have
been a black anarchist. Within another
generation, a black statesman (Booker
T. Washington) would be a dinner
guest of the president.
Black Characfers:Black characters
are restrictedto Social Level3 or lower.
Blacks did not achieve ranks higher
than noncommissionedofficers in the
army or petty officers in the navy (and
then only in command of other blacks)
and were forbidden from the diplomat
career, but they may enter any other
career for which they qualify.
GDW
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Orientals: Japanese in America
were almost unknown, but Chinese
workers had built the western third of
the transcontinental railroad, along
with much of the rest of the West. They
were subject to horrible prejudice and
mistreatment in many places, and
barelytolerated in others. Anti-Chinese
riots were not unusual in some areas.
Oriental Characters: Oriental characters are restrictedto Social Level 3
or lower. Orientals operate under the
same career restrictions as blacks.
Indians: War, pestilence,and socioeconomic factors had significantly reduced the numberof American Indians
by 1889. In 1888,congressformally did
away with communally held lndian
land and gave each lndian family 80
to 120 acres. The plan was to encourage them to take up agriculture. In
practice, most were soon forced to sell
the land in order to survive or were
cheated out of it. The religious revival1
antiwhite rebellion called the Ghost
Dance began in late 1889 and would
end (a couple of years later) in disaster for the tribes involved.

Interestingly enough, it is possible
for Indians to have participated in the
lndian wars on either (and sometimes
both) sides. Members of one tribe
sometimes enlisted with the army to
fight their tribal enemies (Crow warriors fought as army scouts against the
Sioux, for instance, and it was not
uncommonfor Apaches of one group
to assist in fighting another).
lndian Characters: lndian characters are restricted to Social Level 3 or
lower. They are restrictedfrom all government careers except the army
scouts and navy. They may enter any
other career for which they qualify.
Hispanics: Americans of Hispanic
descent might be respected, barely
tolerated, or subjected to prejudice as
horrendous as that inflicted on any
other group, depending upon the location. The old "land grant-families of
the Southwest were much like some
European aristocrats in that they were
often land-rich and cash-poor (and like
them, they tended to marry into cashrich butstatus-seeking Anglo-Americanfamilies).Among the middle range

of society, different cultural values
sometimes caused conflict between
whites and Hispanics. Hispanics were
also guilty of their own form of prejudice-a distinction was drawn between those of "pure" European ancestry, and those of mixed European
and lndian descent.The lower classes
were despised by both upper-class
whites and upper-class Hispanics.
Hispanic Characters:Hispanic characters are restricted to Social Level 5
or lower (no Hispanic equivalentto the
Astors existed). They may be treated
with less respect in some circles, however. Hispanics may enter any career
they qualify forwithout other restriction.

CONCLUSION
THISARTICLE was not intended to be
a complete summary. I encourage
players to read up on the period (look
in the card catalog under "Gay '90s"
or "Guilded Age"). For pictorial references, check out the Time-Life The
West series. You will find that Buffalo
Bill and Calamity Jane looked nothing
like Paul Newman and Doris Day. &2

Still not sure wh& the Mes of March mems to you?

Is your favorite t e r n twing t o hold on to last place with a vengeance?

X r d of hewing that nacho= md soft drinks don't constitute a balancd did?

Now's your chance to cut loose!!!
Space Combat is a game of pure tactical cornbat...

but in a rather unique environment.

You'll be fighting in a 2D or 3D contest zone aboard living creatures. Space
Combat is almost all combat, with some room for diplomacy. Offensive actions include the creature's Psychic Screams to mentally disrupt others,
launching Inverse Mines that will implode near your enemy, freeing Spores
to destroy internals, and Virally Infecting your opponent in the hopes o f taking over their alien. The 2D version includes a special graphic printout o f
your ending position to aid you i n planning.

Space e m b a t was designed to be easy to learn, but difficult to master. Eve~ygame starts with ten players, and as each is eliminated, the chances o f the
game ending will increase. Turnsheets are custom made on a laser printer to
aid you in filling out your next turn. The games run about 12-16 turns. Cost is
$3.00 per turn. A rulebook (required before you can join) is only $1.00.

SPECIAL OFFER: Send for a rulebook now! Mention that you saw this ad and you'll receive
the rules for free. Enter a game by June 1st 1989 and play for only $1.50 a turn in our s p c i a l
Gamma version of the game.

Mail to: TWIN ENGINE GAMING; Dept. 209; 3254 Maple Leaf Ct.; San Jose, CA 95121
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ow the world's most flexible terrain just got better. In addition to our award
winning GEO-HEXTM
Terrain Simulation System, we now offer BA'ITL,ESCAPETM,
a revolution in
gameboard design. With this new system you can bridge the gap between boardgames and miniatures; roleplaying or sci-fi. So now you have a choice; you can order your landscape straight up or with a twist! You can
get the original GEO-HEXMor BA'ITLESCAPETM,
''The system with a 1.5 inchprinted hexgrid." Either way you'll
get a finished ready-to-use terrain system in your choice of green or desert color that gives you the ability to create
rivers, streams, hills, islands, or any terrain feature you can imagine, simply by rearranging our unique, patented
shapes to suit your need. There simply isn't enough room in this ad to even begin to show the wealth of products
we offer for tabletop landscaping; but a s a n example we have:
G E Q - H E X ~ ~ T o u r n a m e nBla s i c Set

$3 pieces, over 37 square feel

of finished landscape

Set,
58 pieces, over 22 square feel
of finished landscape
BATTLESCAPE.

with 1.5inch herrgrid

To support both systems we also list scale model trees, buildings, flocking, foliage, baseggtands, paints, etc,dn our
color catalog. So leave flat, featureless tabletops and gameboards behind: ask your local hobby dealer about us or
contact us directly at the address below, and enter a realm of adventure with GEO-HEX or BATTLESCAPE !

Marcus L.Rowland
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do justice to the scenario. When I looked
through the adventure, I decided what I
was really testing was the plot. Would
players make the right choices, orwould
they run into endless dead ends? While
the Space: 1889 background was vital
to events in the scenario, there were
very few points at this stage of development where the rules were critical.
To make a long story short, I finally
decided I'd be better off using rules that
I and other players already knew well.
Chaosium's Call of Cthulhu was the
obvious choice, since I have probably
spent more time running it than any
other game system. What cinched the
choice for me was that I also owned the
Call Of Cthulhu Victorian background
pack, Cthulhu By Gaslight.
There are a lot of advantagesto using
Call of Cthulhu rules, not the least of
which is that many players are already
familiarwith them; in Britain it's the third
or fourth most popular RPG. By using
Call of Cthulhu rules you also add an
element of fear-players can never be
quite sure that you haven't slipped in one
or two Mythos creatures, and of course
there's nothing to stop you from doing
so.At afirst glance the sanity rules aren't
particularly useful if you are sticking to
a strict Space: 1889 background. But
even the bravest Victorian adventurer
may occasionally run into a genuinely
horrific situation; the sanity rules give
you an easy way for fear to affect them.
Although I was developing a Space:
1889 adventure and wanted to stick to
a strict Space: 1889 backgroundfor my
playtest, I've since given some thought

to a hybrid system that combines the
awesome menace of Call of Cthulhu
with the interesting backgrounds from
Cthulhu By Gaslight and Space: 1889.
I call this system Cthulhu: 1889.

BAGKGRO
Ancient ruins hint of strange races
that produced many of the known species on Earth, Venus, and Mars.All three
worlds have legends of a distant past
ruled by hideous monsters, huge and
strange beyondall imagination. In 1870
Thomas Edison invented space travel.
Today great ether flyers sail the gulf
between the worlds. Occasionally they
fail to reach their destinations. Why did
one freighter, the Marie Celeste, reach
Venus with half the crew missing, and
the rest dead or incurably insane? Why
do certain scholars believe the pattern
of the canals of Mars is a potent magical symbol? What destroyed the Solar
System's fifth planet, now the Asteroid
Belt? What are the strange flying forms
glimpsed between the planets?
Cthulhu: 1889 is based on the
Cthulhu Mythos, but it is a Mythos H. P.
Lovecraft might have imagined if he
were writing some years after humanity colonized the Solar System, as
described in Space: 1889.The outer
worlds are haunted by the creatures of
the Mythos. R'lyeh is somewhere in the
Asteroid Belt or possibly on the Moon
of one of the outer planets; the Plateau
of Leng is on Mars; and fire vampires
roam the bright side of Mercury.
The ancient Martians drove the worst
creatures out of the inner system, and

the canals of Mars are a gigantic warding spell, an Elder Sign on avast scale,
a symbol that is slowly losing its power
as the canals fall into ruin. The effort of
the canals' construction drained the resources of the canal builders.Their heirs
are corrupt and know little of the symbolic significance of the channels.
Occasionally the more powerful and
malevolentcreaturesofthe Mythosventure closer to the inner worlds, summoned by evil magicians or taking
advantage of rare natural events which
negate the powerof the Martian pattern.
Earth still has its share of evil cultists and
sinister sites, but they are just part of a
much bigger picture. There are similar
cults on Mars and Venus, and the Selenite~and Moon Men may also know
something of this ancient horror.
Most people know little or nothing of
the Mythos; Brittania rules the ether, and
the empire (on which the Sun never
sefs) is slowly expanding toward the
stars and toward the horrorthat waits in
the outer Solar System. Of course there
are occasional unexplainedevents, but
most people ignore them. Only a few
brave souls are aware of the terror that
surrounds them and are prepared to
fight the creatures of the Mythos.
While it would be possible to set
events in this variant system in the
1920s to tie them to the main Call of
Cthulhugame, a Victorian environment
is more fun. There's also the advantage
of being able to use anything published
for Space: 1889 without the need to
change social and political details.

THE CTHULlt4T-T:I889
SYSTEM
These rules additionswill help you set
Call of Cthulhu adventures against the
Space: 1889 backgroundor run Space:
1889 adventures under Call of Cthulhu
rules. To make the most of them, you'll
need the Call of Cthulhu rules, the
Space: 1889 rules, and Cthulhuby Gaslight. If you don't already own both
systems, I'd advise trying one game at
a time, rather than attempting to learn
variants of two games simultaneously!

G
GErnrnTffBN
Use the normal Cfhulhu and Gaslight
rules and character sheets, but let players know a few extra languages and
skills are available,describedas follows.
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Gumery
(Base O%.) Space: 1889 offers four
classes of gunnery skill: breech-loading
field gun, muzzle-loading cannon, machinegun, and exoticweaponry(suchas
rockets). These skills must be taken
separately, since they refer to very different types of weapon. All machineguns use the Call of Cthulhu machinegun rules for multiple shots, etc.

ing skills known. Pilot Zeppelin replaces
and includes the Gaslight skill Pilot
Balloon. Most editions of the Cthuihu
rules contain rules for boating skills to
be used for all surface vessels.

Ride

(Basevariable,-1 O%foralienmounts.) age to Cthulhurules, divide the burst inYou can ride animals native lo your own dicated inthe Space: 1889 field gun and
world, but you probably have trouble cannon firing tables by two to give the
riding the animals of other worlds. For explosion radius; damage is 1D6 per
ite Mien Language example, Cthulhu By Gaslightgives an burst, also divided by two. For example,
upper-classcharacter 25% ride skill; this a 5" howitzer has a burst value of 14 in
Speak Alien Language
(BaseO%for nonnatives.) Boththese drops to 15% when riding an animal 1889. For Cthulhu this is reduced to
skills work like normal Terran language from another world.
seven yards in radius, damage 706.
skills; they only apply to one language.
This "quick and dirty" conversion may
For example, Speak Martian isn't acnrinnsman
not suit every referee. In practice, you
(Base O%.) The ability to control the are probably dead ifyou are anywhere
ceptable, but Speak Koline (Canal
Martian trade-talk) is allowed. Natives altitude and attitude of cloudships and near an exploding shell, so precision
automatically speak their own lan- other flyers, depth of submarines, etc. isn't too important.
guages with normal fluency, and they
read and write if their culture allows it.
Other SEllls
SPACE T M W k
Use the Space: 1889 rules for ether
See the Space: 1889 rules for Martian
and Soeial Class
All other Space: 1889 skills have near flight. Some creatures of the Mythos
languages (pages 176, 181). Venus
only has one language, with no written or exact Gaslight equivalents. All skills may present additional hazards for
form, so Speak Venusian is acceptable. that are normally'available in Gaslight space travellers.
See various adventures for the lan- should be available in Cthulhu: 1889.
Gaslight and Space: 1889 both atguages of the Moon, etc. (For more
NP@ CO
RSIBN
information on Martian languages, see tach considerable significance to social
It may occasionally be useful to conConklin's Atlas of the Worlds, pages class;this characteristic can be selected vert characters from published Space:
by players or randomly generated by a 1889 material to Cthulhu: 1889 rules.
68-69. Also, while Venusians-Lizardmen-all speak one language, it does D6 roll as in the Social Class Table.
Don't worry about exact conversion of
NPC skills and characteristics; this is a
have some regional accents and dialects, the effects of which a referee can
game, not a bookkeeping exercise! As
SOC
Die Class
adjudicate.)
a rough guide, multiply Space: 1889
1-2 Lower class
characteristics by two and then add six
3-4 Middle class
to get their Cthulhu equivalents, or use
Read Skin Pattern
5-6 Upper class
(Base INTx2%for Venusians, 0% for
a combination of two characteristics as
others.) Venusians get this skill autoin the Conversion Table on page 46.
One last point about character gen- SAN and other figured characteristics
matically; anyone else can buy it at
normal point costs. A Venusian's skin eration-when developing statistics, (such as hit points and damage bopattern reveals a lot about his likely don't forget the Sanity rating. This is a nuses) are generated normally. The
behavior. Since all Venusians believe hybrid system, and there are lhingsout examples are for ColonelCaruthers,the
these patterns shape theirdestiny, they there in the void of space-the sort of sample character in the Space: 1889
tend to live their lives as predicted. This things that tend to have a rather dam- rule book, and Baron Hasso von Gruber,
skill may be used as an alternative to aging effect on this particularcharacter- a notorious Space: 1889 NPC.
psychology when dealing with Ve- istic.
nusian~.Most Venusian shamans have
S
Alien animals should be run as the
this skill at very high levels. (This is a
COMBAT
For all melee and small arms combat, nearest possible Cthulhu equivalent. If
new skill; within the Space: 1889 rules,
it's an Intellect-baseddefault skiIIforVe- use the normal Cthulhu rules. All the the nearest equivalent is a Mythos
nusians, an Intellect-basedskill (but not hand weapons in Space: 1889 can be creature, use the statistics for it, but
found in Cthulhu. See below for how to there will be no SAN effect; it will not be
a default skill) for all others.)
convert NPC weapon skills and animal intelligent; and it will have no magic or
attacks.
Pilot Aerial Flyer1
supernatural powers. For example, a
For airborne combat use the Space: ruumet breehr uses the characteristics
Cloudship/Zeppelin/Ether Flyer
1889lSky Galleons of Mars rules; of a rhinoceros. A great kommota uses
Pilot Sailing Vessel1
however, shots are fired and either hit the characteristics of a hunting horror
Steam VesselBubmarine
All pilot skills start off separately at or miss using normal Cthulhu skill rolls. but has no spells, is not affected by
To reiate Space: 1889 artillery dam- daylight, and is not intelligent.
base O%, regardless of any other pilot-

HOS CREAT

S

Almost all creatures capable of flying
through the ether are faster and much
more maneuverable than any humanbuilt ether flyer.
Azathoth is surrounded by vast whirlpools of ether turbulence which are
thousands of miles in diameter. Any
ether flyer caught in the turbulence will
be inexorably sucked toward the god;
the only escape is to dismiss Azathoth
before it's too late. Travellers are strongly advised to avoid Azathoth.
Byakhee and shantaks are among the
creatures most likely l o be encountered
in space. Star vampires are encountered less frequently. Foriunately, all
seem to be repelled by the radiation of
ether screws. Any ship which is forced
to cut engine power may have some
unwelcome visitors.
The colour out of space (see Cthulhu
Now) is another infrequent visitor to our
system. It may possibly attack ether
flyers and may be attracted by (or able
to feed on) the radiationof ether screws.
Cthulhu is still confined in R'lyeh, but
R'lyeh itself may be mobile; it may be
an asteroid, moon, or comet. If Cthulhu
is freed, he undoubtedly has the ability
to fly between the planets, using his
wings to harness the ether. Cthulhu is
massive and comparatively slow moving, cruising at about one to two million
miles per day.
Deep Ones are very common on Venus and unknown on Mars. Many Venusian~are probably tainted with their
blood.
Fire vampires infest the bright side of
Mercury and may be attracted to the
bright ether drives and solar boilers of
spacecraft. They try to steal magic
points from passengers and crew; unfortunately, the fire vampires usually
burn their way through the hull to reach
theirtargets! Such incidents are usually
reported as meteorite damage.
Flying polyps are known to have
colonized several worlds in the Solar
System. If you see a mysterious well
covered with stone anywhere in the
Solar System, don't be tempted to lift the
lid!
The Great Race of Yith undoubtedly
explored much of the Solar System and
may even have reached the stars. A
base or ether flyer built by this race
would be the archaeologicalfind of the
century-and would probably also be
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unbelievably dangerous.
Mi-Go, the fungi from Yuggoth, are
disinclined to have anything to do with
the "primitives" of the inner worlds, although they occasionally visit to mine
rare ores.They are occasionally sighted
by ether flyer crewmembers, who usually know better than to report their
observations. Yuggoth (Pluto) hasn't yet
been discovered by Terran astronomers.
Nightguants probably inhabit the
more hellish corners of most worlds.
Yog-Sothothis another outer god that
occasionally visits the innerplanets. The
last log entry of the freighter mentioned
under Background (page 46) described
a sighting of "iridescent bubbles."

A1LIEN RELIGIONS
Most alien races have at least one
religion inspired by creatures of the
Mythos. On Mars, for example, the Cult
of the Worm is the most likely suspect,
and Nyarlathotep the most likely deity
behind the scenes.
However, the cults of the Mythostend
to be extremely secretive. It is entirely
possible that there is another cult concealed behind the facade of the Worm,
and that the Worm Cultists themselves
(although murderous) aren't actually
Mythos-inspired.

Professor Philbeam, a noted NPC
archaeologist, is travelling to Earthfrom
Mars on the same liner as the player
characters. He seems remarkably unfriendly and rarely leaves his cabin.
It's soon common gossip that he
spends a lot of time writing but is occasionally seen staring into a metal box, a
cube approximately six inches to a side.
He closes the box if anyone enters the
cabin.
On the fourih or fifth night out, he is
found dead with his left hand amputated.
The hand is missing, and no papers are
found in the cabin. A knife is clutched in
the corpse's right hand.
Somehow the box falls into the hands
of the PCs. It is empty, although curiously heavy. It is also a little bigger than
they remember others saying it to beabout seven inches to a side. The outside is a uniform, plain, metallicgray and
is slightly bloodstained, but the inner
surfaces are clean and seem to be

mottled with moire patterns that never
appear the same twice. Although they
are never seen to move, they are different every time the box is opened or
every time anyone even blinks while
looking inside. The lid isn't hingedto the
box in any normal manner; it pivots on
concealedpins, but it fits so closely that
there is no obvious way to inspect the
pins short of smashing the box.
Sooner or later someone should put
something in the box and shut the lid; if
it is opened again, the object that was
inside is gone. If something living (such
as a mouse or a canary, or even a leaf
or a piece of fruit) is put inside, the box
seems to expand slightly. It gets about
two-thirds of an inch bigger in all dimensions every time thisoccurs. Expansion
is slow, and no seams or joints can be
seen. Even the bloodstains on the outside of the box seem to expand.
Even if the adventurers don't investigate the box, whoever is looking after it
will start to feel very possessive and
must make a SAN roll once every 1D6
hours. If the roll isfailed, the adventurer
will put something living in the box and
then lose 1-2 SAN. Alternatively, small
living creatures (such as spiders, cockroaches, and other vermin) will start to
find their own way into the box and
somehow push the lid closed.
If the PCs try to throw the box off the
ship, it will be found inside again a few
hours later. No one can explain this.
When the box becomes a 10-inch
cube, or if anyone tries to smash it, it
abruptly folds. First the lid opens, then
the edges of the box split, and finally it
flattens out into a cross shape. The
entire flat cross seems to twist and
writhe without actually moving. A second later, in a multidimensional rotation
that is impossible to describe, the cross
becomes a peculiar structure that
mathematically minded adventures will
recognize as a three-dimensional representation of a hypercube. Anyone
witnessing this must make a SAN roll
or lose 1-3 SAN.
The whole object collapses again to
form a cube which seems to fold in upon
itself and then disappears. A second
later bells ring, and the entire etherflyer
shakes; if the teammembers look out
any porthole, they'll find that the ship is
floating inside an eye-wrenching structure of straight lines and planes that
seem to meet at impossible angles-it

is inside the hypercube! The internal
structure glows without any obvious light
source. There is no air. Everyone must
make a SAN roll or lose 1D6 SAN (lose
1 SAN if the roll is successful).
The ship remains trapped for several
days or weeks-long enough for several passengers and crewmembers to
go insane, but not long enough for food
to run short. Anyone venturing outside
soon finds that it's impossibleto get near
the walls of this strange space, let alone
damage them. Anyone or anything
movingtowardthewalls suddenly reappears on the far side of the space,
moving back toward the ship. The ether
screws don't work, and there isn't
enough light to run the solar boiler
properly.
Two other objects are floating in this
space besides the ship: a sheaf of
papers and Philbeam's hand. The
papers are Philbeam's manuscript,
which reveals that he bought the box
from a Hill Martiantribesmanwho swore
that it had fallen from the skies. At that
time it was only two inches on a side.
The notes describe the effects of putting small Martian animals inside. At first
Philbeamthought this was just interesting; later he found it harder and harder
to disobey the compulsion to "feed" the
box. The last bloodstained entry reads
"I can't find anything else alive, not even
a cockroach. It must be fed. It needs to
be fed. The kni...."
At the referee'sdiscretion there might
be other things floating in this space-

corpses of the missingcrew of the Marie
Celeste, a boot made of a mysterious
silvery material bearing the cryptic logo
"NASA," one or two Things That Man
Was Not Meant To Know, a few lost
pages from the Necronornicon, and so
forth. Don't try to explain them; leave
that for the players.
Eventually the hypercube disappears. The ship is floating in space
again-in orbit around one of the Moons
of Saturn!
A few simple calculations reveal that
the shipwill run out of food many months
before it can reach any ofthe innerplanets, even if it heads back immediately.
More seriously, the solar boiler is unable
to be run at all now to provide heat and
powerforthe return trip, due to Saturn's
distance from the Sun. The ether flyer
the PCs were on is not the only ship
present; there are two or three others in
similar orbits, all of wholly alien design,
meteor-pitted, lifeless, and extremely
old. When these ships are investigated,
the PCs will learn that none of them
seem to have been built with a liftwood
hull; all have the remnants of gas bags,
which would be useless for a landing on
the airless Moon the ship is orbiting.
There's a gigantic building on the
Moon, a cube about 200feet on a side.
Scattered around it are the wrecks of
more ships. Think big; remember Alien,
Forbidden Planet, etc.
Anyone venturing inside the building
(wearing spacesuits that trail oxygen
lines andtelephone cables) finds the en-

trance to a gigantic, three-dimensional
maze. After anyone proceeds a few
yards inside the building, it suddenly
floods with air, and a guillotine-bladed
door slams down, severing the space
suit lines and anyone unlucky enough
to be standing in the entrance. The only
way out is to press on into the maze,
which is littered with deadly traps and
the desiccated corpses of failed explorers, in hope of locating the exit. Ultimately the maze proves to be a gigantic alien test; its purpose is to find
someone worthy to become a god!
Eventually someone qualifies. Luck,
self-sacrifice, or massive SAN loss
might be suitable criteria for selection.
The new god quickly transforms into
something beyond human comprehension, losing all remaining SAN in the
process. As a last act of compassion, it
returns all the remaining adventurers,
passengers, crewmembers, and the
ship itself to the space-time they disappearedfrom, midway betweenMars and
Earth. The cubic building collapses into
dust, but the derelict ships remain in
orbit. A mad god flies off into the endless void to seek out its fellows. If the
survivors are lucky, they'll never meet it
again. If they are unlucky.... C2
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iniatures in role-playing game systems
serve two main functions. First, they are
role-playing figures which represent characters being played or encountered, and second,
they are soldiers for battles. Their presence on the
gaming table both enlivens the look sf a game and
clarifies questions of positioning, line of sight, and
areas of effect in combat.
Last issues' Victorian Adventurers were the
perfect example of role-playing figures. In fact, my
painted-up Dr. Eberwein makes me prefer playing
the Inventor character when I adventure to Luna or
when I play Temple of the Beastmen.
But this month, the subject is the other use of
miniatures: for battles. When Frank Chadwick began writing Soldier's Companion for Space: 1889,
he insisted on two boxed sets of miniatures that
would provide ready-made units suitable for
Soldier's Companion ballles.
His idea was that a complete unit (in this case, a
company of British troops on Mars like Soldiers sf
the Queen or a company of Martian legionnaires like
Legions of Mars) would make putting together
troops for battles that much easier.
Making the troops even more useful was the fact
that the Martians could serve equally well as adversaries for the British or as British colonial troops. One
set I saw leavened the Martian legionnaires with
British, replacing the Officer with Musket and the
Officer with Sword and Pistol with a Lieutenant on
Foot and a Colour Sergeant.
Next issue, we plan to look at Rocco military vehicles and their suitability for use with Twilight: 2000.

Mare Miller
Our aim in Showcase is "r provide a look atminiature
figures, both old and new, that can enhance your sciencefiction gaming. Tell us what you want to know about miniatures: Write Showcase, Challenge Magazine, PO Box
1646, Bloomington, IL 61702-1646 USA.

Major on Horse
(Mounted)

Captain on Foot

Lieutenant on Foot

Standing and Firing
(2 Included)

Colour Sergeant

Kneeling and Firing
(2 Included)

huge spider creeps toward
you, tracking you by scent and
heat. You'd better run-this is
only one piece of the new cybertech equipment coming your way!

AUTOINJECTOR
The autoinjector is a popular piece of
medical equipment among soldiers,
scientists, and explorers. It is basically
a slim box composed of human-compatible synthetics that holds eight doses of
drugs, and a microprocessorand blood
analyzer. The simple version monitors
the levels of various chemical substances in the blood and, in response
to changes in blood chemistry, will inject the drugs it has been programmed
to use. In most cases, the unit is programmed to respondto the presence of
toxins and to inject the proper antidote.
The unit is programmed by the insertion
of a drug tube which contains, in addition to the drug, a microchip with data
for its proper use.
The advanced version has all the features of the simple version and, in
addition, has a link from the microprocessor to the person's brain. This link
provides the person with data about his
blood, as well as verk basic medical
advice, such as which drugto inject. The
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link also allows characters conscious
control over the injection of the drugs.
Most units have a safety override to
prevent the user from injuring himself
(for instance, by injecting all the drugs
at once). The unit is implanted in the
torso and has the injectors linked into a
major artery. The blood analyzer also
links up to the artery. In the advanced
version, the link runs along the spinal
cord and into the brain.
2300 AD: The autoinjector unit constantly monitors the bloodstream. If a
toxin the unit is programmed to recognize (one that it has an antidote for) is
introduced into the blood, the unit will
inject the proper antidote drug, negating the toxin's effects. The advanced
version allows a character to use the
device as a blood analyzer and to make
a diagnosis on his own using his Medical skill (thediff icutty is basedon the task
at hand). This unit can also hold drugs
like Herc and Bounce, and be programmed to inject them on a timed
basis. Or when the blood level/blood
chemistry reaches acrisis point, the unit
can automatically inject them. Naturally,
the owner of the advanced version can
control the injection.
Weight: Insignificant (when implanted) Price: Simple Unit: Lv500
Advanced Unit: Lv1000 (includes
implantation) Drug Tube (Reusable):
Lvl O+drug cost.
Cyberpunk: The simple and advanced autoinjector versions will constantly monitor the blood chemistry
levels and perform injections as programmed. The advancedversion allows
a character to controlthe injections and
be aware of what is going on in his
bloodstream. The simple version is
popular with soldiers (who load it with
'dorphs), biotechs and scientists (who
load it with antitoxins, antiviral agents,
and so forth), and drug users (who load
it with 'dorphs, lace, and worse). The
advanced version is very popular with
Solos, especially those who might get
involved with poison, or biological or
chemical weapons. Some Solos have

been known to have a "black vial" of
poison available to avoid capture (and
torture). Some governments and corporations have been known to install little
"surprises" in some of their people's
autoinjectors. Use your imagination.
Humanity Cost=l point. Prices: Simple Unit: $200 Advanced Unit: $300
Drug Tube: $5+drug cost (plus an additional cost for exotic chips, especially for
viral agents). More sophisticated units
are available at increasingly higher
costs.

POISON V
The poison vial is an addition to an
already installed subdermal weapon,
such as slashers. It is an implanted
container that holds two uses of a toxic
substance. The container is implanted
in the finger and replaces eitherthe first
or second finger bone. The container
can be refilled from a suitable source,
generally a hypodermic needle.
2300 AD: The poison vial may be
linked up to slashers or (for the very
psychotic) to the monofilament garrote.
The effect will be that if a being is
wounded by the poisoned implement, it
will also be subject to the effects of the
toxin. The exact effect depends on the
toxin used.
Note: This option is not at all well
received by law enforcementagencies.
Weight: Insignificant Price:Lv100 per
vial (implanted).The toxins themselves
cost extra.
Cyberpunk: The poison vial may be
linked up to scratchers, rippers, or (for
the truly insane) "slice 'n' dice."The effect is that anyone wounded with the
poisoned weapons is also exposed to
the toxins. It is rumored that some particularly disturbed individuals have had
vials installed in their "vampire" canine
teeth implants. Poison vials are popular with assassins and are considered
to be black market cybertech.
Humanity Cost=l point. Price: $35
per vial implanted (often more though,
especially for "vampires"). The toxins
cost extra.

person unfortunate enough to have
them in his body. These devices are
used to kill people or to control people
via the threat of their use. Warning:
Placing these in player characters can
be harmful to your campaign.
The exact specifications of many of
theses devices are up to the referee
since most of these items are tailor
made and not "off the shelf." These
devices are probably not appropriate to
the atmosphere of 2300 AD. However,
they are just right for Cyberpunk. In Cyberpunk, life is tough and short. You
should learn to trust no one and nothing , not even your own body. Nonetheless, if you are a referee, you should realize that it is unwise to infest your PCs
with these nasties. A sparing use of
them can add to the game, but if
somebody's head explodes every day,
then itwon't be long before theplayers
are going to head for greener pastures.

Brain Bomb
This device consists of a small
amount of powerful, hard-to-detect
explosive material linked to a receiver,
a timer, or both. The device is implanted
in the base (generally the medulla oblongata) of the brain. When the timer
runs out or the signal is received (generally from a radio or microwave transmitter), the device explodes, killing the
victim. These devices are generally not
sold, but they can sometimes be acquired on the black market for a minimum of $400 (or Lv1000 in 2300 AD).
Simple versions are easy to detect
(generally by X-ray or more advanced
methods) and remove (through surgery
performed by a skilled practitioner).
More advancedversionsrequire specia1 detection equipment (like an autodoc) or exploratory surgery, and are
more difficult to remove. Common uses
for such devices include prisoner re-

referee can freely develop his own for
whatever purpose he has in mind.

Limb Bomb
A less lethal cousin of the brain bomb,
the limb bomb consists of a circular ring
of powerfulexplosives linked to a timer,
a receiver, or both. The device is implanted in a limb and is connected
around the bone. When detonated, the
device severs the limb, causing a serious wound to that part of the body.
Often several limb bombs are implanted simultaneously. In these cases
small bombs are planted in the fingers
to serve as "warnings";largerbombs are
placed at the wrist, elbow, and shoulder. A similar series of bombs can be
arranged utilizing the legs. Neck versions are also available and, as is
expected, are fatal. Cheaper versions
of the limb bombs include external
devices that are locked aroundthe neck
or limbs (as in The Running Man).
Prices range from $25 (Lv150) for a
timed external finger bomb to $375
(Lv950)for an internal timer and receiver
neck bomb on the black market. These
devices are often used in prisoner restraint, to ensure military discipline, or
by organized crime for illegal and coercive activities. Some limb bombs are
disguised as jewelry (especially rings,
watches, necklaces) or clothing (belts,
sweatbands), and are used in assassinations. Internal devices are often difficult to detect unless advanced medical
equipment is used, but they are easy to
remove through surgery (unlesstrapped
to explode upon removal).
External devices are easy to detect
unless disguised, but they are hard to
remove without killing the wearer as
they often incorporate electronic security locks.

Bug Bomb
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or biologicalagents which are implanted
in the body and released by a timer or
by a received transmission. They can
be implanted almost anywhere within
the body. When activated, they release
their contents, which rangefrom chemicals that render the victim unconscious
to tailored viral agents.
Bug bombs are fairly popular with
governments and corporationsbecause
they can be made with dissolving containers (their timers) that hold naturally
occurring fatal or crippling bugs. The
effects can then be passed off as having natural causes.
Detectionand removal of a bug bomb
ranges from a fairly routine job to a
nightmare ordeal. Sometimes the containers are fabricatedout of normal body
materials (like bone or cartilage) and
contain only a scant number of viruses
or microbes. Such bombs are nearly
impossible to locate without advanced
medical technology and painstaking
effort.
Fortunately, such bombs are only
used by biotechnology companies and
very wealthy governments. Bug bombs
are most often used to ensure the loyalty of key personnel, especially employees of biotechnology-oriented corporations.

Extremes
Extremes are devices that go beyond
the normal methods of controlling or
killing people through implants. Even
governments and corporations rarely
use extremes.
Some examples of extremes include
the implantationof large bombs (sometimes nuclear, if the technology permits-see GDW's EarthICybertech
Sourcebook), implantation of biological agentsthat will infect others, and implants that turn the victim into a homicidal maniac.
Extremes are often used by terrorists
or psychotics to cause terror and to kill
seemingly at random. Often an innocent
and unknowing victim is selected, implanted, and turned loose. Another
scenario involving the use of extremes
is when an enemy is captured, implanted, and allowed to escape back to
his friends or superiors (along with a
bomb or viral agent).
Extremesshould be used very rarely,
and should almost never be used on a
player character.
54
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A cutoff is the slang term for a special
neurochip that serves, on the owner's
command, to prevent the central nervous system from being aware of what
is happening to the body. Simply put,
when thecutoff is engaged, the brain will
not realize that the body is damaged,
hungry, tired, or in need of restroom facilities. Further, the chip also deadens
fear, shock, and panic responses. This
is usefulfor situations in which your body
would interfere with the achievement of
your goals (such as not revealing information under torture or staying on your
feet when wounded).
2300 AD: If a chip implanted in a
character is activated, the characterwill
not feel pain, hunger, fear, etc. In combat, if the character' is wounded, he
cannot be dazed, and shock points and
stun points are cut in half. If the chip is
turned off while the character is
wounded, the full effects of the wounds
will set in. The character loses only one
initiative levelfor every two light wounds
when the chip is activated, and his cool
increases by two. However, there are
serious side effects to using the chip.
When the chip is on, the character becomes very emotionally cold and distant, which may affect how others relate
to him (and may impair leadership and
other social skills). More seriously, every
half-hour the chip is used reduces the
character's senses by about one percent. In other words, 100 30-minute
uses will leave the characterwithout any
sensory capacity (making him blind,
deaf, and numb). Surgical installationof
the chip requires a very skilled surgeon
(it is implanted within the medulla oblongata). These chips are carefully
regulated for obvious reasons.
Price: Lv8000 (includes installation).
Cyberpunk: The character who has
this chip installed and activates it will not
feel pain, hunger, fear, etc. In combat,
the character's Cool statistic will in-

crease by two. Flesh wounds have no
effect and are not even noticed by the
character.
Serious Wounds: Breaking arms or
legs renders them useless, but the
character will not feel the pain, so he can
continue to use the limb at reduced
efficiency. Broken ribs reduce Movement Allowance by one-fourth and ability to attack and defend by -1. A skull
fracture reduces Intelligence,Reflexes,
and Cool by one-fourth(due to structural
damage, not pain).
Critical Wounds: Limbs which take
critical wounds are unusable, but the
character will not feel the pain. If the
lungs are punctured, the character can
still move at one-fourth his Movement
Allowance. If the abdominal organs are
damaged, the character has his Intelligence, Reflexes, and Cool cut to onefourth their normal level, and his Movement Allowance drops to one-fourth
normal. Major damage to the lower
abdomen andgroin has the same effect
as damage to the abdominal organs. A
crushed skull has full, normal game
effects (see Friday Night Firefight,page
12), even though the character won't
feel it. If the skull is crushed, there is a
10-percent chancethe cutoff chip will be
destroyed and a 20-percent chance it
will be deactivated.
Mortal and Dead Instantly Wounds:
While the character won't feel the pain
of his imminent or instant death, the chip
won't provide any additional help.
Finally, the character has the benefit
of a -2 on his consciousness saves
while the chip is on. Turning the chip off
while still injured will result in the full
effects of the injury coming into play
immediately. Naturally, severe disadvantages are associated with the chip.
First, every half-hour of use costs the
character a one-percent reduction in his
senses. Second, the chip makes him
aloof, which translates into a Humanity
Cost of 1 forevery hourthe chip is used.
Third, some chips have been known to
be equipped with add-ons that actually
cause pain, hunger, etc., at the command of the person owning the activating transmitter. These chips are often
used to ensure loyalty or to control
people.
HC=2D6+3 (initially). Price:The chip
is black market (but is available in the
military and in some corporations) and
is priced between $750 and $1000.

What a sweet deal.

All you have t o do is transfer one
passenger from a small oil corp in
Corpus Christi t o an even smaller one
in Monterey. Easy money.
But playing bus driver turns sour.
Bandits start shooting a t you, so you
radio for backup, and both the Mexican and Texan corps send in air support. The two rival pilots start a dogfight, and official Mexican aircraft join
in. Suddenly, you're caught in a virtual
maelstrom of combat.
With guts, skill, and luck, you escape
and deliver your passenger, and think
your mission is over. But the fates
have something else in store for you.
You return home t o become immediately embroiled in a series of events
you have little control over-from
scandal to electronic theft to coldblooded murder*
Now you struggle against a sinister
current of events which sweeps you
across the face of Earth and into
space. You are locked in a duel with
elusive and powerful adversaries intent on eliminating the only thing
standing between them and global supremacy-you.
Deathwatch Program.
A cybertech adventure.
Coming in February.
GDW '1046. $8.00.

except forthe effect of the poison in the
cylinder. The effect depends on what
type of poison is used. It can be refilled
by a syringe.
2300 AD: Price: Implantation:Lv300
per finger Refill: Variable Note: Detection is a Very Difficult task.
Cyberpunk: HC=1 per hornet. Price:
Implantation:$20 per finger Refill: Variable.

T
Hornet is the trade name for afingertip implant. The implant is similar to implanted blades but differs in that it
consists of replacing the first bone of a
finger with a cylinder equipped with an
extendable hypodermic needle. The
device is constructedentirely of organic
materials and is virtually undetectable,
except by thorough investigation of the
BAT
Years of military research in soundfingers with advanced medical scanners. The hornet links into the char- ranging devices and data translation
acter's nervous system, and enables have resulted in the bat skull implant.
him to extend and retract the needle at This device consists of a high-frequency
will, as well as control the injection of pulse generator, a receiver, and a mithe poison stored in the cylinder (it is croprocessor and imager that converts
sound reflections into imagery the
good for two doses).
The needle is not strong enough to human brain can interpret. What the
penetrate armor, but will go through person "sees" has been described as
normal clothing. It does no damage, similar to infrared imaging, except dif-

ferent reflection capacities yield different colors. The unit can also be switched
to a dot display which shows the position of objects relative to the person (sort
of like a radar screen). Two models are
available: One provides an area of
coverage equal to normal humanvision
(but may be set in the back of the head
for rear "vision"). The other provides a
360-degree field of detection. This
model takes some getting used to and
is only usable on dot mode-to prevent
sensory overload. It can be "scaled
down" to normal vision range and used
in nondot mode. The device is implanted
in a character's head and is linked into
the nervous system. While some people
complain of headaches after prolonged
use, there have yet to be any serious
side effects.
The device provides a character with
something much like sonar, and it will
enable him to detect and range any
object that reflects sound waves. Very
soft objects will show up faintly, and very
dense objects will register very brightly.
While this implant will tell the character
what is around him in terms of general
shape, size, and density, it'lacks the
ability to detail features. For example,

Share the Adventure!

GRAND ALL
"Grand Alliance" is a fully
computer moderated playby-mail game which
involves the battle of survival
between human and alien
races. Players represent
either a member of the
human race or of the alien
race with the universe as a
setting. The game is played
on a map of three parallel
levels where each level is
composed of 240 planetary
systems. Each player must
solve military and political
problems within their own
camp before war can be
waged effectively against the
opposing race. Each side is
faced with the same
situations and problems to
overcome.

The Science-Fiction Role-Playing Game

for mankind..."

To order the rule book and take your first tum, please send $5.00
or $2.00 for book only with your name and address to

Waterford Publishing House Ltd.

Simcoarum Systems
P.O. Box 520861

o

Salt Lake City, Utah 84152

Turn fees are $3.00
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two humans of roughly the same size
will "look" the same. On dot mode a bat
is even less discriminating. It displays
lines for large objects (walls) and dots
for smaller objects (people, furniture).
The device has an effective range of 10
meters before distortion makes the
results unintelligible (a stronger pulse
would correct this problem, but would
also require more power and shielding
for a person's head). Finally, loud noises
and pressure waves (from concussion
grenades, explosions, etc.) will create
distortions and false signals.
2300 AD: Price: Normal Bat: Lvl300
Deluxe Bat: Lv2250.
Cyberpunk: Price:NormalBat:$400,
HC=1 D6 Deluxe Bat:$800, HC=2D6.

CmERFORM
Research in microcybernetics and
organic systems has resulted in the
development of cybetform technology.
A cyberform consists of a synthetic body
structure that is controlled by an organic
central processor. Current cyberform
technology has produced the A model
spider and the B model centipede.
Cyberforms behave in combat as
animals would, except that cyberforms
have definite, programmedfunctions to
fulfill and are single-minded about
completingtheirtasks.They are considered to be black market items in most
areas, and as such will be difficult to
acquire and expensive (twoto five times
the listed price). Programming them to
attack particulartargets requiresdataon
the target (heat pattern, scent, etc.) that
must be put into the unit's memory. Being experimental, these units have been
known to suffer strange malfunctions,
especially since they are partially organic. There are rumors that larger and
more dangerous cyberforms are being
developed, but these rumors are so far
unconfirmed.

tral disk contains the unit's OCPU, as
well as its memory chips and sensors
(both infrared and olfactory-10 meter
range). Finally, the disk contains the
unit's weapon, a poison injector needle.
Located on the disk's rim are four legs,
each containing a synthetic substance
that can create up to 30 meters of
"string"that is strong enough to support
the unit's weight and is usedto lowerthe
unit. The unit tracks by scent and heat
(and can be programmed to attack
individual humans or to attack living
things of certain types).
2300 AD: The spider has an armor
value of .2 and a life level of 5. It has no
signature, an initiative of 8, and is Very
Difficult to hit. A successful attack (the
needle will only penetrate normal clothing) injects a poison (DP=2),and the unit
has four doses available.
Price: Lv400+Lv25 per poison dose.
Cyberpunk:The spider has an SP of
2 and an SDP of 1. The needle cannot
penetrate anything thicker than normal
clothing, but a successful attack will
poison the victim (the exact effect depends on the poison).The unit should be
considered to have an REF of 6, a skill
in Attack of +2, and Athletics skill of +4.
The needle is accurate (+I).
Price: $150+cost of the poison (varies with type).

an incredible psychologicaleffecton the
humans that have fought them, as they
look and behave like demonic insects.
They are not intelligent but have combat programming that enables them to
engage in rudimentary strategies (ambush, group operations, camouflage,
etc.).
2300 AD: The centipede has an
armor value of .4 and a life level of 15.
Its signature is -6; it has an initiative of
10; and it is Very Difficultto hit. Its dart
gun is equivalent in effect to the StracherSS-7 (it runs the length of the unit's
body). Its mandibles have a DPV=.1.
Price: Lv2000 Reload Price: As per
weapon.
Cyberpunk: The centipede has an
SP of 10 and an SDP of 9.The unit
should be considered to have an REF
of 9, an Attack skill of +4, and an Athletics skill of +6. The dart gun should be
treated as a Hammer M-11 bolt pistol
(see the Near Orbit sourcebook, page
26) and the mandiblestreated as a knife.
Price: $850 Reload Price: As per
weapon.

S

CONSTITUTION

The independent American arms
company Constitution Arms has released three specializedweapons, and
a new ammunition type. These weapons are only available to U.S. government agencies and the military, but they
Centipede
Designed for jungle combat, the will soon be available to licensed buycentipede islhe second model of cyber- ers. ConstitutionArms has its headquarform to be produced. The unit has two ters in Boston, Massachusetts and may
20-centimeter body segments each be contacted at Net-Fax #245-899-099.
equipped with four legs (each leg con- Only Cyberpunkstatistics are given for
tains synthetic material capable of pro- Constitution Arms weapons.
ducing 30 meterstof"string"that is strong
enough to hold the unit) and a 20-centimeter head section that is equippedwith
a dart gun and mandibles. The unit has
infrared, ultraviolet,olfactory, and crude
visual sensors that enable it to recognize a target up to 100 meters away. The
unit can be programmed to attack parVortex
The Vortex squad support weapon is
ticular individuals (the data for up to six
Spider
The spider consists of a 1O-centime- people can be stored in its memory), the product of extensive research and
ter-wide disk body that is four centime- certain types (humans, Kafers, etc.), or testing. Earlier support weapons were
ters thick at its thickest point. The cen- anything that moves. These units have found to be vulnerableto rusting, excesGDW
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sive malfunction, and overheating. The
Vortex solves all these problems as it
has a simple firing mechanism and is
composedof lightweight, strong ceramics. The weapon is chambered for the
heavy 7.62mm NATO caseless round
and has a 100-round drum magazine.
The Vortex is in use with the U.S. Marine Corps and many police forces in
areas with large populations of cybernetically enhanced citizens. Extensive field use has indicated that the
weapon's high rate of fire, combined
with the power of the 7.62mm round,
makes the Vortex a devastating
weapon-even against heavily armored
and enhanced targets.
Predicted Retail Price: $700-800.
Drum Cost: $20-40 (unloaded).
Vortex, RIF, 1, N, P, 7.62N, 100,35,VR.

Cyber Elite Nine

firing. While the cybernetically enhanced can sometimes use the weapon
one-handed, it is often equipped with a
recoil stock (included) to make firing
more manageable. The Whirlwind is
used extensively by urban combat units
and special police units, and is effective
in close urban combat. As one psycho
squad officer said, "It's like Lysol-one
spray, and the scum dies." When fired
without the recoil stock, the weapon is
treated as firing "from the hip."
Predicted Retail Price: $400+.
Whirlwind, SHG, 0, N, R, 129,40,20, ST.

Penetrator Gore hmwnition
PCA stands for penetrator core
ammunition. PCA is a standard lead
round with a rod-shaped core of tungsten, depleted uranium, or another armor-piercing substance. When the
round hits the target, one of two things
can happen: If the target is unarmored
or lightly armored, the roundwill act like
a standard round. If the target is heavily
armored, the armor will stop the lead,
but the penetrator core will continue
through the armor and into the target.
PCA is only produced in rifle calibers,
but it can be produced for virtually any
ammunition (except pellets).Treat PCA
as normal or armor-piercing ammunition, whichever is more favorable. PCA
is not commonly available and is not
sold in stores. Some is available on the
black market, but the police will not be
happy if they find unauthorized personnel using it. Most PCA ammunition is
sold to the U.S. military and special
police units.
BlackMarket:$40 plus per50 rounds.

The Cyber Elite Nine is a 9mm automatic pistol designed for elite U.S. military and law enforcement personnel.
Eachweapon is equippedfor cybernetic
interface. Each pistol is customized to
the owner's hand and firing style, resulting in a +3 accuracy. However, in the
hands of another person, the Cyber Elite
Nine has only +1 accuracy.
PredictedRetailPrice: $1600 (including smartchipping and customizing).
Cyber Elite Nine, P, (3), J, R, 9mm,
SENSE E
CE
Sense Enhance is an American cy15, 2, VR.
,
bernetics corporation that operates in
the Midwest. It produces standard highquality cyberoptics, cyberaudio, and
other sensory enhancement devices. In
addition, it also produces unique products of its own. Sense Enhance is located in Columbus, Ohio and may be
contacted by Net-Fax #007-678-903.
Only Cyberpunkstatistics are given for
Sense Enhance equipment.
rlwind
The Whirlwind is a three-barreled,
fully automatic, street fighting weapon.
Thjird Eye
This is a cyberoptic option (at least
The three barrels are rotated to cool
them and to increasethe rate of fire. The one cyberoptic is required) that equips
weapon has two 20-round magazines the eye with a special monitor device
and arm clamps to hold it steady when that enables the ownerto "see" what the
a-
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remote optics are picking up. This option costs $200 and has an HC of 2. The
third eye also requiresthe ownerto have
at least one interface plug. There are two
basic types of optic devices. The cheapest ($35) consists of an optic, a fiberoptic cable, and an interface plug. The
standard cable is 100 meters. Basically,
the optic "sees" like a normal human eye
(plus any options built into the optic) and
transmits an image down the cable into
a converter, then into the interface, and
from there into the owner's cyberoptic,
where the image is seen. The more
expensive version ($100) has a built-in
transmitter and is linked to an interface
receiver. The owner will see what the
opticdoes by "tuning in" to the optic.The
range is about five kilometers, but
advanced (and more expensive) versions have longer ranges.

TErd Ear
This is the audio version of the "third
eye" and operates in a similar manner
except with sound and the cyber audio.
The cable "ear"costs $25, and the transmitter version costs $85. A character
with a radio splice option can use this
instead of an interface receiver. The
option itself costs $100 and has an
HC=1.

Combination
A person with both options may use
combination units. An optic and microphone unit costs $60, and the transmitter version costs $170.

Switchboard
The switchboard is a large interface
plug that comes in two versions. The
$100 model can handle four cable plugs
and enables the ownerto switch among
them at will. The $150 version can
handle four transmitter units, and the
owner can switch among them at will.
Switchboardsare often used by military
sentries as well as corporate security
personnelwho move around and hence
do not have constant access to a television monitor. In this case, the optics
are the building cameras.

ponent that links these both to the
person's pulmonary artery and allows
bloodto flow into and out of the unit. The
device also has a sensor that monitors
blood carbon dioxide and oxygen levels. Finally, an oxygenator has a link to
the brain that informs a person of the
chemical statusof his blood and enables
him to activate and deactivate the unit
at will. Essentially,the device serves as
an artificial lung for the person in situations in which the he does not have
access to breathable air.
In both game systems this device
enables the character to last approximately 30 minutes without oxygen or
0II;YGENATOR
A n oxygenator is a small device breathable air. (This duration can be
consistingof a high-pressure cylinderof modified by the user's degree of exeroxygen, a cylinder of a carbon dioxide- tion, body size, etc., if you or your refabsorbing chemical, and a central com- eree want to get into these details.) This

device does not in any way provide the
body with the ability to survive in a
vacuum. Replacement/refill of the cylinders will require minor surgery unless
the character opts to have two loading
ports installed in his body. These allow
replacement without surgery, but lack
aesthetic appeal.
2300 AD: Price: Oxygenator Lv600
Loading Ports: Lvl00 Reloads: Lv20.
Cyberpunk: Price: Oxygenator:
$200, HC=1 Loading Ports: $25,
HC=1D6 Reloads: $5. SZ

The Anatomy Of A Dream
What do vou dream about? Do you dream of adventure? Do
you dream of victory and wealth?

Morpheus: An amusement park devoted to the mind; to the
dreams of its customers.
Morpheus: A roleplaying game simulating the Mind Park
games. A roleplaying system that has been called "The best
ever." Playtested for four years. Inspired by dreams.

1031 E Battlefield
Springfield, MO 65807
(417) 881-3046
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Homeworld Determination for A~sdraIianCharacters by C e WeHess
his article is written as a follow up to "Where Ya from,
Mack?"in Ghallenge42. Both
are designed to aid players
and referees with a simple system for
determining a character's horneworld
based on nationality. The previous article was for American characters; this
article determines homeworldsfor Australian characters.
Using the system given in 2300 AD,
players choose a homeworld based on
die rolls which determine whether they
are from Core or Frontier worlds and
what their world's gravity is. In this article, the process is a little different. First,
players randomly determine their
character's horneworld.The result then
automatically determines the homeworld's gravity type and whether it is a
Core or a Frontier world.

Not all players may wish to use this
system, as it could cause some diff icultiesfortheircharacters. For instance, if
a harshworld such as King is rolled, the
character will be forced to wear a respirator in normal atmospheres, and so
on. This system may also assign characters to worlds they know little about.
However, even with these possible
drawbacks, this system supplies a
challenging element of chance which
may place a character's home at L-4,
Botany Bay, Tirane, or somewhere in
the Northern Territory back on Earth.

PROGEDmE
When a character is created, the first
step is to determine the character's
homeworld. Insteadof usingthe Homeworld Table included in 2300 AD, use
the tables in this article. To begin with,

Australian Homeworlds
Frontier
Frontier
Frontier
Frontier
Frontier
American world
Other foreign world

Normal
High-G
Normal
Low-G
Zero-G

4%

Over 95 percent of all Australians live on the Core worlds.of Earth and
Alpha Centauri. However, it is assumed that a much larger percentage of
Core world inhabitants prefer the comforts of home to the challenges of
the Frontier. So the Core world contribution to the total number of spacefaring citizens has been reduced here to roughly 40 percent.
The chances for a character being from King have been similarly reduced as the inhabitants of that world have gone through certain biological changes to adapt to that world's harsh conditions. It is assumed here
that this forces most inhabitants of King to stay on-planet, doing proportionately less interstellar travel than the inhabitants of other Australian
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roll percentile dice and consult the Australian Homeworlds Table; this table will
provide the name of the homeworld,
whether it is a Core or a Frontier world,
and its gravity type.
Certain results may require further
explanation or additional rolls to complete the process. InformationonTirane
(New Canberra), Botany Bay, Kingsland, and King may be found in Colonial Atlas. Little information is available
concerning the Australian outposts at
Ross 863 and New Melbourne.
Earth: The result "Earth" indicates
that the character is from somewhere
within the Australian continent, not including the area north of New Queensland, which is now part of the nation of
Papua. The player has the option of
rolling to determine the character's
home territory. To do this, a roll of 1D l 00
should be made on the Earth-Australia
Table. Additionally, the player also has
the option of determining whether the
character is from a rural or urban area.
King: All characters who come from
King possess genetically modified
bodies to survive in that hostile environment. The main result of these changes
is that, aside from strength and dexterity modifiers when operating in nonhigh-G environments, the character
must wear a respirator in normal atmospheres.
American World: The characterwas
originally raised in American territory.
This may be because one or both of the
character's parents were American,
because his parents were Australians
who worked for an American firm, or
simply because his parents were Australians who moved to America during
the character's growing years. The
result is that the character has had both
American and Australian influences,
although he is presently an Australian
citizen. At the referee's option, the
character may be assumed to have dual
citizenship.
The system provided in the 2300 AD
rules may be used to determine the

Earth-Australia
New South Wales
New Queensland
South Australia
Western Australia
Northern Territory

skills as described in the 2300AD rules.
Characters from rural backgrounds instead may choose from the Core World
SkillslRural Characters list given below.
Because rural characters are still influThe Urbancolumn indicates the approximate percentageof inhabitants
enced strongly by their Core world's
04 the territory who live in an urban environment. To determine if a charurban society, they may purchase up to
acter is from an urban environment, simply make a percentile roll. If the
half their background skills from the
result is less than or equal to the percentage indicated (treat 00 as loo),
Core world skills list given in the 2300
then the character is from an urban background. Otherwise,the character
AD rules. However, the total number of
is from a rural background.
skill points spent on Core world background skills may not exceed the total
number of skill points spent on rural
character's homeworld. Alternatively, and is too small for any permanent set- background skills. For ease of refer"Where Ya from, Mack?" provided a tlers. Characters who receivethis result ence, the Core world skiilsfrom the 2300
system for determining an American were probably born at the colony listed AD rules are listed below under Core
character's homeworld.
but were then raised at a larger colony World SkillslUrban Characters.
Other Foreign World: The charac- shortly afterward. The playerrolling this
Core World Skills/Rural Character is as described under American result may wish to make a note of this, ters: Ground Vehicle, First Aid, Riding,
World but is from any non-Australian but should roll again.
Swim, Mechanical, Hunting, and Rifle
and non-American world. The system
(Combat Rifleman).
provided in the 2300 AD rules should
Core World SkillsIUrban Characbe used to determine the homeworld.
ters: Computer, Ground Vehicle, Hover
Charact
come from urban Vehicle, Sea Vehicle, Bureaucracy,and
Asterisks: Any colony listed with an
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COLONIZATION mMHNISTMTION
I

Clay Johanson
tardrive development in the lale21 st century ushered in a new age
of colonization for Earth. As
habitable worlds were discovered by probes and survey vessels, plans were
speedily made in many nations to colonize these
worlds-not only did colonization allow new access to
mineral and agricultural resources, but it enhanced a
nation's prestige as well.
The problemthat plagued
the colonization effortsof the
mid- to late-22nd century
was a matter of organization.
Coordinating colonization efforts on numerous worlds
was more than diff icutt: It was
nearly impossible. Supplies
were sent to the wrong destination (or were lost completely); urgently needed
items were not available; and
colonists were often unprepared or ill-equippedfor the
rigors of colonial life on the
frontiers of space. Although
massive amounts of time
and money went into colonization, without coherent organization these valuable
commodities were wasted.
All nations involved in
colonization efforts develo ~ e aaencies
d
to handlethe
ir-hme&e task of administering interstellar colonization.
America was among these nations, and its colonization
administration agency, the American Extrasolar Colonization
Administration, was formed in 2172. In signing the Interstellar Colonization Act which created AECA, President Harrison Teague opened the doorfor an organizationdesignedto
"evaluate the suitability of habitable worlds for colonization,
and to plan and coordinate all such colonization measures."
AECA fell under the direct supervision of the president.
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THE: FIRST
GEmW'II
AECA's first years were
spent on the development of
systems designed to help
coordinate the flow of information and supplies. Stockpiles of emergency supplies
were established to ensure
the availability of crucial
goods for new colonies when
they were formed. Contracts
for the construction of fast
courier ships were signed
with the American Space
Force. And AECA directors
contractedwith private corporations to supply essential
materials. At the same time,
guidelines for colonization
procedures were established
in conjunction with the North
American Research League
(NARL).All aspects of an environmental nature were
covered by NARL's guidelines, especially those involving pollution.
The discovery of King in
2192 provided AECA with its
first challenge. The massive
planet posed many problems
for AECA engineers: How
could humans colonize King,
with its immense gravity and
crushing atmosphere? How
could they breathe the sulfurous air? And how could they
possibly recruit colonists to
live in what could only be called hell?
AECAacted quickly. The Medical Division coordinatedthe
activities of researchersat the Universityof Toronto, the North
Carolina Institute of Techriology, and Johns Hopkins University, and developed the DNAM virus within only two years.
Trilon Corporation provided a compact air scrubber to filter
sulfur out of the air. And the president authorized large
monetary incentives for colonists.
These efforts, and a brilliant public relations campaign

designed by AECA's Relations Division, allowed America to
begin colonization of King in 2194. The colonists founded
their colony at Mayflower on a site which had been prepared
for them by American Space Force engineers working under
the supervision of AECA. The New Columbia colony was off
to a good start.
During the next 20 years, New Columbia grew steadily,
despite low numbers of new colonists. Congress'decisionin
2215 to send convicts to King was opposed by AECA, but
the president supported congress, and AECA stood helplessly by while the colony ground to a halt. During the Tantalum Strike, AECAcontinued to provide material support to
New Columbia, and when the strike was over,AECAresumed
normal operations on King.
The colonizationof Hermes began almost at the same time
as the Tantalum Strike on King. AECA transported large
amounts of farming equipment from Earth to Hermes at great
expense, in the hope of establishing an agrarian colony on
that world. Despite high morale and support from both
Australia and the Alberta Farmers'cooperative, the Hermes
colony was never really productive. Hermes' arctic temperatures, barren ground, and a lack of permanent supportfacilities on the ground all conspired to make life difficult for
Hermes' farmers.
The discovery of Ellis in 2220 provided AECA with yet
another possible colony world. Unfortunately,AECA's directors felt that a dying desert world was no place to start another
colony, especially since almost all of AECA's efforts were
being spent on keeping the colony on Hermes alive. However, the Alberta Farmers' Cooperative's proposal to form
an agricultural colony on Ellis finally won support at AECA.
Engineers began construction of a colony site near one of
Ellis' seas, and on July 17, 2229, the first settlers arrived at
Liberty.
By 2245, Ellis was producing most of the food shipped
along the American Arm, and Hermes was deep in an economic depression. In 2255, just as it seemed that the colony
on Hermes was doomed to failure, two industrialists from
Earth-Kim Silva and Jennifer Storher-announced their
intentions to begin the Mule Corporation on Hermes. AECA
provided the Mule Corporation with transportation and technical assistance for two years-until 2257, when the first
vehicle rolled out of Mule's factory in the city of Hope.

Hermes' corporate sector has
called for AECAto
remove Durran
from off ice.
AECA is now
sponsoring the
Lowe Act, an initiative which, if passed by Congress, would
allow Indonesia,the Scandinavian Union, and New Zealand
the opportunity to form their own colonies on Avalon (DM+51
2204 1) using American starships and technical support. If
the act passes, these three nations could have colonies on
Avalon by 2315.

OEtGrnIZATION

AECA is divided into five divisions, each of which is responsible for a different aspect of colonization.
Engineering Division: The EDiv is responsible for the design and construction of the colonies proper. On each of the
American colony worlds, this involved preliminary surveying
and layingout of the initialsettlements. EDiv maintainsbases
of operation on Abernathy (King's largest moon), Boise in
the Ellis system, and Chryse Planitiaon Mars. Critical stockpiles of materials are stored at these bases for use in the
event of an emergency.
Medical Division: Operating in conjunctionwith the Center
for Disease Control at LaGrange-4, the MDiv is responsible
for seeing that all colonists are properly inoculated before
they emigrate. MDiv is also in charge of all preliminary testing of potential colony worlds for possibly virulent diseases.
Transportation Division: The TDiv operates the nearly
30 colonization vessels which transport colonists and cargo
to the colony worlds. TDiv vessels may be found almost
anywhere in the arm, delivering supplies and movingAECA
personnel from one location to another. AECA's charter also
allows the TDiv to commandeer any American nonmilitary
vessel for its own use in the event of an emergency.
Relations Division: The RDiv is responsible for AECA's
public relations and for attracting colonists. The current
programinvolves an extensive ad campaigntargeted at those
who are tired of the hustle and bustle of modern Americathose who want to "return to a simpler time." In recent years,
fewer people have responded to RDiv's campaigns. RDiv is
planning to offer monetary incentives in an effort to increase
the number of emigrants.
2275 TO THE PRESENT
The Advisory Council: The Advisory Council, known as
AECA's paramount role in the affairs of the American Arm
has diminished somewhat over the past 25 years. With the "the administration," is the primary decision-making entity
granting of statehood to Ellis in 2276, AECA no longer within AECA. The council consists of divisional administraadministers that world, although it is still responsible for tors, AECA's scientific advisors, planetary governors, and
ensuring that new colonists arrive on a regular basis and for several members of congress. The council is headed by a
director, currently Dr. Katherine Lennox of the Massachusetts
administering the Homestead Act.
AECA does, however, sn'll administer King and Hermes. Institute of Technology. The Advisory Council makes its
On King, things are moving along just as they always have. headquarters in Annapolis, Maryland.
On Hermes, however, the AECA-appointed governor, Malcorn Durran, has been pressing to make Hermes the 51st
AEGA9SSCOPE OF OPEMTIONS
AECA employs nearly 75,000 employees, approximately
state.
The various corporations on Hermes, especially Trilon half of whom are based at AECA's headquarters in Maryland.
Corporation, oppose this move, as they fear increased The remainder of AECA's personnel are divided among the
governmental regulationof their business activities. Although American colony worlds (King, Hermes, Ellis, and, to some
AECA has nothingto do with granting statehoodto any colony, extent, Kie-Yuma), AECA's logistics bases (on Abernathy,
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subarm, AECA is interested in persons with exploration,
military, and/or scientific skills. Many positions are available
to qualified personnel who apply at a local AECAoffice, and
pay is consistent with American federal standards (that is,
pay is very good). The risks are also high.
Although the PCs will not be the first to visit these worlds,
they will often be the first to spend any length of time there.
New dangers, some unlike any ever encountered, await the
unwary.
Several projects are underway along the American Arm.
Highland: Discovered by the American Space Force in
2267, Highland is considered by many in AECA to be prime
territory. With its temperate climate and fertile soil, Highland
would make an ideal colony if not for one thing: the ravvers.
These native life forms are one of the most vicious and
dangerous life forms ever encountered by man, and large
numbers of them infest all of Highland's major landmasses.
Adventurers may be asked to search for a means to neutralize these creatures so that colonization might begin.
Avalon: This mysterious, clouded world located in the
DM+51 2402 system is another potential colony world. It is
most notable for its abundance of petrochemicals.
Alighieri: This fiery world quickly attracted the attention
of AECA. Despite the tremendous mineral wealth of King,
America's first colony world, Alighieri's almost normal gravity and lower temperatures make this mineral-laden world
seem inviting. The player characters may be asked to perform a survey of Alighieri's surface to search for possible
colony sites.
The Beta Aquilae Sector: While explorationof this region
is only in the preliminary stages, AECA hopes to begin
evaluation of worlds in this area of space within the next 10
years. It is believed that several habitable worlds may be
B W M T U R E S WITH Ad3GA
Because of its research program on the DM+43 2796 located in this sector. !2

Boise, and Mars), and AECA transport and courier ships.
Small numbers of AECA scientists and engineers are operating in the DM+43 2796 branch of the American Arm, studying the three habitable worlds located there. For its own use,
AECA owns and operates 28 Conestoga-classcolonization
vessels. These massive ships form the backbone of America's
colonization fleet; in the past, the Conestogas have transported almost one million American colonists to their new
homes among the stars. Also in operation are 10 Ryder-class
courier vessels. These ships keep all of AECA in constant
contact with both the administration and with each other.
King: AECA maintains a strong presence on King. Because of the importance of the tantalum industry to America,
AECA keeps a close rein on the activities of the various mineralogical firms which operate in New Columbia. All the
American firms are assigned an AECA field officer whose
job is to monitor mineral claims and coordinate transportation of minerals, especially tantalum, to the orbital refineries.
Hermes: AECA is also a dominant force on Hermes. On
Hermes, however, most of AECA's effort goes into the construction and maintenance of colony sites. The nature of the
corporate sector on Hermes is such that AECAmust do little
to attract colonists; most on Hermes have been transferred
there by their companies. Recently, AECA's focus has been
on the development of a viable intercity transportation net to
connect Hope, Burgess, and Grey Hill.
Ellis: AECA no longer administers Ellis-since it became
a state in 2276, America's most distant colony world has
managed most of its own affairs.AECAis still responsiblefor
the transportation of new settlers to Ellis, however, since in
the eyes of congress, Ellis is still a colony world.

Feedback Results for
Challenge 41
The Village (Twilight: 2000) ..................3.74
Surprise at Clearwater (Space: 1889) ..3.26
Puzzle of the Shard (Space: 1889) .......3.44
The Madlash (MegaTraveller) ...............3.82
Macrocombat (2300 AD) .......................3.79
Piracy (2300 AD) .................................-3.87
Dragon's Flight (Star Trek) ....................3.39
Paid in Full (Star Wars) .........................3.64
lceriver Guards (Warhammer) .............. 3.24
From the Management .........................3.66
Traveller News Se mice ........................ .3.96
Reviews ................................................3.79
Classifieds ............................................ 3.58
Issue 41 cover art .................................4.02
Issue 41 as a whole .............................. 3.89
We look forward to hearing your opinions on this issue. i2
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GUILD FEST790,March 17-18atthe
State University of New York in Binghamton. Events will include Cyberpunk,
Spelljammer, Car Wars (or GURPS
Autoduel), Paranoia, AD& D, and many
others. For more information, write to
Gamers' Guild, c/o Suny Binghamton,
Box 2000, Binghamton, NY 13901.
EGYPTlAN CAMPAIGN '90, March
24-25 at the Southern Illinois University
Student Center in Carbondale. This
convention offers a variety of events,
including an RPGA AD&Dtournament,
miniatures judging, and a games auction. For more information,send a legalsized SASE to SIU Strategic Games
Society, Office of Student Development,
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale,
IL 62901-4425, or call John P. Hults at
(618) 457-8846.
GAMES FAIR '90, March 30-April 1,
at Reading University. The convention
includes an advanced AD&D tournament and AD&D game team competition, quizzes, trade stands, competitions, demonstration games, and
playtesting. Enjoy nonstop, 24-hour
gaming with D&D,AD& D, Marvel Super
Heroes, Top Secret/S.I., En Garde,
Paranoia, Runequest, Call of Cfhulhu,
Traveller, Stormbringer, Star Trek,
Railway Rivals, Warhammer Battles,
WFRe Illuminati, Car Wars,MERe and
more. For more information, contact
TSR Limited, 120 Church End, Cherry
Hinton, Cambridge, CBI 3LB UNITED
KINGDOM.
CBNNCON '90, March 31-April 1 at
the Ramada Inn in Canbury, CT. Guest
of honor will be Jean Rabe, RPGA
Network coordinator. It will include masters and grandmasters level events, a
three-round tournament, a membersonly event, a benefit event, plus costume and miniatures painting contests,
and seminars on gaming, gamemastering, and scenario design. Send a SASE
to ConnCon, PO Box 444, Sherman, CT
06784.
UBCON '90, April 20-22 at the State
University of New York (Amherst north
campus) in Buffalo. Sponsored by the

UB Strategic and Role PIayingAssociation, UBCon '90 will feature an AD&D
tournament, plus other strategy and
role-playing games, as well as a dealer
room, movie room, and auction. For
more information, contact Martin Szinger, UBISaRPA Convention Director,
210 Curtis Pkwy, Buffalo, NY 14223, or
call (716) 833-4610.
JAXCON SOUTH '90, April 20-22 at
the downtown Civic Auditorium in
Jacksonville, FL, sponsored by the
Cowford Dragoons. Games scheduled
include Civilization, Ghostbusters,
Seekrieg, Napoleonics miniatures, BattleTech, Call of Cthulhu, WRG, AD&D,
Illuminati, Space: 1889, Sniper, Traveller, Element Masters, Warhammer
40,000, Robotech, Star Wars,Micro-Armor, and others. Guestsof honorwill include Rich Sartore, designer of Seekrieg. Contact Jaxcon South '90, PO Box
4423, Jacksonville, FL 32201.

MlCH168N GAMEFEST '98, June
10-12 in the Southfield Civic Center in
Southfield, MI (the first suburb north of
Detroit). Sixty boardgame events, 60
miniatures events, and 50 role-playing
events are scheduled, plus three usedgame auctions and open gaming. For
more information, contact Metro Detroit
Gamers, Box 656, Wyandotte, MI
48192.
ORIGINS '90, June 28-July 1 at the
Atlanta Hilton and Towers, Atlanta, GA.
Experience four continuous days of
round-the-clockboard, computer, miniatures, and role-playing gaming. Also includes game panels, seminars, discussions, demonstrations, all-night open
gaming, fantasy art show, four-day
auction, costume contest, and exhibit
hall. Featured guests will include Tom
Clancy, Larry Bond, David Drake, Janet
and Chris Morris, Jerry and Sharon
Ahern, and many more. For more information, write to Origins '90, Box 47696,
Atlanta, GA 30362, or call (404) 4572490.

CAMPAIGN '90, May 12-13 at the
Woughton campus, Milton Keynes,
ENGLAND. Entries are being accepted
GENCON '90, August 9-12 at the
in the U.K. science-fictionlfantasy
championship in the following cate- MECCA Convention Center in Milwaugories: Warhammer 111 fantasy battle, kee, WI. Play in hundreds of adventure
Warhammer40,OOO Rogue Trader,and games, role-playing games, and the
Blood Bowl. Write to Campaign '90,117 world's largest role-playing tournaSt. Johns Road, Bletchley, Milton ment-the AD&D Open. More than 40
national games tournaments and tons
Keynes MK3 5DZ ENGLAND.
of events will be sponsored by the
GLATHRICON '90, June 8-10 in RPGA Network and major manufacturEvansville, IN, sponsored by the ers. Enjoy a huge strategy and historiEvansville Gaming Guild. Guests of cal miniatures gaming area. Match your
honor will include Steve Jackson of wits and pit your strategies against your
Steve Jackson Games, artist Lucy Synk, foes. Don't miss your chance to play
DM Skip Williams, and RPGA network against the fierce competition found in
coordinator Jean Rabe. RPGA tourna- the highly acclaimed world boardments will include AD&D feature, mas- gaming championships. Plus a fantasy
ters, gamemasters and Joe Martin art show, 150 exhibit areas, games and
Benefit, Marvel feature and masters, art auctions, a computer gaming area,
GURPS, James Bond, Paranoia, Para- world-class games seminars, demonnoia masters, Chill, DC Heroes, Cham- strations and workshops. For more inpions, Star Trek, and others. The 7th formation, write to the 1990 GenCon
annual Glathricon also offers adealers' Game Fair Headquarters, PO Box 756,
room, art show, print shop, art auction, Lake Geneva, WI 53147.
masquerade, miniatures painting contest, seminars and panels. For more
Announcements should be sent in at least
information,write to Evansville Gaming four months before awnvention takes place.
Guild, PO Box 15414, Evansville, IN Write to Challenge, PO Box 1646, Bloomington, IL 61702-1646 USA.
47716, or call (812) 477-9508.
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solar collectors up to 100 hectares in area. Although perhaps
not as impressive a feat of engineering as Gateway and the
beanstalk, L-5 is a marvel, nonetheless.
And with its immense population,trans-Europeanrivalries,
and cyberpunk underground, L-5 is an ideal site for a nearEarth encounter or campaign for 2300 AD.

BACKGRCP

Three slender spindles,
each 5 kilometers long, joined by
equilateral triangular platforms
1.5, kilometers long-it% speetaculaac.

Pete Rogan
t the close of the 23rd century, equidistant from the
Earth and moon lies an old and immense structure
with a very simple name: L-5. Founded by the ESA
in 2061 and expanded three times in the 239 years
since, it is not so much a space station as it is a city-a city
of nearly 50,000 inhabitants from 37 nations, fully self-supporting, prosperous from trade and its own industries, and
possessed of a culture and character all its own.
Its appearance is spectacular. Three slender spindles, each
five kilometers long, are joined by equilateral triangular
platforms a kilometer and a half on a side. On each spindle
turn four great wheels, each a kilometer in diameter. The
wheels turn slowly but endlessly; the platformsjut with docking
armatures, antennae, cranes, and towers. Space for 100
kilometers around L-5 is crowded with ships, shuttles and
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HISTORY

Inthe 21st century, the European Space Agency powersBritain, France and others-took note of the vast losses the
world had suffered in its natural resources and began planningto replace them. The most expensive option also offered
the largest potential returns: exploitation of the moon and
the asteroid belts. Metals and light fuels, particularly hydrogen, could be easily extracted from these sources, and large
solar energy collectors near Earth could supplement dwindling petroleum reserves.
The expense could be lessenedif the actual lifting of mining
and processing machinery, people, and vehicles could be
held to a minimum. That meant space-based smelting and
manufacturing facilities, and that meant a space station. The
ideal facility would house 200 to 500 people, be located far
enough from the Earth to limit the transit costs of asteroidbound ships, and yet remain close enough to make "downstream" traffic flow economical and give access to planned
manufacturing bases on the moon. The ideal place was L-5,
400 million kilometers from Earth and the moon and, by a
quirk of planetary geometry, slightly cheaper to reach than
L-4 from the moon.
Code-named Project Diana, after the Greek deity of the
moon. the ambitious undertakina involved a areat deal of
panning, and the first module was not launched until after
the Americans placed their own facility at L-4. Fromthe first,
however, Project Diana was intendedto be much more than
a mere research station. Even before all its life-support
sections were built, Diana (as the station was known then)
was building power satellites and orbital factories in sections
for construction in low Earth orbit (LEO) and was beginning
work on other space habitats in cislunar space. It took the
lunar mines and construction bases 15 years to finish Diana.
When they did, their productionwas, as intended, shifted to
building power satellite components; there was never a
wasted motion.
The first L-5 complex was a single wheel on a single spindle,
deliberately built larger than necessary to accommodate
expected growth. A kilometer in diameter, the wheel was built
with three decks with a total floor area of 785,000 square
meters, rotating to produce Earth-normalgravity conditions
on the middle deck. At one end of the kilometer-long spindle
was the fusion power plant; at the other end were extensive
docks and construction yards. The ESAcomplement aboard,
including dependents, stood at 514 on June 1, 2074, when
Diana was officially declared completed. Room and life
support existedfor nearly 6000, a numberthought astronomi-

cally and comfortably huge. Emigrationwas strictly controlled
then, and non-ESA personnel had to post enormous transportation bonds. The most pessimistic projections indicated
expansion would be necessary no sooner than 2150 at the
earliest. This turned out to be rather short-sighted.
First Expansion: Six years after Diana's completion, Dr.
Jerome induced the effect that bears his name, and many
space powers realized that practical starships could be less
than a generation away. In 2099, Diana's 25th anniversary,
the Melbourne Accords were signed, providing demilitarization of certain orbits around Earth and classifying power
satellites as civilian targets. All the ESA powers refused to
sign since armed vessels were also being produced at 1-5,
and n o alternate facilities existed elsewhere at the time for
the ESA powers' use-and likewise since Diana gave every
ESA nation a virtually impregnable high ground from which
to guard or threaten lunar yards, orbital power stations, and
LEOS alike.To enhance their advantage-and to prepare for
the coming jump to interstellar travel and exploration-ESA
laid plans to radically expand the L-5 station.
These plans, finalized in 2106, calledforthree more wheels
to be built, each a mate to Diana. They were to be called
Marianne, Walkure, and Ntozake, and they were to be allocated to France, Bavaria, and Azania, respectively. This was
the beginning of an unfortunate policy of nationalization of
the wheels, which the growth of multinationaland multiplanet
corporations did not mitigate. With the stars beckoning, many
people were eager not to see their nations fall behind in the
race, and many more people were reluctant to lose ESA's
cohesion over something as small as the names on space
station wheels. L-5, as it was becoming more commonly
known, had only a single administrator, at any rate, who was
chartered to be chosen from the members of acouncil drawn
from the populace of each wheel. No limits were to be imposed on where immigrants could live (providedthey worked
for ESA or posted the bond). Both of these provisions were
thought to be reasonable and comprehensive safeguards
against the "ghettoization" of L-5. That they proved ineffectual should not detract from the original care and concern of
the planners.
Construction of the second stage of L-5 (the first expansion) began April 20, 21 07, and continued, with occasional
lapses in construction due to the high costs involved, until
2131. Many debates arose in all the ESA nations over the
need for so large, expensive, and possibly nonself-supporting an expansion, but in the end there was little choice but to
continue construction and try to recoup the investment in
money and prestige.
These were dark days for L-5, plagued as it was with an
uncertain economy dependent on the boom-and-bustcycles
of asteroid and lunar mining and flighty Earthside financing.
The economic problems were made worse by the encroachment of regionalism. As each new wheel was built--even if
only the tag-ends of the spokes were completed-immigrants
piled in from Diana, usually all of a particular nationality or
language group. Multinational corporations were invited to
invest in wheel construction for trade or space concessions,
with the hope that transnational communities would be the
result. But the multinationals,to save cost, recruitedfromthe
locals, for the most part. And when they did hire a few new

people, they were
only 37 percent
likely (accordingto
the ESA study
from 2130) to live
among people not
of their ethnic or
linguistic background.
This is not to say that the wheels were all composed of
one group of people, but each wheel did have a predominant ethnic flavor with a leavening (never more than a third
of the total population) of other ethnic, national, or corporate
groups. The 2130 study found, for instance, that Marianne at
completion had a population whose loyalties were 67 percent French, 14 percent British or Canadian, 13 percent
Altamira Combine (later absorbed into Eurospace, itself later
absorbed into Trilon), four percent Manchurian, and two
percent Indonesian.Time has reduced the absolute value of
such nationalism, but the ethnic flavors of the wheels remain
to this day.
Second Expansion: The Second Age of Exploration's
second extrasolar phase (2140 to 2200) vindicated the
ambitious first expansion. For the first time, L-5's industry
took a leading position in the construction of space vessels,
particularly starships, and once again its population grew.
Even the shock of the Alpha Centauri War in 2162 did not
appreciably diminish its growth; when the ESA powers finally
signedthe MelbourneAccords in 2163 and demilitarized L-5,
the habitat's resources were used to construct military yards
farther away from Earth. It has been argued in some academiccircles that the removal of military influenceover L-5's
industrial resources contributed to the lessening of the nationalistic rivalries; but this is debatable, as by this time L-5's
"nationalist"factionswere already culturallyquite distinct from
their ostensible homelands and no less contentious for all
that.
By the turn of the century, L-5 was prosperous, peaceful,
and getting crowded with more than 10,000 people in its four
wheels. The flow of goods from the out-systemcolonies was
continuing, and the prospects for growth were improving.The
result of all these factors was the joint ESAIL-5 Council of
2201 and plans for the second expansion. The space habitat
was to more than double in size with the construction of a
second spindle with four additional wheels-Godfrey,
Frankowski, lverson and Juarez (the names of explorers and
colonial leaders of the 22nd century)-and the addition of
two large docking and shipyard facilities each over a kilometer long to connect the two spindles. The completion date
was to be 2231, the centennial of the first expansion. But
constructionwent aheadof schedule, and the expansion was
finished in 2220.
Not that there weren't problems. Forone thing, L-5's sheer
size and economic importance to Earth forced ESA to come
to a new political understanding with its gateway to space.
The year after the second expansion's completion, President
Sowtay Ramachuk wrested from ESA a concession of L-5's
full rights to its own economic self-determination. The
Ramachuk Declaration established a unique independence
for the space habitat; in return for self-determination, L-5
agreed to pay a set annual fee to the ESA as reimbursement
GDW
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for the second expansion costs. These payments were to
continue to 2271, but later events intervened.
Criminals Invade: The growth of L-5 also produceda hefty
and profitable trade in smuggling. The large transportation
bonds which had previously prevented emigration of large
numbers of people were lifted, bringing new settlers in from
many colonies and space habitats, and some even from
outside the solar system.
Most settlers were honest, hard-working people, but afew
were criminals, fugitives, smugglers and pirates who saw an
opportunity to use L-5 as a base of operations. They brought
with them, ironically, a short-livedprosperity even greaterthan
that enjoyed by L-5 in its heyday, and established the roots
of a permanent underground that has never completely disappeared.
The Orbital Quarantine Command finally provided the
impetus to dislodge the more brazen and public of the
smugglers with a well-timed police effort and media blitz. July
2,2259-the very end of the "Roaring Fifties," the decade of
greatest criminal activity-OQC releaseda report of a deadly
alien bacillus that had been detected in a drug shipment
smuggled in from off-Earth only as it was about to go down
from an LEO in a dead glider. The public raised a tremendous outcry and demanded that the smugglers be stopped.
The trail led back to a consortium of major drug figures in
L-5. After a lengthy investigation and series of trials, the Six
Kings, as the chief smugglers called themselves, were
convicted and deported. The L-5 Council adopted a tougher
series of antismuggling laws, and order was imposed and
maintained-even after the alien bacillus was revealedto be
an OQC hoax.
Third Expansion: By the third expansion, L-5 was experiencing new, two-pronged difficulties. Two spindles turned
out to be an insufficiently modeled engineering feat; complicated oscillations had developed in the dual structure that it
was not designed to absorb. The entire habitat was not just
unstable and prone to several different kinds of vibrations,
but it was starting to make the inhabitants physically sick.
They were being afflicted with the so-called "slow-motion
sickness," a complicated physiological problem brought on
by these almost undetectable oscillations. The solution lay
in buildinga stabilizing additionto L-5, but therein lay a second
major problem.
Paradoxically, as humanity increased its holdings among
the stars, its near-Earth facilities diminished in their importance to this effort. Habitats closer to the frontier did more of
the manufacturing of high-profit items like drugs and fabricated materials. Trade was still increasing, but the rapid
growth of the first half of the 23rd century was obviously at
an end. Simply stated, it was going to be difficult for L-5 to
generate the funds necessary to produce a third expansion
on its own, and yet it had to expand to cease the vibration
problems and retain its share of trans-Earth trade.
The L-5 Council and President Barthes decidedto expand
anyway in 2264. Plans were readily drawn up within a year.
But even before that, Barthes carefully engineered an elaborate refinancingof both the third and the second expansions
with ESA, a consortium of major Earth banks, and ambitious
corporations and private developers. Under the terms of the
Houston Concord, L-5 would have an additional 30 years68
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until 2301-to payoff itsdebt. Inthat time,with plentyof bonus
provisions for early completion, the developers were to
expand L-5 to three spindles with 12 wheels, and dramatically enlarge its port capability-up to 60 ships a day would
be able lo dock there, exclusive of lunar and interface vehicles. The planners felt this to be a large enough capacity
for another half-century of growth. But again, events intervened.
The third spindle, with the wheels Shi'at, Cousonne,
Xangxi, and Belsen, namedfor four of L-5's most prominent
presidents, was completed ahead of schedule in 2274.
Tragically, just a week before the dedication ceremony,
Sowtay Ramachuk died suddenly; a mourning L-5 speedily
renamed Belsen to Ramachuk.
Maturity: Barthes'vision paid off for L-5 in the last quarter
of the 23rd century. The modern interstellar trade network
between the arms made Earth one of the two major nexuses
where goods were processed and transported. L-5, already
a major starport, became the gateway to Earth and Europe,
and the builder of 72 percent of all ship tonnage in Earth orbit.
With the increased volume of trade from the Chinese Arm
and the influx of Cantonese and Mandarin corporations and
personnel, L-5 consolidated its economic stability as never
before. Prosperity brought with it a flowering of the arts,
particularly of music and drama, flavored with touches of all
the worlds in human space. When Xiang tone-poems came
to Earth, they first played L-5.
Prosperity also brought crime, which, though never as open
and violent as in the 2250s, was decidedly more profitable
than it was in the '50s. Organized crime on L-5 takes the form
of smuggling, money laundering, and a certain amount of
discreet fencing. Earth finds it hard to believe that piracy can
exist in the modern era and would be shocked to learn how
much cargo lost in the French Arm turns up in the Chinese
Arm, and vice versa. No armed ships can be based at L-5,
of course, but many criminal bosses lead comfortable lives
here, protected from scrutiny by quite plausible legitimate
businesses. Some are even corporate executives whose
firms are unaware of their extracurricular activities.
The ESA became alarmed by this prosperity in 2280 when
the Adelmann Survey revealedthat besides having adecided
export imbalance (shipping out more, in value, than it was
taking in), L-5 was shipping fully 85 percent of all its goods
and services to nonterrestrial destinations, including 60
percent of all native production. In short, less and less L-5
trade was being done with Earth, and the trend was accelerating. The survey results did much to compel France to build
a beanstalk to help adjust this trend.
The Beanstalk Era and the Future: With the completion
of Gatewaythere seems little doubt that within 20 years L-5's
growth will again compel afourth expansion.Afourthspindle
will mean not only more living room (for up to 120,000 people)
but also a greater proportionalincrease in available docking
space. Adding four more wheels will increase population by
only33 percent, but building up the endplates to hold afourth
spindle will double L-5's ship-handlingcapabilityto 120 ships
a day.
Before that time, OQC will have to radically increase its
ability to police all of L-5's increased trans-Earth traffic,
probably by increasing the number of inspectors. Gateway

is presently a more pressingconcern, but as trade increases
in volume, OQC will need a new front line farther out in space.
When that happens, a new kind of frontier will expand into
space. Whether L-5 resists or cooperates with this expansion remains to be seen; beyond this point, all projections
are useless.

STRUCTURE

POP
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L-5 consists of four major parts: the two docking triangles,
the three spindles at each corner of the triangles, the 12
wheelson those spindles (whichtogether comprise the main
habitat), and the host of smaller, free-floatingstructures that
form a halo about the main habitat.
Main Habitat: The two docking triangles-with their maze
of gantries, loading tubes, control towers, communications
and power reception antennae, and auxiliarycraft hangarsare impossibly complex in appearance. The same is true of
the maze of service and personnel corridors that link all the
habitable portions. Passengers taking the high-speed elevators to the spindles, of course, only catch a glimpse of these.
Few would guess that beyond their capsules and tubes lie
construction yards and fabricationfacilities capable of building a complete starship, over 200 private and public shuttles
serving LEOS, lunar stations and other orbital habitats, or
such wonders as three complete and independent hospitals,
each in a spin habitat buried in the maze.
Each triangle is a complete port, with nearly identical
administrative organizations and work forces of roughly 5000
each. Port Alvarez lies at the alpha end of L-5and Port Lemanac at the omega end. Strangely,there is no sense of competition between the two ports at any level. The proximity of
hard vacuum and massive, powerful machinery leaves no
room in port workers' minds for anything less serious than
safety and survival.
Connecting the two triangles and serving as hubs for the
wheels are the three spindles. Visitors are often surprised to
learn that the spindles are used as work space and are not
simply empty conduit-bearing transit tubes. Around each
spindle is a sleeve of workshops, storage holds and other
specializedchambers providing L-5with zero-G pressurized
space close at hand. The spindles contain four separate
tramways connecting the wheel hubs, service tubes or
flyways containing handholds for manual transport between
wheels, and a limited number of backup connections for life
support and power transmission.
The 12 wheels are the heart of L-5.Each is an independently functioning life-support system. Should one or two fail,
the rest of L-5 would not be threatened, and the remaining
systems could even sustain the load of two dead wheels
virtually indefinitely. No such failure has ever occurred, fortunately. Though each wheel is outwardly identical to every
other-with three decks, a diameter of one kilometer and a
width of 200 meters-each but the newest has been extensively modified and rebuilt within. Each also has its own
distinctive ethnic and cultural flavor, described below.
Diana: On Earth, 239 years would lend astructure a certain
age and solidity. In a space habitat like L-5,age means three
refits and certain structuralpeculiarities-like spiral stairways,
anopentwo-deck park space, and quaint interiortrim. Diana's
proximity to Port Alvarez and its heavily British population

has made it greatly
resemble a pressurized London
underground, complete with a tradition of exotic underground music
from clubs like Banger's Up and Scowcroft's.
Marianne: Old France in orbit, Marianne's French-speaking people are known for their freewheeling hospitality and
unique cuisine. The largest and richest French trading
companies have their offices here, in spite of the high rent.
Asizeable Cantonese minority on Adeck, closest to the hub,
represents Canton's trading ventures, especially those that
serve worlds in the French Arm.
Walkure: Once almost entirely Bavarian, Walkure became
multinational early in the 23rd century and stayed that way
until recently when German reunification prompted a largescale resettlement effort. As a result, the older Ukrainian,
Indonesian, lncan and Arabian neighborhoods have been
bought up, and reconstruction has made most of them disappear. Some of the more archaic and maze-like parts still
survive, however, and so does the stubborn German-speaking underculture that lives there-members call themselves
"Stahlsingers." Walkure is thus a combination of the ultramodern and the shadowy and dangerous.
Ntozake: The so-called "African wheel" (sometimes insultingly called the "African Arm") was built to accommodate
the Azanians. Like the Bavarians in Walkure at a later date,
the Azanians leased out portions of their wheel to other allies and minor powers needing access to space, notably the
Nigerians and Mozambiquans, so Ntozake acquired earlyon
an international and intercultural flavor--one at some odds
with the European wheels. Though the composition has
changed over the years, Ntozake is still quintessentially
African. English and French are spoken here, but full acceptance at all levels of the culture is possible only for those
speaking Bantu, Xhosa, or Arabic. At least one powerful
smuggling cariel is rumored to be based here, adjacent to
Port Lemanac.
Godfrey: This wheel was scarcely begun when the
Manchurians began leasing space in it, despite the thenprohibitive price. Manchurian and Chinese interests, including some corporations which have now movedoutof the solar
system, settled here. Godfrey is roughly 80 percent Manchurian and Chinese,with a Canadian minority mostly employed
by Solar Shipping. A large number of Xiang and Xiang-inspired artworks pass through or originate in Godfrey, and the
rooms and corridors reflect a strong alien art influence.
Frankowski: The Ukrainianswere quick to spread to new
quarters out of Walkure, and have made Frankowskia home
away from home. The Melbourne Accords make it impossible for military vessels to be based or even supplied from
here, but a large quantity of space-bound and Earth-bound
Ukrainian freight, some to military bases elsewhere, does
go through L-5.A number of other Slavic nations or organizations, notably Poland's Zapamoga, maintain off ices here.
At present there is a quiet struggle for space going on between the Ukraine and the lncan Republic, a newcomerfrom
Juarez.

Iverson:~Eurospace,a private consortium of industrial
interests from ESA nations, made adeliberate attempt to form
a "nationless," purely corporate neighborhood, and came
quite close to succeeding here. Unfortunately, Eurospacewas
unable to break up language enclaves even after splitting up
housing allocations and gave the effort up in 2254. By this
time lverson had a decidedly unique motley flavor, and it was
this that drew the UAR to establish its own space-based
settlement soon after. Trilon eventually absorbed Eurospace
and wound up hiring the bulk of Iverson's labor-European,
Arabian, or whatever-for its Port Lemanac activities.
Juarez: Brazil bought into Juarez quite early and used it
and Port Lemanac as a springboard for deep-space exploration. Argentinian domination of much of southern South
America made it diff icult for the Brazilians to find and encourage other worthy Hispanic nations to join it. But when the
lncan Republic broke free of Argentina, that dramatically
changed. Now lncan Republic corporate interests dominate
48 percent of Juarez. To preserve relations with their Portuguese-speaking allies (including Portugal, whose spacetrading authority is now located here), the lncans began
looking for space elsewhere in L-5. The gateway to the Latin
Finger, Juarez may end up giving its lncan Republic settlers
an entire wheel of their own at the next expansion.
Shi'at: Arabia and the Life Foundation consolidated their
L-5 holdings next to PortAlvarez and cemented a long-standing friendship. A number of Middle Eastern and southern
Asian interests have settled people here, including the UAR,
and Rebco established an office in Shi'at to serve the Chinese Arm. Arabic is the preferred language, but English is
probablythe one most commonly used. By convention, Shi'at
keeps Riyadh time, and muezzins call the faithful to prayer
five times daily. (In a spaceborne structure, one may choose
the appropriate directionto Mecca, according to Islamic law,
if the exact direction is not known.)
Cousonne: L'lnstitut des ~ t u d e Xenologiques
s
and a host
of French corporations and affiliated minor organizations
settled into this wheel and caused a minor furor among the
British, who claimed a second French wheel was being
established. The upset didn't end until the Royal Society also
gained quarters here. Since that time a number of other
foundations have settled into Cousonne, including the Astronomischen Reichen-lnstitut. This concentration of intellectuals has produced a kind of college town atmosphere,
complete with a wide range of college insignia on every
surface and even on the people.
Xangxi: For many years, the Look Upwards Combine, a
Cantonesegroup of researchfoundationsand industrialcompanies, pressed the L-5 Council for a wheel of its own, apart
from the Manchurians-and finally got it in 2270. As rapid as
their growth has been, the Cantonese interests have also
allowed some Chinese, the Alberta Farmer's Cooperative,
the Academia dei Lincei, and Ferrantino, an enclave of Italian starship designers, to take up residence.
With the population split between engineers, agriculturalists and visionaries speaking two dialects of Chinese and
three kinds of Italian, Xangxi's culture has a somewhat
schizophreniccastto it. As one former council member from
this wheel put it, "To live on Xangxi one must either be crazy
or wish to become so."
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Ramachuk: The L-5 Council took advantage of the third
expansion to consolidate all its offices and workers into a
single habitat. As large as the administrationwas, there was
still roomforthe Foundationfor Practical Knowledge, denied
a space in Cousonne, to settle here. Ramachuk is the usual
first destination for diplomats and government officials, as
well as important transient executives, coming to L-5. It is
habitually gleaming and spotless, unfailingly modernto afault.
Cultural icons and distinctions are actively suppressed in this
wheel, the heart of L-5's government, to avoid a chaotic or
provincial appearance. Nowhere else on L-5 is it easier to
think of L-5 as a big space station.
The Halo: L-5 is not a single structure. Its main habitat is
unitary, unlike the multinational habitat at L-4, but surrounding this habitat are several hundred auxiliary and support
habitats and structures of several major types.
Most important are the power satellites-immense grids
of solar cells and transmitters that produce most of L-5's
power. Early plans for Diana included solar power as a backup
to the integral fusion plant, but concerns about radioactivity,
waste disposal, and public image forced L-5 to rely completely
on the satellite grid after the first expansion. After all, one of
Diana's purposes was to demonstrate the viability of solar
poweron Earth, and it made little sense to rely on fusion power
when there was abundant sunlight waiting to be harvested.
The reliabilityfactorwasalso irresistible; unlike a single fusion
plant or even a network of them, the solar grid cannot go down
completely. And even if portions of it do, no one is endangered.
Manufacturing plants of various sizes, about half of them
manned, are the next most valuable class of free structures.
Utilizingvacuum, microgravity and proximity to portfacilities,
these factories produce a surprising range and quantity of
semiprocessedand finished goods from pharmaceuticalsand
cloth to logic circuits and genetically engineered biodevices.
At one time, the next most important class of structures
was considered to be first in importance and L-5's unofficial
reasonfor being-laboratories. In 2300, separate laboratory
and experimental facilities are used only because of their
proximity to Earth. Experiments and trial manufacturing requiring freedom from radio and gravitic interference must be
conducted elsewhere.
Infact, a large proportion of the old laboratory facilities have
been converted to highly desirable storage space-they are
now warehouses. Not a few have also been converted into
private residences by the very wealthy-nearly ultimate
privacy for nearly ultimate cost.
And, of course, the final components of the halo are all the
hundreds of starships, shuttles, work modules and other craft
arriving, departing,or simply sailing between L-5 and all other
points in space, near and far.

LIFE ABOARD E-5
Until the third expansion, the majority of L-5's population
was transient. Employees of one or another of the corporations leasing space, of ESA or of the station authority itself,
would regularly sign on for duty of several years, then return
home to Earth. Not until the 23rd century did residents stay
permanently, and even then they were in a minority. The
majority, infact, became more mobile, and entire families grew

up living in space habitats, shuttling from one to another as
they followed career paths.
The continual changeover of population, plus the semiisolated nature of each wheel, is responsible for the wide
cultural variation aboard L-5. Broadly put,while L-5 is a single
structure, in reality it is 12 distinct districts, each split into three
or more neighborhoods. Early residents preferred the company of people who spoke their birth language, even if they
remained strangers to each other. Neighborhoods lived on
even after people moved away; they had a solid sense of
continuity to them, and, save for the occasional voluntary
relocation, no L-5 neighborhood has ever completely disappeared.
ESA intended that L-5, when it grew large enough, have
a representative form of government, and this tradition holds.
Each wheel holds a yearly congress (L-5 keeps the salar
calendar and Greenwich Mean Time throughout most of the
habitat) to choose three to 10 representatives, depending
on its population,to send to the L-5 Council. The council has
authority over station management, port and safety regulations, and general civil order, but it depends on local constabularies to keep order on the individual wheels.
L-5, as a whole, is very jealous of its ethnic and social differences; the local congresses determine what laws are necessary for their wheels, and custom demands that visitors
abide by local law, even if they come from another part of the
habitat.
Since the second expansion, L-5's primary industry has
been its port and shipyard facilities. Ship construction and
maintenance occupy a little less than 65 percent of L-5's work
force. Of the remainder, a growing segment is involved in
space-based manufacturing,and about 12 percent is devoted
to life support, habitat engineering, administration, and tourism.
Daily life for the inhabitants of L-5 greatly resembles life
on Earth (orwherever). Work, school, shopping, and recreation are like what's available in London or Cairo or Rio,
depending on the wheel. Outdoor spaces with skylights and
appropriate foliage, usually on A deck nearest the hub,
provide park space. In some locations, two or more neighborhoods may share a single parkland, if the climate preference isn't too different between them.
A lively nightlife, not to be sneered at, lights up L-5, distinctive on every wheel. A visitor could literally sample the
world's entertainment going from Diana to Ramachuk and
back again, from the placid collegiate clubs of Cousonne to
the dark coffee houses of Shi'at. Many tourists do little more
when they come here.
Surprisingly for an artificial habitat, L-5 has an underground-and not just one, but many. Nearly all the wheels
have "punker" gangs, composed mainly of youths of varying
degrees of rebelliousness. Most, even more surprisingly,are
muhiethnic,feeling and expressing more loyaltyfor their wheel
and their fellows than fcr their supposed heritages. A sizable
number also have links to organized crime. Some serve as
enforcersfor some of the criminal bosses; others pursue other
shadowy transactions or orchestrate elaborate practicaljokes
to demonstrate their antipathy toward the "establishment."
Since most punkers have respectable daytime occupations, and each underground is unique to each wheel and its

culture, no uniform means- for
eliminating the
underground has
been found. And
with the growth of
culture as an exportable item (in the form of books, music, paintings and
sculpture) and the proliferation of undergroundtrappings on
some pretty important people (Laszlo Pfeiffer, the composer,
and novelist Angelika Adams for two), the L-5 Council and
the local congresses have hesitated to try.
L-5's approach to its criminal elements is unique. Though
some prominent smugglers and persons linked to criminal
organizations live on L-5, so long as those activities bring no
attention or notoriety to L-5, neither the local police nor the
council bothersthem. The usual punishment for minor infractions is civic service, usually in the fish tanks or algae farms
of the life-support sections. Imprisonment is wasteful cn a
habitat where every hand is needed for survival. For more
serious crimes, such as angering the OQC or ESA, the usual
punishment is banishment-a ticket to somewhere else, most
likely another habitat not in Earth space.
For the most serious crimes-like murder-the typical
sentence of the council's court is the "down-ticket."A criminal is shipped directly down to Earth-at his own expense,
ifpossible-to serve out a lengthy prison term in spaces that
L-5 leases from penal institutionsin Africa and Brazil. These
criminals are permanentlybannedfrom returning to any space
habitat. More down-ticketshave been given than is realizedthe council finds no profit in advsrtising its troubles.
The OQC maintains a medium-sized office on L-5. The
OQC is more concerned with contamination reaching Earth
than it is with any invasion of a closed ecological system like
L-5. Still, with the completion of the beanstalk and Gateway,
more traffic is expected to flow from L-5 Earthward, and so
OQC may be forced to enhance its 30-person force of inspectors to screen ships incoming to Gateway a little more
thoroughly.
As it stands now, OQC inspectors are not well liked aboard
L-5 since they represent the encroachment of Earthside
authority into L-5's freewheeling ways. OQC's operating
charter gives its inspectors free run throughout the habitat,
and they answer to no authority but OQC's courts and their
superiors on Gateway. No one on L-5 wants to protect any
smuggler stupid enough to endanger the habitat by bringing
il!egal drugs through it, but the independent-mindedinhabitants of L-5 feel a natural resentment toward the intrusion.
The situation is not tense-yet-but
it is awkward and threatens to get worse.
Some groups on L-5 have discussed inviting aliens to visit;
some Xiang artists would be enthusiastically welcomed by
the inhabitants of Godfrey. Such visits would be unprecedented-and would undoubtediybe prohibiied by the OQCbut L-5's proud iconoclastic culture seems to point toward
accession to the visitation idea. Both the Sung and the
Pentapods have expressed an interest in seeing more of
humans and their worlds, and many on L-5 would also find
it fascinating to offer that chance. It has not yet happenedbut it could. L2

veryone feels a
sneaking desire to
be bad occasionally. Most RPGs
allow playerslo satisfy these
urges by playing amoral or
evil characters-an important exception is West End
Games' Star Wars. In Star
Wars anyone with enough
Dark Side points becomes a
non-player character-a villain controlled by the referee-so there can never be
a truly evil player character.
On the surface, there are
good reasons for this; after
all, the Rebel Alliance is going
to win the war, the Empire will
be crushed, and no one really wants to be on the losing
side. The drawback to this
viewpoint is the simple fact
that the Rebellion ends once
the emperor is killed. Imperial remnants will still cause
trouble, but the Rebellion (or
a reborn Republic) will become the legitimate government and therefore inherently
less interesting.
Accordingly, most Star
Warsscenarioswill probably
be set in the period of Imperial rule. For most of this time
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the Empire is the ascendant
power and wins most of the
battles; if the Empire wasn't
the overwhelmingforce we all
know and hale, there would
not be any reason to oppose
it. From the lmperial point of
view, the Rebellion is a terrorist organization, not a group
of freedom fighters. Anyone
who disagrees will soon be
weeded out of the lmperial
service (and probably terminated with extreme prejudice). Loyalagents of the Empire are just as heroic, in their
own minds, as any rebel, and
their duties (an occasional
assassination, interrogation
of rebel spies, etc.) are
justified as valuable peacekeeping operations. Of
course a few planets are
destroyed, but the Empire
has plenty to spare; the cancer of rebellion must be
burnedout before it can infect
the galaxy. Underthe leadership of the emperor and his
loyal aide, Darth Vader, the
misguided fanatics of the
RebelAlliance will eventually
be squashed and reap the
bitter fruits of their criminal
activities.

now primarily used for intelligence work. Their data archives include maps and
records of most known
worlds-everything needed
to prepare for covert operations. If more information is
needed, the scouts will usually infiltrate the area with a
few agents, disguised as
merchants, pirates, or (increasingly often) rebels. A
mission is often the prelude
to invasion.
Scouts have greater apparent freedom than most
other lmperial underlings.
They are often out of touch
with their commanders for
long periods and must be
trusted to serve the Empire
without any betrayal. They
are well paid and usually
highly motivated. Scout
teams usually consist of four
to six operatives transported
in a nondescript small craft
(such as a stock light freighter) with no military markings.
Their craft are usually
equipped with concealed
THE MBER
compartments and weapons.
SCOUTS
Originally the Old Repub- (A legend persists that the
lic's exploratory and scientific MillenniumFalconmay have
organization, the scouts are originally been built for the

An lmperial campaign
probably isn't a good idea;
afterawhile, destroying planets or wearing clumsy white
armor loses its charm. However, an occasional lmperial
adventure may be an interesting change for your players. To preserve game balance, it's probably not agood
idea to run lmperial adventures at a high level. The
adventurers should be minor
pawns of the Empire's military or intelligence arms. For
obvious reasons their equipment should be limited-a
star destroyer (or the Death
Star itself) may be a little too
much firepower to entrust to
player characters. In other
words, an Imperial scenario
should be a distorted reflection of the normal smallteam Star Wars adventure.
The lmperial Scouts (described below) provide a
suitable backgroundfor such
teams.

service--certainly few civilian shipyards have the ability to create a ship with so
many undetectablecompartments.)

G
TER
TEMPLATES
To ensure loyalty, the Empire makes sure every scout
falls into one or more of the
following categories.
Templates marked ANH
are from the sourcebook A
New Hope.
lmperial Aristocrat: This
character likes the Empire
and the luxurious fruits of
lmperial service. Why would
anyone want to give up
power and a villa on a pleasure planet for some cockeyed dream of freedom?
Genuine Imperials are likely
to command any mission,
since they have the most to
lose if it fails.
Templates: Arrogant Noble, Old Senatorial, Old Retainer, Young Senatorial.
Formerly an aristocrat of the
Republic, the character (or
his employer) has gone over
to the Empire. Frequent rewards ensure that there are
no complaints about the decision to forget old loyalties,
so change all templates accordingly.
Quote: "The Empire will
reward us well for this day's
work."
lmperial Loyalist: This
character is convinced (politically or emotionally) that the
Empire is in the right. A firm
hand is neededto prevent the
galaxy from disintegrating
into warringfactions, and the
Rebellion is a cancer that
must b e destroyed before it's
too late.
Loyalists are less trusted
than Aristocrats are; since
their loyalty comes from personal belief ratherthan profit,
it may change ifthe character comes into contact with
the philosophies of the Rebellion.

Templates: Brash Pilot,
Laconic Scout, Retired Imperial Captain.
ANH: Tie Fighter Pilot,
Death Star Officer.
Quote: "The Empire is our
deiense against chaos."
Seduced by the Dark
Side: This character believes
that the Dark Side will ultimately triumph. He has some
Force-related power and
uses it for selfish ends. Naturally Darth Vader and other
lmperial leaders can spot
such warped talents and
recruit them into the service.
The emperor is reluctant to
trust those with Force-related
skills. Given time, they might
threaten his life.
He goes to great lengthsto
ensure that such agents
remain weak and firmly
cowed; they are never given
independent commands
where their talents might
flower.
Templates: Alien Student
of the Force, Failed Jedi,
Minor Jedi, Quixotic Jedi.
Change the descriptionto indicate the character's essentially weak or evil nature, and
describe the circumstances
in which the character came
to the attention of the Empire
by some misuse of the Force.
Quote: "Now you will see
the power of the Dark Side of
the Force."
Fallen from Grace: Former rebels who have gone
over to the Dark Side. They
are hated by both sides; the
Alliance regards them as
traitors, and Imperials regard
them as despicableturncoats
who must never be trusted.
Templates: Any Rebel
player characters consumed
by the Dark Side will probably end up in this category.
Quote: "Just because I
bombed that school...."
Coerced: A scout with one
or more dependents under
Imperial control. Maybe the
character would like to become a rebel, but the hos-

tages make it totally impossible.
These scouts are
rarely trusted and
are usually regarded as expendable
by their leaders.
Templates: Wookiee, almost any other. No real
changes are needed. The
character has been hauled
out of an lmperial prison and
told to serve the Empire or
have family and friends suf fer the consequences. Preferably, the character should
have some skill vital to the
mission.
Quote: "If I help you my
family dies!"
Brute: Athug-too vicious
to find the Rebel Alliance
attractive but happy to work
for lmperial credits. A cut
above the average stormtrooper, but that's not saying
much.
Temp1ates:Bounty Hunter,
The Merc, The Outlaw, Pirate, Smuggler, Gambler.
ANH: Elite Trooper, Interrogation Droid. Just forget all
the template nonsense about
the Alliance being nicer or
more trustworthy than the
Empire. This character is in it
forthe money and the chance
to meet interestingaliens and
kill them.
Quote: "I love the smell of
blasters in the morning."
Time Server: This character is just too unimaginative
to think of changing sides. If
the Empire pays yourwages,
why lookfor a job elsewhere?
Templates: Armchair Historian, Tongue-Tied Engineer, most droids. No changes to templates, apart from
deleting any ties to the Alliance.
Quote: "I wonder if my
pay's been credited to my
account yet?"

rialforces, with the exception
of lightsabers and X-wing
fighters. Even the fighters
could probably be supplied
from captured equipment (or
a new production line developed) if there was real need.
The Empire often disguises
agents as rebels for "dirty
tricksm-missions against
nominally friendly powers.
If necessary, much more
powerful equipment is available. A star destroyer might
be used to divert attention
from a scout infiltration operation, or probedroids might
be dropped to explore a
planet before the scouts arrive. These operations will be
ordered by the scouts' superiors, and not by the team itself.

THE FORGE
Even though they are in
lmperial service, characters
still gain Force Points for all
the usual reasons. Bravery
(however misguided) should
be rewarded, even if the
Empire gains from it. Dark
Side Points are noted as
usual, and should be added
to normal Force Points since
the Dark Side is "quicker,
easier, more seductive."This
is one of many reasons why
it is not a good idea to run a
prolonged lmperial campaign!

SCENarCeIO

The Empire is not nice.
Most missions will involve
double or triple crosses?with
the mission team regarded
as totally expendable. Usually at least one member of
EQUrPMENT
Almost all weapons and the team (apart from the
tools available to the Rebel- leader) will report directly to
lion can be supplied to Impe- senior officials. On some
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sensitive missions, several
members are reporting to
different lmperial intelligence
departments. This tends to
make scouts fairly nervous,
extremely cautious, and
more than a little paranoid.
Optionally the referee may
decide that one or more of the

BACKGROUND
The asteroid G'aav'aar'oon,
at the heart of the Vodilux star
cluster, was once a Jedi fortress, but the base was destroyed during the Clone
Wars. After the war a group of
female Gamorreans decided
to set up aconvent in the ruins
of the old base. Facilities now
include a hospice for the incurably ill.Asurprising number
of patients recover after a stay
at the convent, and Darth
Vader has determined that the
asteroid is somehow a focus
for the Force, the power generated by trillions of living creatures in the cluster. The
prayers and meditation of the
nuns direct the power toward
healing. The lmperial fleet in
the Vodilux cluster must
shortly withdraw to replace
units destroyed when the
Death Star was lost. This will
temporarily leave the asteroid
accessible to the Alliance,
which may be able to use the
asteroid to boost the abilities
of its own Force adepts. Occupying the asteroid isn't
possible. It can't be defended
effectively when the fleet
leaves, and the occupation
would tell the rebels that it is
important. Accordingly, Vader
wishes to turn the nuns against
the Rebellion-the
rebels
would never invade against
their opposition. Vader has forbidden destruction of the
convent. The emperor has
plans for the asteroid after the
Rebellion is suppressed.
The teammembers are ordered to visit the asteroid in the
guise of rebel agents in an old
stock light freighter. They are
provided with a forged ultimatum demanding fu'll Alliance
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scouts is actually a rebel
sympathizer, secretly in contact with the Alliance. These
spies should never be more
than a small minority in the
team and will go over to the
Empire completely if they
receive enough Dark Side
Points, and avoiding Dark

Side Points may be diff icult in
an lmperial adventure.
The Empire must never
win; even if the team fulfills its
mission objectives perfectly,
there should be a fatal weakness in the plan or a lucky
break for the Alliance that
stops the Empire from gain-

The Nuns of Gkav'aar'oon
(A Dark Side Seemho)
"You mean you want us to assassinate a nun?"
"You have religious objections?"
"No-it just seems a little odd."
"Lord Vader has ordered this mission. Are there
any more questions ?"
"When do we leave?"
access to the old Jedi in- tion. The frigate's shields
stallation, and detailing plans easily absorb the fire of any
for its reactivation as a rebel weapons the adventurers may
base. No oneexpects the nuns use. At the last moment, the
to accept this ultimatum. When frigate is attacked by a rebel
they refuse, the agents must strike force-three corvettes
kill the nuns' leader, Mother and some X-wing fightersGrotrugga, and ensure that the which suddenly appear out of
hyperspace. In the confusion
rebels are blamed.
that follows, the tractor beam
is broken, sending the freightBRIEFING
The scouts are briefed er hurtling away from the
aboard Lord Vader's flagship. battle. If the adventurers have
An NPC officer says some- any sense, they'll jump out and
thing flippant or disparaging finish their journey. If they try
about the Force. Although to join in the fight, their ship is
Vader isn't present, the officer hit by a stray shot which temsuddenly collapses, his throat porarily knocks out the planecrushed, and a disembodied tarydrive, giving the adventurvoice says, "I find your irrever- ers the choice of jumping out
ence disturbing." Another ex- or waiting for the victor to captremely nervous officer com- ture them. It should be aneasy
pletes the briefing.
decision.

FINAL CHECK
The ship drops out of hyperspace to make the final navigation check before jumping
into the cluster and runs into
an lmperial frigate on antipiracy patrol. The PCs have no
proof of their identities; in fact,
all their papers are captured
rebel forgeries, and the ship is
officially listed as stolen. They
will also blow their cover if they
reveal the truth. Before the
freighter can jump to hyperspace, the frigate spears it with
a tractor beam and starts to
pull it in for a closer examina-

ASTEROID

ing by their success. For
more ideas on sowing doubt
and uncertainty amongst
lmperial characters and life in
an "evil empire," see West
End Games' Paranoia and
FASA's Star Trek Klingons
pack.See the adventure below.

meters of abandoned tunnels
containing a few mynocks and
other vermin to keep explorers
on their toes. All the base's old
weapons are ruined, dismantled, or permanently deactivated. The nuns are mostly
pig-faced Gamorrean women
(female versions of Jabba the
Hutt's guards), but members
of several other races are also
present, including near-humans. All are quiet, pious, and
calm. Anyone who can sense
the Force knows that the entire asteroid is permeated with
its power. Reduce the difficulty
of any use of the Force by one
level on the asteroid. This includes the use of Dark powers;
the Force is neutral. No easy
way into the convent from the
public areas exists; the only
access is an armored space
lock, originally part of the
base's internal defenses. The
nun monitoring the door cameras won't open it for any
stranger. Eventually someone
should think of simply asking
for an appointment to see Grotrugga.

PERRlISSION
REFUSED

The ship reaches the asterThe adventurers are ushoid. The nun in charge of the ered through endless mazedock asks the adventurers to like corridors to the study of
leave their blasters and other Mother Grotrugga, who is
obvious weapons on the ship accompanied by several nuns.
but doesn't search anyone. She is a typical female GamorThe adventurers will find it rean, motherly (if you can call
easy to smuggle concealed a 200-kilogram, fanged, pigweapons into the asteroid. The like alien motherly), kind, and
convent only occupies part of placidly calm.
the installation.The rest of the
Encourage the adventurers
old Jedi base contains asmall to present their fake Alliance
hotel for visitors, several pub- ultimatum. When the advenlic chapels, all the docks and turers have finished, Gromachinery needed by any as- trugga refuses their terms.
teroid base, and several kilo- She has no intention of allow-

ing anyone to rearm the base. that a stranger is sitting in the
The adventurers should have lounge. lfs Grotrugga! She apafew weapons and will proba- pears to be slightly transparbly try to assassinate her im- ent, but there's no mistaking
her.
mediately.
To their surprise she makes
Any weapons used against
no attempt to resist their at- her have no effect, and anyone
tack; in fact, she seems to ex- trying any Force-based attack
pect it. She collapses to the gets a splitting headache but
floor, and her clothing sud- no other result. She looks at
denly flattens as the body the scouts, and "says," "The
shame of it. Violence in a holy
inside it disappears.
This should worry anyone place, murdering poor innowho knows much about the cent nuns, impersonating your
Jedi Knights. The other nuns enemies, associating with
s e e m stunned by the attack, people like that awful Darth
and the adventurers should Vader. You'll be corrupted by
have little trouble getting out of the Dark Side if you're not
careful. I don't know how you
the study.
can live with yourselves, I really don't. Well, 1 can see that
LOST
The adventurers are soon I'm going to have to try to teach
thoroughly lost in the corridors you the error of your ways. i
of the convent. They run into can't be with you all the time
parties of nuns who seem to because I'm going to have to
know that something is wrong keep an eye on the convent
and try to head the adventur- and make sure that my sisters
ers away from the exit. Natu- don't blame those poor rebels,
rally this gives the scouts a but you've not heard the last
good idea of the way out. Al- of this!"
She seems to twinkle and
though the nuns won't try to
fight, the Gamorreans all have disappears. The adventurers
4D or more Strength and are will somehow feel sure they'll
bulky enough to block the cor- see her again.
ridors two abreast. A stun gun
or blaster will clear a path easDEBRIEFING
If upon their return the adily enough. Suddenly everyone in the convent (including venturers just say they carried
the adventurers) "hears" a out the mission, lmperial spies
voice say, "No-you must not will soon learn that Grotrugga
oppose them. Our way is the is dead but that the nuns
way of calmness and passiv- blame the Empire. The advenity, not violence. Let them re- turers have obviously lied
turn to their ship." The surviv- about their success. Crushed
ing nuns walk away, leaving throats seem the most logical
the scouts free to escape. Any response.
If the adventurers admit that
other nuns the team encounters on their way out ignore Grotrugga somehow used the
Force to survive her death and
them.
that the mission has probably
failed, the officer who quesESGlh4PE
The adventurers are proba- tions them will be incredubly expecting a trap. There lous-until Vader "says," "Your
isn't one. They reach their ship explanation is accepted." Groand find it fully fueled and trugga won't appear while the
ready to fly.There are no signs adventurers are anywhere
of any rebel ships or any other near Vader, but she will tend
to materialize whenever the
opposition to their escape.
adventurers are on missions
or doing something particuST
GER
larly despicable. She'd rather
DOmD
An hour after the ship enters spend her time giving her suchyperspace, someone' notices cessor spiritual guidance, but

the adventurers
obviously need a
lot of counseling.

EPILOGUE
Needlessto say,
the nuns invite the
Alliance to make
peaceful use of the asteroid as
soon as lmperial forces leave
the area. Many rebels take
short breaks at the convent to
revitalize themselves spiritually and psychologically and
recover from the trauma of
war. Naturally the nuns won't
allow the rebels to arm the
base, but the Rebellion never
wanted to anyway. Any Imperial units sent to deal with the
nuns run into inexplicable
problems-motivator breakdowns, white plastic armor
fatigue, computerviruses, etc.
No one is hurt, but the ships
always have to turn back. It's
obvious that something is protecting the convent, and after
awhile the Empire will give up
trying to attack it.

STAGING HINTS
The following will help your
campaign run more smoothly.
Characters: The briefing
officer is atypical lmperial and
will allow no whispering or
chitchat while he's talking.
Vader's voice should be unmistakable; if you can't manage it, use a recordingfrom the
film. The second briefing officer comes across as extremely nervous. He sweats and
stutters and is immensely relieved when the session ends
without punishment.
Most of the nuns speak no
languagesthe adventurers will
understand unless they are
accompanied by a protocol
droid. When someone does
communicate with them in a
language they understand,
they are all soft-spoken and
polite, regardless of appearance.
Grotrugga speaks fluent
Basic but should have an idiomatic turn of speech. Try
whichever of the following personality modes appeals the
most.

Jewish Mother: (As in
Stranger Aboard, to the left.)
Deeply concerned about the
adventurers, hurt that they
would try to deceive her-very,
very, very hurt and very, very,
very shocked. Whatever the
adventurers' misdeeds, she'll
make sure that they don't get
achance to forget them-at interminable length.
Jimminy Cricket: The small,
still voice of conscience: "You
know, that wasn't a very nice
thing that you did with that can
of napalm. Don't you think you
should go back and apologize?"
Maty Poppins: Always looking on the bright side but extremely firm when the adventurers are naughty: "Put that
plasma rifle down immediately! How dare you!"
Settings: Vader's star destroyer briefing room, the
freighter (very like the Midennium Falcon), and the asteroid. If you own the adventure
Strike Force: Shantipole, you
may want to base the asteroid
on the installation it describes,
with some modifications for its
peaceful role.
Props: Players will probably want to see plans of the asteroid, since the lmperial archives probably contain a
copy. This should be an outdated map of the complex as
it was when the Jedi occupied
it and should omit details of
important parts of the convent.
Script: The briefing, if the
referee can manage voices for
Darth Vader and two other
officers.
Plot Expansion: The most
obvious way to expand this adventure is to have some real
rebel agents on the asteroid,
or refugees waiting for pickup
by anotherstock light freighter.
And if the PCs can trick them
aboard .... f2
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of the Enterprise
John D.Wrbanek
any Star Trek fans have
noted that the stardate system used in the series appears to be, to coin a phrase,
illogical. It seems to follow a random
order, with dates given just to have
something before the log entries to
make them sound official. Though this
observation may be correct, it is still
possible to organize a future history of
the Star Trek universe around the stardates. What develops is a variation of
the history put forward in FASA's Star
Trek: The Next Generation Officer's
Manual, a supplement to Star Trek: The
Role Playing Game.

S'kAW,DATES
The stardates organized by FASA
follow a popular system involving the
day, month, and year. The dates are
given as yymm.dd, where yy indicates
the year, mmthe month, and ddthe day.
A century denotation is given as a digit
followed by a slash before the date. So
May 2, 2234 would be 213405.02. Unfortunately, stardates vary widely in the
series. If the popular system were used
as the stardate system in Star Trek, the
Enterprise would have gone through
about 50 years in the originalseries, not
five. So the popular system cannot be
considered valid when applied to the
show.
To construct a Star Trek chronology
of the Enterprise, two given properties
of stardates are used:
@ One stardate is one day (24 hours)
on Earth.
@ Stardate 41986 is in the year AD
2364.
The source of the first property is the
Star Trekwriter's guide, and the second
is the Star Trek: The Next Generation
episode "The Neutral Zone." A crossreference could be Star Trek IV, where
Kirk mentioned that he was from the
76
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latter part of the 23rd century, putting
The Next Generation around the latemiddle of the 24th century by the first
property. Counting backward from
41986, we find that stardate 0000 is in
the year 2250. Taking Kirk's first adventure to be SD 1313 (from "Where No
Man Has Gone Before"), this puts Kirk
commanding the Enterprisein the year
2153. Other events can be correlated
similarly.
What is presented in this article is a
variation of the FASAchronology, based
almost entirely on given stardates. The
events in the majority of independent
sources are given precedence, with
those in the written sources adjusted to
fit the shows.

HISTORY OF a m
STARSHIPS ENTERPHSE
AD 2243:The USS Enterprise NCC1701 is built and tested by the United
Earth Space Probe Agency (UESPA).
The ship, the most advanced built by a
Federation world, becomes Starfleet's
new flagship. The ship's first commander is Capt. Robert T. April.
A D 2243: Capt. April resigns as a
conscientiousobjector with the outbreak
of the Four Years Wa'r with the Klingon
Empire. Capt. Christopher Pike is given
command of the Enterprise.
A D 2245: "The Cage" (first pilot).
AD 2250:Stardates become a standard reference for the Federation.
January 1, 2250 is named Stardate
0000.
1310 (2253):After a refit, Capt.
James T. Kirk is given the Enterprise.
Kirk is the youngest and most famous
captain ever to command the Enterprise. His executive is Lieutenant
Commander Spock.
131 0-5948: Star Trek (original
series)-2253-2266.
1313: Beginning of the first season
("Where No Man Has Gone Before").
2534: Beginning of the second season ("Patterns of Force").

3417: End of the first season ("This
Side of Paradise").
4372: Beginning of the third season
("Elaan of Troius").
4768: End of the second season
("Return to Tomorrow").
5948:End of the third season ("Turnabout Intruder").
6860 (2268):Capt. Willard Decker is
given the command of the Enterprise,
and the ship undergoes a drastic refit.
7412 (2270):Star Trek: The Motion
Picture.The refitted lJSS Enterprise
NCC-1701 is launched. Rear Admiral
James T. Kirk is commander during the
Vejur Incident, and he keeps command
with the loss of Capt. Decker. Commander Spock replaces the late Commander Sonak as science officer and
executive.
7860 (2271): The Enterpriseis given
to Starfleet Academy (Earth) as a training vessel, with Admiral Kirk as the
commandant of the starship command
school there. Capt. Spock is the commander and Commander Scott the
executive of the vessel.
8130: Star Trek 11: The Wrath of Khan.
8210 (2272):Star Trek 111: The Search
for Spock.
The Enterprise is decommissioned
due to age and the planned introduction
of the Excelsior-class cruiser. Admiral
Kirk steals the Enterprise, and it is later
destroyed after a battle with a Klingon
scout over the planet Genesis.
8390: Star Trek IV: The Voyage
Home.
Admiral Kirk is demotedfor his actions
of 8210.
8430 (2273):USS Enterprise NCC1701A is launched. The ship is an
improved version of the earlier Enterpriseclass. Capt. Kirk and Capt. Spock
serve as commander and executive.
8454:Star Trek V: The FinalFrontier.
14520(2289):USS Enterprise NCC1701B is launched. The new battlecruiser is an improved version of the Excelsior-class ships, very capable of

The 14
Enterprises
The list below is an outline of
previous ships that were christened the Enterprise.
The last five of the ships listed
here are starships, and a more
detailed account of their careers
can be reconstructed using stardates.
I. Supply sloop, war prize
(1775-1 777). Participated in the
War of the American Revolution.
Destroyed in battle.
I!. Schooner, war purchase
(1776-1777). Participated in the
War of the American Revolution.
So Id.
Ill. Schooner (1 799-1 823).
Fought i n the Tripolitan War and
the War of 1812. Destroyed at
sea.
IV. Schooner (1 831 -1 845).
Scrapped.
V. Sloop-of-war (1874-1909).
Training vessel. Scrapped.
VI. Aircraft carrier, Yorktown
class (1 938-1 947). Fought in
World War II. Scrapped.
VII. Aircraft carrier, Forrestal
class (1961 -2016). First nuclearpowered aircraft carrier. Fought
in the Eugenic Wars. Scrapped.
VIII. Prototype space shuttle
(1 978-1 986). Mothballed as a
museum piece.
IX. Spaceliner, Declaration line
(21 83-2225). Was the largest,
fastest spaceliner of the time.
Scrapped.
X. Heavy cruiser, Constitution
class (2243-2272). Fought in the
Four Years War and the War of
Organia. Destroyed in battle.
XI. Heavy cruiser, Enterprise
class (2273-2285). Possibly destroyed in battle.
XU. Battlecruiser, Excelsior
class (2289-2339). Witnessed
forming of the Klingon-Federation Alliance. Destroyed in battle.
XIII. Battlecruiser,Alaska class
(2353-2361). Lost on patrol.
XIV. Cruiser, Galaxy class
(2362-).

supporting itself through the new 10year missions.
23576 (2314):The Tolman Incident.
Last known Federationcontact with the
Romulan Star Empire until stardate
41986.
29105 (2329):The Romulans violently sever ties to the Klingon Empire,
destroying several Klingon colonies
near the Romulan border.
32200 (2338):The Klingon-Federation Alliance is begun with the first treaty
of mutual defense and economic cooperation on Organia. The Enterprisewitnesses the event as the Federation's
flagship.
32630 (2339):The Enterprise is
destroyed in a battle with a patrol of the
ImperialKlingon States, an independent
Klingon force. The patrol is also destroyed in the battle.
37630 (2353):USS EnterpriseNCC1701C is launched. The Alaska-class
battlecruiser is considered well prepared for her 10-year exploratory missions.
40724(2361): The 13th Enterprise is
lost and presumed destroyed on patrol
only seven years into her first 10-year
mission.
41150 (2362):The USS Enterprise
NCC-1701D is launched. Besides being
Starfleet's new flagship, the Galaxyclass exploration cruiser has 200 civilians on board. These civilians are the
families of some of the other 800 crewmembers, accompanyingtheir relatives
on the new 15-year missions. Its first
captain is the distinguishedCapt. JeanLuc Picard, with Commander William
Riker as the executive.
41153-:Star Trek: The Next Generation (2362+). 41153:~ e g i n n i nof~the first season
("Encounter at Farpoint").
41986:End of the first season ("The
Neutral Zone").
42010: Beginning of the second
season ("The Child").

1701D in 2303. In The Next Generation
episode "The Neutral Zone," it is found
that the last ship (NCC-1701D) was
launched in 2362,59 years later. From
the original series episode, "The Menagerie," the launching of NCC-1701 was
set at 2243, a 55-year difference from
FASA.
The date of the launching of the
second ship was found to be in the year
2273 (using stardates), only 50 years
different from FASA.
The third ship was scaled to a 50-year
difference from the given dates, and the
fourth to 59 years, to give some balance
to the chronology.
The big differencebetweenthis chronology and FASA's is the length of time
that Kirk had the Enterprise. According
to the stardates, Kirk had the ship for
15 years.
Nearly all sources that deal with Star
Trek chronologies say that Kirk had
command five years, basedon the original series opening narrative ("its five
year mission...").
An explanation for the discrepancy
may be to say a tour of command is five
years, and Kirk had the Enterprise for
three tours. According to FASA, this
would not be so out of the ordinary,
especially for a larger-than-life character like Kirk. FASA has said that Capt.
Jean-Luc Picard had command of the
Stargazer for 22 years!
The discrepancy could also be due to
a difference in the meaning of a "year."
It is mentioned in Star Trek 11that 1000
stardates are a year, giving Kirk five
years in command. It is also mentioned
in that movie that 5000 stardates are
about 15 years, which would be expected for 365 stardates per year. Perhaps the term "year" has two different
DIFFERENCES FROM
applications,
an Earth year (SD 365)
FMA'S CHRONOLOGY
The difference in this chronology and a Starfleet year (SD 1000), each
appears to be just a shift of 59 years. used in different situations.
From the dates that are given in Star
Another explanationcould be that the
Trek: The Next Generation Officer's "five-year mission" is five years on the
Manual,the launchingof the original En- vessel and more time in the rest of the
terprise NCC-1701 occurred in 2188, galaxy due to the space warp used.
NCC-1701A in 2222, NCC-1701B in According to Gene Roddenberry, his
2239, NCC-17016 in 2293, and NCC- standard answer to the discrepancies
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in stardates is, "This time system [stardates] adjusts for shifts in relative time
which occur due to the vessel's speed
and space warp capability." Thus, it
could be said that while the ship's velocity is proportional to the cube of the
warp factor to the crew, Earth may see
it as being proporlionatto the square of
the warpfactor, or some similar function.
Since this shift is not seen in The Next
Generation, it could be assumed that the
effect is either not as pronounced or is
eliminated by this time.
Since the chronology was written
assuming one stardate was one day on
Earth, any of these explanations are
valid.
Until any more information is learned
through the shows or movies, readers
are left to clear the discrepancy for
themselves. This is an area where
gamemasters have free reign without
worrying much about consistency.

USmG THIS SYSTEM
To fit a stardate system in the Star
Trek: The Role Playing Game, no real
change to the campaign is needed
except a conversion of the dates.
It is obvious that a direct conversion
is not possible if the definition of one
stardate per day is adhered to scrupulously. A feasible way is needed to incorporate stardates into the campaign.
To this end, time spans of Starfleet
history as given in the role-playinggame
will be set up as being a separate time
period from the actual. Then stardates
can be determinedforthat period. Since
the most distinguishing characteristic of
Starfleet is its uniforms, their changes
will guide the different time spans. The
time spans will be set as being 118801119201 (pre-stardate), 119201-211601
(original uniforms), 211 601 -215501
(movie uniforms), 215501-217201 ("New

Parisian" uniforms), 217201-219001
("Lerithan" uniforms), 2/9001+ (new
series uniforms).
Now on to the actual calculation of the
stardate. A simple hand calculator may
be needed.
Since all stardates in the RPG material are in reference stardales, the year,
month, and day can be derived with little
effort. First, find the year in the form of
the Gregorian Calendar (i.e., 2210 for
211008.21). Ignore the month and day
for now.
The next step is to add on the necessary years, then subtract that yearfrom
2150. The net results of these operations are given for your convenience in
the Adjustments in Various Time Spans
Table.
Find the net adjustments for the
campaign's active time span and subtract this value from the Gregorian year
you obtained from the reference stardate.
Now you have the time passed from
stardate 0000 in years. Convert this to
days by multiplying by 365.2422 days/
year.Take the monththat you initially ignored and converl the previous months
to days.
To do this, subtract one from the
month and multiply by 30.44 days1
month. Add the result to the days
passed. Finally, take the day and add
that on also. You now have the stardate
of your campaign.
There is a special case for this conversion. The dates before 119201 do not
have a stardate. In that case, add 55
years to the date and use the Gregorian calendar.
For further clarification,find the stardate for 217412, the launching date of
the Stargazer, Capt Picard's old ship.
From the first step, we find this is the
year 2274.
Next, look on theAdjustments in Vari-

Adjustments in Time Spans
Time Span
(in Reference Stardates)
118801-119201
119201-211601
211601-215501
215501-217201
217201-219001
219001+
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Adjustments
Chronological
Net
NIA
55 yrs
53 yrs
-21 97 yrs
50 yrs
-2200 yrs
53 yrs
-21 97 yrs
56 yrs
-21 94 yrs
59 yrs
-2191 yrs

ous Time Spans Table and subtract
2194 years, giving you 80 years from
stardate 0000. Converting, you get
29219 days. Now take the previous
months (11) and convert them to days
(335). Adding this to 29219, you get an
answer of 29554.
Since there is no day given in the reference date, the answer is the stardate
of the Stargazer'slaunch accurate to the
month. You may wish to round to 29560
for the final answer.

RESUI,TS OF A
FIED CHRONOLOGY
The main reason for this work is to tie
another aspect of Star Trekinto the roleplaying game. By taking the stardates
and years of diff erent events, it was possible to construct a history of the
starships Enterprise.
The result is a history with slight differences from the one given by FASA
in Star Trek: The Next Generation
Officer'sManual. Either FASA'schronology orthis chronology may be used with
the game, since the game is mostly role
playing.
By using the actual stardates of the
movies and shows, this chronology
attempts to bring the game closer to
Gene Roddenberry's universe, and may
bring more of a Star Trek flavor to the
Star 7?ek role-playing campaign.
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in the
Christopher King
he oldest and
probably the most
colorful military
unit of the Commonwealth,the 2ndArmored
Cavalry Regiment has been
an important part of the
struggle to hold Shannendam County against the
TOG forces. The 2nd has
seen action on almost every
planet in the county and in
numerous places outside
Shannendam. Its successes
made such an impression
with the Commonwealth
Armed Forces Joint Command Staff that in 6818, 10
understrength units were
reorganized as armored
cavalry regiments. Experienced tankers from the 2nd
ACR formed the Royal Armored Cavalry Training Center on New Janos in Shannendam County. Here the
experience of 10 centuries of
cavalry knowledge and tactics was drawn upon to train
the new cavalry troopers.
The new armored cavalry
regiments took the 2nd
ACR's organization as a
model and added small
changes to increase flexibility. The history and traditions of
the 2nd are well known, and many of these traditions were
passed down to the newly formed regiments.

BACKGROUND
The new armored cavalry regiments have already returned
with spectacular successes in the field. Combat ribbons with
names like Brie's Station, Wuj, Mordichai, Havenand Stephen
have all been added to the armoredcavalry's colors. The raid
on Haven is a prime example of the stunning abilities of an
ACR in action. In 6825, CAF Intelligence discoveredthe construction of large industrialfacilities capable of armored vehicle assembly on the planet in Keserdal County. The presence of an industrial complex in the occupied county meant
shorter logistical lines forthe invadingTOG forces. The Joint
Command decided on a bold move to prevent the TOG
military from completing this facility. The 9thACR was eager
80
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to undertake such a daring
mission. Designated Task
Force Tornado, the strike
force disguisedthe transports
as freighters and penetrated
deep into occupied space.
The raid caught the TOG
garrison legion so off guard
that the garrison prefect was
unaware of the attack until he
arrived the next morning to
find his command building a
pile of rubble. The transports
then made the dash out of
TOG-controlled space, dodging in and out of T-space to
shake pursuers. Deemedone
of the most successfuloperations in the war against TOG,
OperationTornado is atribute
to the skill and determination
of the armored cavalry.
Disaster: Not all armored
cavalry operations have
happy endings, though. In
6826, the situation on Osterrin in Rhoalter County was
grim: the 593rd Strike Legion
was hard pressed by the two
TOG legions on the planet.
The 12th ACR was dropped
on planet to support the renegade legion and relieve the
pressure that was tearing it
apart. Unfortunatelyfor the 12th,faulty intelligenceled it into
the same trap as the 593rd. The light tanks of the ACR could
not stand head-to-headwith the heavy tanks of theTOG strike
legion in the encircled area. The 2356th B'ekkal Light Assault Legion was unable to rescue either the strike legion or
the ACR, and both were overrun and destroyed by the TOG
forces.
The 2356th withdrew from Osterrin a month later. This
action stands as a harsh reminder of the limitations of the
armored cavalry. When forced into battles of attrition, the
cavalry will never win. The armored cavalry regiment is
organized to provide screening actions for major assaults,
rearguard actions for withdrawals, deep-penetration and
recon raids, and to interdict supply lines. Any time an ACR is
deprived of its advantage of speed and surprise, or forced to
stand against units deploying heavier armor, the regiment is
most likely to be overwhelmed.

Royal Armored
OR
=ION
The new armored cavalry regiments are organized on the Cavalry Training
Baufrin model, with emphasis on self-sufficiency at the cohort Center emphasizlevel and decentralized command and control. The regiments es tactical control
consist of four squadrons of seventroops each. The 2ndACR at the troop and
designates its units in a unique way, and this practice was squadron level,
continued in the newly formedACRs. Cohorts are referred to rather than the
as squadrons, and centuries are called troops. The squad- regimental level. The 800 soldiers who comprise an ACR are
ron HQ troop is designed to
the highest quality of troopensure a certain amount of
ers found in the CAF and
independence at the squadVIEMIGLE STATISTICS
renegade legions. A high
Partisan armored cavalry combat vehicle
ron level. Each squadron HQ
level of training, expertise,
Class: Light ACCV
troop fields one platoon each
ability, and discipline is emCost: 898,600
of maintenance, military pophasized at RACTC. These
Mass: 135
lice, signal corps, medical,
factors are important for the
Engine: 1250
and supply units. In addition,
success of any armored
Thrust: 8
each HQ troop fields a platoon
cavalry mission.
Scenario Points: 9
of engineers to provide greatInfantry Squad: NO'
er flexibility on the battlefield.
WWIGLES
Shields:
The regimental HQ troop conThe armored cavalry deFront: 50
tains a combat team of Eradiploys common combat veRight: 50
cator air defense vehicles.
hiclesfound in most units of
Left: 50
This new organizational structhe CAF and renegade leStern: 50
ture is an independent unit of
gions: the Wolverine LGT,
Bottom: 50
six vehicles and is being introthe Viper light APC, the LibArmor:
duced on the Manus level in
erator MGT, the Sparitus
Front: 60
units of the CAF. The squadmedium APC, the DominaRight: 50
rons of the ACR consist of the
tor HGT, and the Pedden arLeft: 50
headquarters troop, an augtillery vehicle. In addition to
Stern: 50
mented artillery battery, three
the combat elements, the
Bottom: 30
armored cavalry troops, one
armored cavalry deploys
Turret: 70
troop of medium grav armor,
the variants of those veTNIEMONS
and a n oversized heavy grav
hicles: the command vearmor unit, referred to as a
hicle versions of the Viper
TYP~
Location
Damage
Range
1.514
Laser Turret
5
20
company.
and SpartiusAPCs, the grav
1.514
Laser Turret
5
20
The troops are organized
engineer variant of the Lib7
20
1.516
Laser Turret
identically, with the 2nd ACR's
erator (the Constructor),
TVLG (6)
Turret
T
6
formations acting as the
and the medical evac verVuIcan-3
Turret
S
NA
model. Each includes an HQ
sion of the Viper. These
SMLM (2)
Hull 1
T
10
platoon, two armored plavehicles and their variants
SMLM (2)
Hull 2
T
10
toons, and one armored infanare found in military units
try platoon. The armored cavacross the Commonwealth.
The armored cavalry, howalry troops deploy the famous
and versatile Wolverine light grav tank and the agile Viper ever, performs a specialized and important part in combat. It
APC. The Wolverinesof the existingACRs are being phased follows that the cavalry should get a specialized vehicle that
out as the new Partisan armored cavalry combat vehicle be- suits its purposes.
Experience has shown that the tanksof an ACR are forced
comes available to front-line units. The mediumtroops deploy
the well-known Liberator medium grav tank and the standard time and time again to engage heavier units. The Wolverine,
Spartius APC. The heavy grav company is comprised of four an excellent light tank, doesn't have the staying power to
platoons of Dominator heavy grav tanks. Oversized to add a survive long against heavier tanks in the high-intensity
backbone to the light tanks of the ACR, the company is used environment of the modern battlefield. The Commonwealth
to hold failing positions and exploit breakthroughs.The aug- Design Bureau responded to requests from cavalry tankers
mented artillery battery contains four platoons of Pedden for an armored cavalry combat vehicle tailor-made for the
artillery vehicles. An additional platoon is added to increase ACRs. In 6822, Oidsfor a contract to produce an ACCV were
awarded to Kassahlava Defense Systems.
the firepower available to units in the field.
The new design prototypes, tentatively called the ACCVDespite the size of the ACR, which is about one-third the
size of a typical strike legion, the unit is extremely versatile XI, were delivered in 6825--under cost and on time. The
in combat. The officers of armored cavalry regiments receive Naram Company, which also produces the Viper APC, delivalmost one and one-half times as many training hours as of- ered a light tank with speed, hitting power, and endurance.
ficers from other nonspecialized units. The training at the The ACCV-XI was a total success with the tankers of the 4th
GDW
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ACR, the unit 'charged with testing the vehicle in the field.
The 4th saw action in the defense of Pembroke County and
helpedbog down the TOG offensivethere. Afterthe field tests
were completed in 6827, the 4th ACR submitted several
design modificationsto the engineers of KDS. The weapons
suite was upgraded; a larger power plant was installed; the
hull arrnorwas improved; and new ECM and ECCM software
was added. In 6829, the ACCV-XI was officially named the
PartisanACCV by the CAF Joint Command and ordered into
full production.
Capabilities: Combat veterans of the 2nd Armored Cavalry were consulted extensively by the vehicle design teams
of KDS in an effort to produce the best possible armored
cavalry combat vehicle. The popular Naram double-hull
design was selected with a chassis similar to that of the
Wolverine.
The Partisan has about five more tons of duralight composite armor than the Wolverine, providing more protection
on the sides and turret. The vehicle is protected against
antivehicular missiles by the Excalibur 0-300 Vulcan point
defense system. The tank is as quick and nimble as other
light tanks, with the Pitban 1250 power plant providing plenty
of thrust for maneuver.
The weapons suite is a point of interest. The main armament consists of two Hellfire 1.514 lasers and a large Durham 1.516 laser mounted in the turret. Supportingthese lasers
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is a Naram TVLG-6 rack located on the right turret slope and
twin SMLM-2 launchers found in the hull positions. The lack
of ballistic weapons would seem to put the Partisan at a
disadvantage. The success of vehicles like the Spartius APC,
which also mounts no ballistic weapon, however, validates
the choice. Armed primarily with lasers, the ACCV can engage
largetsout to four kilometers, and with the armored cavalry's
preference for long-range combat, this factor becomes very
important.
The Partisan ACCV was designed to provide the armored
cavalry regiments of the CAF with a vehicle fully capable of
performing all the tasks required by ACR doctrine. The latest
hardware and software has been utilized to give the ACCV
every chance in running battles, force recon, delaying actions, long range recon patrols, rearguard actions, screening engagements, deep-penetrationraids, and many of the
other missions of the ACR. The internal systems suite includes many components found in recon units. Command,
control, and communications (C3) equipment is extensive.
The latest in avoidance software is also used to reduce the
IR, UV, grav field, radar signatures and the light reflection1
refraction slope profile of the ACCV. The Partisan ACCV is
an armored cavalry combat vehicle designed to ensure the
continued successes of the armored cavalry in the
Commonwealth's fight against the oppression of the Terran
Overlord Government. !2
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The 4004011
Laboratory Ship orbits
the uncharted world, on
a mission cloaked in
secrecy. Your assignment to this project was
a dream come true;
research was proceeding at a rapid pace and
several major discoveries had been made.
Every goal had been met
or exceeded . . . until
some exotic specimens
aboard the ship disappeared. Now your shipmates are disappearing
one by one, victims of
the elusive foe. The ships
drives are damaged and
the life support systems
are slowly failing. The
dream has become a
nightmare as you search
for the key to your survival.
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When it comes to covering the
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Lester W. Smith
et that flamer movin', marine! If you haven Y cleared
the intersection in the next
10 seconds, I'll personally
come down there and kick your butt.
You got that, Daniels?"
"Yes, sergeant!"
"Good. Spider, Cowboy, you
watchin' our backs?"
"The 'stealers haven't shown yet,
sarge. Wait! Here they come!"
Dakka dakka. Dakka dakka. Click.
"Spider's bolter jammed! They're
all over him! We're not gonna hold
'em! Run, marines, run!"
"Wiley,cover that side passage. I'll
watch the rear. Daniels, I figure you
got about 30 seconds before they
swarm over the two of us and are nQ84
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pin'atyour heels. If you haven't reached
the control room by then, we'll have died
in vain."
"Sarge, this is Wiley. I can see a wave
comin' down the corridor. "
"Show no fear, Wiley. We're Blood
Angels. "
Dakka dakka. Dakka dakka.
Sound something like the movie, Aliens? It's not. It represents a typical
playing of Space Hulk, a boardgame of
man vs. alien combat in the Warhammer 40,000 universe.
In this game, one or two squads of
Imperial Space Marines in Terminator
armor run desperate missions through
the barrencorridors of a kilometers-long
wreck in the face of unending waves of

assault by quick and deadly
"Genestealers."The marines have up
to 10 men with energy weapons and
flamethrowers; the aliens have only
their bare hands (four each, with
nasty claws), but there are virtually
infinite numbers of them. As well,
while the Genestealer player has unlimited time in which to make moves,
the marine player is timed and has
only a few minutes each turn. As you
might expect, then, most of the missions the marines run are of the
"reach a goal before you all die" variety-no mention is made of getting
back out.
Unfortunately, it seems that the
odds are stacked against the marines
in every scenario the game contains.

The rules suggest that players go on to
create their own scenarios, but this does
not help players as they work through
the scenarios included. Neitherdo those
scenarios provide good examples lor
creating your own.
The purpose of this article, then, is to
provide some advice about balancing
the scenarios included in the game and,
in sodoing, to reveal methodsot adjusting scenarios you create in orderto help
achieve an even match.

GErn
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First, be sure that the Genestealer
player draws reinforcementsat random.
The rules are very careful to explainthat
marine command points are to be
placed in an opaque container and
drawn at randomeach turn, but they are
nowhere near as specific about Genestealer reinforcements.
If you assume that drawing reinforcements works just like drawing command
points, however, the game plays pretty
well.
Second, it is usually best to have the
more inexperienced of the two players
take the part of the Genestealers.Timed
turns can put a lot of pressure on the
marine player, especially during critical
points in battle, and novices are better
off without this added concern. Also, the
game just seems more forgiving of the
Genestealer player.
One square more or less can mean
the difference between life and death to
a marine, but the Genestealers can be
a little less concerned about such precision.
Third, flamers are wonderfulforclearing and blocking passages. In some
scenarios, trading in a stormbolter marine or two for flamer marines can give
the marine player a better chance at
winning. The game provides three extraflamers to slip over stormbolters,but
you'll have to make your own flamer
markers for the extras.
Fourth, as the marine player, just
when you think things are going well,
your lieutenant lets his mindwander and
neglects to advise the squads of nearby
Genestealer activity. In game terms,
you've just drawn a 1 or 2 chit for command points.
The random nature of command
points is one of the things that adds to
the excitement of play, but a series of
low numbers can cripple you. One way

to adjust a scenario's balance, then, is
to give the marines a very alert lieutenant, represented by removing the low
numbers from the command point mix.
It can be very helpful to the marine
player to know that the marines are
guaranteed a minimum of two or three
points per turn.
Finally,four other simple adjustments
can be made to a scenario to change
its balance. They are:
@ Providethe marine playerwith more
marines (if the scenario lists less than
two full squads).
e Reducethe number of counters the
Genestealerplayer gets (startingcounters, reinforcement counters, or maybe
both).
@B Adjust the victory conditions somewhat, reducing the number of turns the
marines have to survive, numbers of
Genestealers they have to kill, etc.
Change the physical parametersof
the map, removing doors, shortening
corridors, and/or limiting Genestealer
entry areas.

SPECIFIC S C E N m I O S
Here, then, is how the modifications
above can be applied to the scenarios
included in the game.
Suicide Mission: The
flamer marine is obviously the
critical figure in this scenario. It
is suggested that one of the
bolter marines be converted to a second flamer, allowing one flamer to cover
the squad's rearwhile theother presses
toward the control room.
You might also want to take the 1 chit
out of the command point mix for this
scenario.
Exterminate: This mission
seems perhaps the most fairly
matched in the game. If you
can't score 30 Genestealers as
the marine player, however, don't feel
bad. As you replay the scenario, just
switch sides and keep tabs on who is
able to rack up the most kills as the
marine player. If the Genestealers are
played cunningly, the totals will always
be low.
Rescue: Because of the
high numberof bottlenecks and
'stealer entry areas on the map,
flamer marines can be very
important in this scenario as well. It is
suggested that one of the two squads
contain two flamers, and the other its

normal complement of one.
Also, as the marines absolutely must
keep moving, take the 1 and 2 chit out
of the command point mix to give them
more mobility.
Cleanse and Burn: A good
marine player can virtually
always flame one of theiwo target rooms, but the other is a
real problem.Try removingthe fourcentral doors from the long hallways (the
doors on either side of the third intersection from the right side of the map)
to reduce the number of areas where
the Genestealers can lie in ambush.
This will give the marines a clearer shot
toward their objectives, keeping them
from bogging down halfway there.
Decoy: Five marines, the
equivalent of one full squad, is
a lot of men to have exit the
board in order to win. Reduce
that number to four, and don't let the
Genestealer have any starting forces.
For less experienced marine players, reduce the number of marines that must
exit the board to three.
Defend: Inthis scenario, the
tables are turned somewhat,
and it is the Genestealer player
who has to take an objective
within acertain numberof turns. Still, 16
turns is a lot of time for the Genestealers, especially considering their rapid
movement rate. It is suggested that the
number of turns be reduced to 12. Do
not make any adjustments to the marines.

4

CONCLUSION
The fact that there are differences
between marine and Genestealercapabilities and turn sequences is one of the
reasons Space HUN(is so much fun to
play. Balancing the scenarios by giving
the marines afighting chanceto achieve
their goals can only add to that enjnyment. The recommendationsgiven will
help balancethe game's scenarios, and
they also give Space Hulkplayersmore
options for adjusting scenarios created
from scratch, thus enhancing the
game's long-term playability. r;Z
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forward one hex (10 meters) in phase
five of the turn (the act of walking is
assumed to be taking place throughout the turn). Running or sprinting
characters move one hex on the map
wheneverthe character expends two
actions to do so. A sprinting character moves one additional hex during
phase five of each turn (this does not
Paul Kidd
cost the player additional actions).
Vehicles move one hex for every 10
~
~
~ skirmish
b rules
~ kilometers
~ per
~ hour atdwhich they are
travelling. Crawling characters take
and an exciting new scenario for two turns to cross a hex. To simulate
Albedo-a science-fiction role- a jog, alternate one turn of walking
playing game published by with one turn of running.
Movement on small-scale tactical
& Images, based On maps is performed at five times the
t h e story E r m a Felna, E D F , rate listed above. Walking characters
a s t h e s ~ e e d o f ~ l a ~ w a s f O u n dfrom
t0
the comic magazine Al- move one hex (two meters) in every
turn phase. Running characters
be essential to the "feel-of the game.
move two hexes whenever they
Maneuver and position have taken bedo, Anthro~omor~hics.
expend
an action to do so. Sprinting
precedence over graphically described critical hits. Wounding is unfortunately very close to characters move three hexes whenever they expend an
real life. Death can be graphic enough without making action on movement. Characters not running or sprinting may
also expend one action to move one hex straight backward.
needless elaborations.
Characters who are both moving and performing an acThe following rules convert basic Albedo combats into a
hexagon map-based skirmish wargame. These rules are tion during a single phase will conduct their movement and
designed as a game supplement, not as a stand-alone changes of facing before adjudicating the results of their
system, and are not playable without the Albedogame rules. action. Movement of characters is integrated with the normal action priority system and takes place in order of character
initiative like all other actions.
TACTIC& MOmMENT
All game systems for determining sequence of actions,
initiative, hits, severity of wounds, fatigue, and the like are
Character Facing
Whenever an enemy character enters a hex, defending
precisely as detailed in the main body of the Albedo rules.
What this rules supplement intends is to introduce map characterswho are eitherwalkingor stationary may turn one
movement to the basic systems already used in the game. hex side to face him, as long as the attacker is in line of sight
Two map scales are used for combat movement.The grand before he moves into the new hex. Defenders on foot may
tactical scale, which is normally used for firefights, is on a change facing in this manner any number of times during a
scale of 10 meters to the hex. The tactical scale, which is turn. Characters who are running or sprinting may change
used for melee, the inside of buildings, etc., is to the scale of their facing up to one hex side per phase. Stationary and
walking characters may change their facing by any number
one hex equals two meters.
In the grand tactical scale, a walking character moves of hex sides desired at the start or end of a phase.

ver past years it has become glaringly obvious
that the combative side of
role-playing games is
potentially very dull, and many rule
systems fail to realistically simulate
combat. The player is normally at the
mercy of his dice-"realistic" combat systems simply add to the number of dice rolls required by the
combatants. The Albedo rules were
producedin an attemptto bringchallenge and interest back into roleplaying combats, as well as create
a very playable skirmish wargame.
In order to achieve this, Albedo's
combat rules are far simpler than
they could have been in the regions
of armor penetrationand wounding,

IER SOLDIERS
Sta M. Dex
Squad Leader Annihan
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13 (1D6+1)
13
14(3D3)

7(1D6-1)

7

2(1D6+1)
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GORIBAT ON THE TAGTIGAL
Melee takes place only between characters who occupy
adjacent tactical hexes (for combat using the grand tactical
scale, melee may take place when characters enter the same
grand tactical hex, whereupon the combat switches to tactical mode). Once a character is engaged (is challenged successfully or announces his intentionto attack acharacter after
completing his movement),neither he nor his opponent may
move from the current hex for the rest of the turn (except to
dodge).A melee weapon can strike into any of the three hexes
immediately adjoining the forward half of the wielder's hex.

Special Considerations
When a character dodges a melee strike, he must change
the position of his counter on the tactical combat map. The
player must either change the facing of the character's
counter in the current hex or move the counter one hex to
the right, left, or rear of the current position. The only directions barred to the player are those hexes occupied by other'
characters. Crossing a minor obstacle, such as a line of
bushes, deducts one hex from the character's possible
tactical movement. Majorobstacles,such as fences, require
a characteristic test against the difficultyof the task. To barge
through a hedge, for instance, the character might be required
to take a test of his Strength or Agility vs. average difficulty
to succeed in his attempt.

ment. The successful challenger
performs one action, regardless of
whether the character is entitled to
perform an action
during the current phase. Movement is then resumed, taking into account changes which may have occurred due to
the challenge. Challenges may also be made against a
character whenever that character exposes himself in a hex
at which the character's opponent is aiming (this is termed
"covering a hex"). In thiscase, the shots fired at the exposed
character count as aimed shots.

Vision Arcs
Many helmets or vision apertures obscure a character's
vision to some degree. The vision arcs of characters on the
map boards are detailed below.
Normal Vision: 180" (three hex arc)
Partially Obscured Vision: 120" (two hex arc). Visored
helmets, view from a small window, etc.
Obscured Vision: 60" (one hex side-wide line of sight).
Vehicle observation slits, etc.

Challenges
A major difference between Albedo skirmish combat and
other boardgames is the challenge system, which allows
characters to preempt the actions of their opponents. Performing a challenge attempt will expendthe character's next
action for the current turn, but a successful challenge may
be converted into any type of action the player desires.
All actions for a character are temporarily suspended any
time a successful challenge is made against him. They are
resumed after the resolution of the challenge situation (provided that the actions are possible and reasonable after the
challenge is resolved). A challenge may be made by any
character who meets the following conditions.
69 The character has not yet successfully made a challenge
attempt during this turn.
e The character can see the character whose actions are
being challenged.
@@ The character still has at least one action remaining to
him for this turn.
Challenge attempts may not be made on actions which
are the result of a challenge attempt (i.e., you can't preempt
someone's preemptive attack).
Challenges are made on the comparison chart, with the
challenger comparing his own Intuition to that of his opponent. A successful roll indicates that the challenge was successful.
Timing of Challenges: Challenge attempts are made as
soon as the target character announces his intentions to move
or perform a specific action during the current turn phase. A
challenge may be conducted any time the target character
enters a hex, or during melee combat in an attempt to preempt
an opponent's strike. If the challenge is successful, both characters involved in the challenge temporarily halt their moveGDW
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Tactical Strike Scenario
This scenario is designed to simulate part of the ground
fighting during the EDF invasion of the planet Derzon. The
characters represent foot sloggers dropped into a small
section of the major city of Andis. Their mission-neutralize
and control the area of the city bounded by the game map
(created by the referee).The scenario works best when used
with the skirmish rules detailed earlier in this article.
This scenario can easily be expanded into a campaign.
Military characters can be introduced into a squad, develop
friendships and enmities with their workmates, receive the
call up for a combat mission, and suffer through whatever
personalcrises this provokes. The campaign on Derzon can
be extendedto last for many arduous days, in which the characters can fear for their lives and test their ties of friendship
to their comrades.
At the end of a campaign based on the fighting at Derzon,
players should feel they have been well tried and tested.
Remember that the aim of the Republican troops on-planet
is to cause the EDF forces to create as much damage to
civilian lives and property as possible, and they will deploy
themselves accordingly. Characters of kindly or honorable
disposition may be haunted by the events of the Derzon
campaign for the rest of their lives.
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An EDF infantry squad consists of eight men (seventroopers and a squad leader). Officers or flight personnel are
welcome in the scenario (flight officers will be crewmembers
who have lost their vehicles). Squad leaders and officers will
have vacc suit helmets and airlground communicators. All
other characters will have battle helmets and short-range
comms. Personalweapons and impact armor all around are
a must. The squad should also have at least one machinegun, one grenade launcher, and a first aid kit. If fewer than
eight players are participating, pad the party out with nonplayercharacters(rememberingto roll updispositionsforthe
NPCs).
If this scenario is to be played as a "one off" action, it is
best to simply note the characters' equipment on a piece of
paper. If it is being run as part of a campaign, however, then
the use of equipment slips will be essential to the feel of the
game.
This region has an aerodyne gunship in general support.
If the party should desire it, an air strike can be called in from
above by using the party's airlgroundcomm gear. Roll 206--an air strike becomes available on a roll of 6 or less (rollable
once every turn!.
Air strikes will not arrive for a minimum of 1D l 0 phases
after they have been called. The gunship mounts two light
hyperkinetic guns and two beam weapons. A maximum of
three air strikes may be called in during the course of the
game, with a cumulative die roll modifier of +2 being made
on air support rolls on each successive requestfor an air strike
after the first.
The players' party may enter from any map corner edge.
If the party members decide to wimp out at any stage, they
must roll for air support to arrange a troop transport to pick
them up. This will arrive in 1D l 0 turns.
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DEFEEB;TJEf)mG
FORGES
This area is held by a squad of eight ILR rabbit troopers
and a light vehicle (a light, armored, six-wheeler mounting
an SFMG.).
The referee must decide upon their positions before the
game begins (they will start the game hidden). The referee
must makethe defenders' movesfor them, rememberingthat
the rabbits can only plan to respond to things they can see
or hear. The referee should decide what alternatives face the
rabbits at any given decision point and randomize the result
by rolling 1D6.
Lt. Tehok and Squad Leader Annihan are armed with 6mm
assault carbines; the rest are armed with 6mm assault rifles.
All troopers carry two or three hand grenades and at least
four spare magazines for their rifles. Trooper Tuchek has a
light grenade launcher fitted to his rifle. The vehicle crewmembers carry machinepistols with a single magazine of
ammunition.All the rabbits wear ILR ballistic armor and battle
helmets.
Republican soldiers are highly motivated, efficient, rational
opponents. ILR soldiers will try all manner of dirty trickslike setting up a fire point inside a building occupied by civilians.
The ILR soldiers will fight fanatically while they can, but
they will surrender if it becomes obvious that they can inflict
no further damage. They are willing to conceal handgrenades
upon themselves in order to try one last suicidal attempt to
hurt their enemies (treat them a little like WWll Japanese in
this respect), but only if the swap of their lives for enemy
casualties contributes significantly to the Republicanefforts.
Lt. Tehok has a pistol on a bowden up one arm (designed
to fire frangible bullets down his sleeve at someone within
close range). He will use this little gadget on any enemyfoolish
enough to help him if he is wounded.

P M Y m G THE SCENAStIO
This scenario is designed to simulate some of the aspects
of a planetary invasion and provide a bit of military experience for characters.
But rememberthat it is not designed as a chance to knock
off huge volumes of characters. By all means, play the ILR
soldiers as clever, but be careful not to turn the game into a
bloodbath.
Innovative ideas on the side of the players are to be
encouraged. Dodging through buildings, requesting aerial
reconnaissance,and even blowing holes through walls with
variable grenades are all very good ploys and are well within
the scope of the scenario.
Remember to utilize the individual temperaments of the
party's NPCs. Reckless or cautious characterswill obviously
have distinctive reactions to the ongoing combat, but other
personalitytypes will also come into play if the battle extends
over any great period of time.
There is no great rush for the player characters to complete the mission, but if more than two hours go by, have the
orbital command control net contact the players to demand
results (just to put some imaginary "pressure" on the adventurers). The player characters do have a great deal of time,
but their commanders also have a schedule to stick to, after
all. Sz
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Guest reviewer John Theisen takes
a look at Dark Future and Space Hulk,
two Games Workshopproducts. Then,
Julia Martin reviews "something completely different" for Second Edition
AD&D--Spelljammer.

Dark Future
Games Workshop btd. $47.95.

(U.S.)
Game Design: Richard Halliwell
Background Material: Marc Gascoigne
Boxed set. Plastic miniatures,
track sections, counters, dice, other
accessories, 104-page softbound
rule book.
For two or more players.
With the occasional random drive-by
shooting and accidents involving semiloads of toxic waste, you knew things
were bad on our highways. Only you
didn't know they were this bad!
The setting is NorthAmerica in 1995,
and everything is a mess. Due to the
(suddenly accelerated?) combined effects of pollution, desertification, and a
rising sea level:
@ The Great Lakes aren't so great
anymore.
@ Niagara Falls is a muddy trickle.
@ The Atlantic coastline has been
inundated with flooding.
@a Nebraska, Kansas, and Oklahoma
are desert.
@ River traffic on the refuse-clogged
Mississippi has nearly stopped.
And that's only to name a few of the
ecological changes for the worse.
If all that isn't bad enough, 10 years
ago (in 1985!?),the U.S. Senate passed
the Deregulation of Law Enforcement
Act, also known as the Enderby Amendment. The responsibilityfor law enforcement in many parts of the UnitedStates
was immediately transferred from the
government to the private sector. Cities
have been sharply divided into Policed
Zones (PZs) and Non-Policed Zones
(NoGo). Anarchy reigns as gangs and
outlaws vie for control over vast expanses of America. Huge corporations,
the mafia, and yakuza (Japanese syndicates) are among those who make or
-
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break the laws. Freelance law enforcers, known as Sanctioned Operatives,
have become available for hire on a
strictly mercenary basis.
This is where the players come in, as
they assume the role of Ops (as the
Operatives are known) and/or some
variety of outlaws. Combat, usually very
quick and often very permanent, takes
place on the highways between heavily
armed cars and motorcycles. It's "cops
and robbers" all over again--only it's
much harder now to tell the good guys
from the bad.
At first glance, Dark Future contains
a bewildering array of brightly colored
components. There are numerous colorfulcounters printedon heavy laminate
cardstock in various geometric shapes,
dependent on type. The 17 large track
sections are all printed on a very heavy
laminate material and include everything from 10 straight sections to a railroad crossing. Then there are the plastic miniatures, with lots and lots of little
pieces-a total of 14 sprues' worth of
components including four vehicle
chassis, four bikes, two Interceptor
bodies, two Renegade bodies, and assorted weapons and related hardware.
Car assembly is an easy, snap-together
process.
An introductory (read-me-first) rule
flier (confusingly labeled "Tournament
Rules"), a 104-page,two-hole-punched
rule book (with perforated pages), a
cardstock spin template, a 17-inch-long
transparent acetate range ruler, three
dice (one slightly largerthan the others),
and two semireusable cellophane bags
complete the product, packaged in a
large, three-foot box. My only criticism
about the components is that the cover
of the rules book is printed on standard
glossy-coated book paper and will not
hold up to much wear and tear (I know,
I know, that's why the pages were
punched for notebook use!).
Evenbefore you've readthe introductory rules, don't let the thickness of the
lavishly illustrated rule book deter you!
More than half of this book consists of
background articles, table summaries,
and blank forms. Some of the miniessays included are on the United

States, city life, NoGo, desert roads,
Sanctioned Operatives and Agencies,
renegades, the media, and even a glossary of slang terms used in the Dark Future!
The game mechanics are clean and
quite simple to learn after just a little
practice. Turn movement is based on
each vehicle's speed, with eligible
vehicles having the option of performing certain "semiabstract" actions during each phase. These include drifting,
U-turning, accelerating,braking, reversing, regaining control, ramming, or
shooting (offensive or defensive weaponry). Also covered are hazard rolls,
critical hits, panic braking, a variety of
ram and crash maneuvers, and eight
scenarios of increasing complexity on
which to try various tactics.
The background articles and illustrations are interesting-many of them are
darkly humorous (most intentionally,
and some possibly not). A few worth
special mention are the Chevrolet logo
on the rule book cover, the reference to
a trucker named Gerry Ford (no relation), a somber-looking cop wearing a
"srniley-face"button, and the idea of the
yen as legal currency in some U.S.
states. (If only the cartographersin 1995
would learn how to correctly spell San
Bernardino, Tijuana, Albuquerque, and
Cincinnati, and move the Appalachians
out of Mississippi and back into Tennessee where they belong!)
However, for garners familiar with
Steve Jackson Games' Car Wars, a
comparison between the two is inevitable. Since this is a game about cars,
an automotive analogy seems appropriate: Both a Ford and a Rolls can take
their occupants where they want to go,
but they are not the same. All things
being equal, a Rolls costs a lot more.
Dark Future, being what Games Workshop describes as a "3-D Roleplay
Hobby Game," puts much emphasis on
its components. Mountedtrack sections
are nice; the counters are visually appealing (if perhaps a bit garish);and the
miniatures are large enough to paint in
detail. If this is to your taste, then the
game may suit you well.
Nevertheless, I was disappointed-

-
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Genestealers. They travel in great big
derelict spaceships. They go to planets
and colonize them, infectingthe planet's
original inhabitantsto such a degree that
the entire planet must be "sterilized."
When Space Marines discover one of
these "space hulks," they have to go in
and clean the ship out. And that's where
the fun begins. Desperate battle? No
kidding!
The game, set in the Warhammer
40,000 Rogue Trader universe, takes
place aboard a small area of the aforementioned ship on geomorphic corridors and rooms. Space Marines are
armed with 'bolters and flamers, while
Genestealers are simply armed (four
arms and a tail, to be exact). The aliens
are helpless against rangedcombat, but
they are something else in close assault,
and that something else is not nice.
Combat is to the death (though killing
each other off is not necessarily each
scenario's objective).
Movement is by turn and is broken
down into strict phases. Every marine
and Genestealer has so many action
points to expend per turn, with actions
including moving, turning, firing, opening doors, etc. Command
points are like bonus action points for the marine
player, making certain
tactics possible (but the
points are always in short
supply). Genestealers
often sneak around just
out of line of sight and
then attack in waves.
Outnumbered Space Marines fire weapons, trying
to keep the aliens from
getting near enough for
close assault attacks. It's
Games Workshop Ltd. $47.95. a real challenge.
I know this isn't the first
(U.S.)
boardgame with wideGame Design: Richard Halliwell
Models Design: Jes Goodwin & spread combat aboard an
oversized spaceship (as
Bob Naismith
Boxedset. Plastic miniatures, map GDW did it before with
sections, counters, dice, 28-page Azhanti High Lightrule booklet, 32-page mission and ning), nor is it the first
boardgame with humans
background booklet.
attacking inhuman life
For two or more players.
Warhammer 40,000 Rogue Trader forms in a vaguely tunnellike environment (rememhelpful but not required.
Space Hulk is, according to the ber Avalon Hill's Starship
game's own subtitle, "Man Versus Alien Troopers?). Even so,
in Desperate Battle." You see, there's there's something very
this really nasty race of aliens called different about thisgame.
not by the game's background setting
or by the component quality, but by a
lack of versatility in design. There are
only three types of vehicle and only 16
types of weapon, including passives
(although I realize this may be a constraint caused by the inclusion of miniatures). Want to drive something heavierthan a sports racer? Can't do it. Want
to add armor to enhance survivability?
Nope, Dark Future doesn't make that
accommodation. Sadly, with something
as fundamentally important to the game
system as the individual vehicles used
for combat, Car Wars seems to offer
more options for customization, and that
game costs a fraction of this one.
In all fairness, Games Workshop is
supporting the Dark Future product line
with at least one other product and an
occasional article in White Dwarf. The
expansion supplement (which I know of
but have not seen), called White Line
Fever, supposedly contains new rules,
weapons, and vehicle systems. Even
so, as a customer, I'd be pretty perturbed
to find myself shelling out 48 bucks only
to find out that I need to spend another
$16(!) to get what should have been
included in the first place.
All in all, Dark Future is a good
game-not a great one. If you really
enjoy attractive, three-dimensional
components and agree that such components make play more rewarding, this
game may very well be for you. But
considering the product's price, some
buyers may experience a justly deserved sense of "sticker shock" without
any hope of factory rebate or 2.9-percent financing.

CXHd LIBRARY

Maybe it's the ugly nature of the
opponent, or maybe it's just the odds.
Five or 10 Space Marines against a
virtually unlimitedsupply of them. it's like
a scene from Aliens, except the movie
heroes had a better chance. Or maybe
it's the fact that the marine player (only!)
has a fixed time limitation--generally
three minutes or less-for completing
his part of each game turn. Not finished
moving everyone yet? Too bad; turn's
over. Nasty!
Space Hulk, another release in
Games Workshop's new line of "3-D
Roleplay Hobby Games," includes
flamers, blip, door, command point, and
overwatch firelbolter jammed counters
among its colorful counter mix. The 49
interlocking room and corridor sections
include an assortment of rooms with
differing numbers of exits, dead-end
corridors, normal corridors of varying
lengths, and intersections. Five sprues
of plastic miniatures contain pieces for
20 Genestealers (with two extra arm
pieces each), 10 Space Marines, and
five flamerguns. Thirty-two slotta bases
are includedas miniatures mounts. Five
dice, a small resealable plastic bag, a
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28-page rule booklet, and a 32-page
missions and background booklet
complete the product, packaged in a
large box. All components are up to
Games Workshop's usual highstandard
for quality and use of color. Incidentally,
the box art shows more of the same
painting which appeared in cut-down
form on the cover of White Dwarf 113.
The rule booklet itself is a very good
read, and game mechanics are remarkably easy to pick up, especially if
the gamer has any experience with
miniatures rules andlor knowledge of
the Warhammer 40,000 universe. The
first time I read them through took less
than an hour, and I was deliberately
looking for goofs. I could only find one
inconsistency: On page 7 , the rules
state that a marine gets a sustained fire
bonus of 4,5, or 6 on third and subsequent bolter shots. According to the
Summary of Play, however, fourth and
subsequent shots have a sustained fire
bonus of 3,4,5, or 6. Frankly, the latter
suits me; I can't find myself rooting for
the Genestealers even under the most
unlikely circumstances.
The missions and background booklet sets the scene and describes six
scenarios in detail. It then briefly summarizes the Genestealer race and the
Warhammer 40,000 universe for play-
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ers unfamiliarwiththem. One thing I like
very much is that Space Hulk does not
require players to own the "parent"
game. Although fully integrated with
Warhammer 40,000, this is a standalone product.
Space Hulk is easy to learn and (I
would venture to guess) very difficult to
master. (One small piece of advice: Always let a less experienced player play
the Genestealers three or four times
before playing the marines. It's the only
humane thing to do.) Space Hulk possesses too many tactical subtleties to
evaluate and has the potential for too
many new scenarios to design to permit any dust to accumulate on it for very
long. Perhaps best of all, I can envision
gamers with several copies between
them combiningtheir map sections and
miniatures to create simply enormous
minicampaigns (while not forgetting to
modify the Marine player's timed
phase). Despite its high price, I recommend Space Hulk--or, to quote an
Australian friend of mine, "This one's a
ripper!"

Spelljammer
TSR, lnc. $18.00. (U.S.)
Design: Jeff Grubb
Boxed set. Includes one 96-page
rule book, one 96-page sourcebook,
four large maps, three sheets of
standup ships, one sheet of counters, and 20 ship cards.
Requires AD&D Second Edition
(preferred) or AD&D rules.
AD& Dwasthe first role-playinggame
that many role-playing gamers ever
played, myself included. While most
gamers have now gone on to experiment with other games and other rules
systems, AD&D has remained popular
and is still a staple in many gamers'
diets. This past year has seen the appearance of several major new AD&D
products, including a much-needed and
long-debated second edition, and now
the second edition's first venture off the
surface of the usual campaign map and
into space in Spel/jammer.

GOMPOmPIJTS
Upon opening the Spelljammer box
the first pleasant surprise is both the
quantity and the quality of the set's
components. TSR (especially its fine

cartographer, Diesel) has done a firstrate job of providing both an interesting
and useful variety of game components
(see the above list).All the maps, counters, and ship cards are in color, with
features clearly indicated in scale and
often with a grid. A hex map is provided
for close-in tactical combat. The fascinating planetary system mapldisplay
enables referees and players to show
the locations of planetswithin a system
(without giving away too much detail).
It also allows them to track a spelljamming ship's progress throughout a planetary system easily when the display is
usedwith the simple rulesfor movement
in space found in the "Concordance of
Arcane Space." Players can use standup silhouettes (plastic stands are provided) to represent their ships on the
planetary display, and the ship cards
provide the statistics, a detailed deck
plan, and a full-color picture of a variety
of the important ships of arcane space.

PREMISE
The premise of Spelljammer is that
inthe fantasy world of AD&D, space and
space travel are also ruled by fantastic
precepts. Any body which leaves the
atmospheric envelope of a planet and
enters the vacuum of wildspace carries
a certain amount of atmosphere with it.
A man-sized object can carry enough
atmosphere to breathe from 20 to 200
minutes. The larger a body is, the more
atmosphere it carries along.
After a certain size is reached, it
becomes practical for ships to carry
enough atmosphere with them for
people on them to survive for a considerable amount of time. These ships
don't have to carry enough atmosphere
for years or centuries, though, because
space is traversed through the use of a
type of "spell engine" called a spelljamming helm. These helms (usually constructed as elaborate thronelchairs)
convert the spellcasting potential of a
cleric or mage into motive forceenough force to propel a ship at a velocity of 100 million miles a day. Provided that the helm does not slow down
too often (which it does automatically
whenever it encounters another body of
over 10 tons in displacement), vast
distances can be travelledin a relatively
short amount of time.
Space is constructed of planetary
systems of heliocentric,geocentric, and

even totally fantastic types-such as a
totally flat planetary system composed
of one planet held on the backof a turtle,
which is on the back of another turtle,
etc., as far down as one cares to travel.
These planetary systems are enclosed
in crystal spheres of an impervious and
indestructible nature.

Natural portals occur within the
spheres at certain places at specific
times (portals can also be created by
magic); they can be used to pass
through the spheres and into the phlogiston which surroundsthem. The phlogiston is "a turbulent, rainbow ocean of
flammable ether," a "multicolored sea
upon which float the various systems
within their crystal spheres" (page 10,
"Concordance of Arcane Space"). The
spheres move slowlywithinthe phlogiston, and rivers and currents of phlogiston can hinder or hasten passage from
one sphere to another.
Navigating both the wildspace within
the spheres and the phlogistonoutside
them are the spelljamming shipssome of them simply modified oceangoing vessels, but many of them
uniquely designed and constructed for
their duties in space and the races who
crew them.
The tinker gnomes of Krynn have
cobbled together bizarre gnomish
sidewheelers with strange devices
which stick out from them in odd directions and only work under the guiding
hands of the gnomes (sometimes).The
elven race has the stupendous EIven
Armada with its graceful flitters and
powerful men-of-warwithsail structures
of a living, crystal-like substance which
makes them look like colossal butterflies. The mindflayers have constructed
nautiloids with coiled deckhoofs resembling a cross between a snail and a

The three planetary systems of the
Known Worlds of AD&D-Greyhawk,
Krynn, and the Forgotten Realms-are
used as examples throughout the text
of both books and are described in detail
in the "Lorebook."
A quick, useful systemfor generating
planetarysystems in the "Concordance"
provides all the essential informationfor
creating a new planetary system for
groups keen on exploration. And magic,
both in and forthis newfantasy environment, is not forgotten, as the "ConcorSTRONG POINTS
Spelljammer accomplishes what it dance" both presents new spells for use
sets out to do-it takes Second Edition in space and discusses space's effect
AD&D into space. It provides a self- on standard spells.
consistent rationale for all the technical
problems of interstellar travel, and does
EVmUATlhON
Overall, I would recommend Spellnot break faith with a fantastic, magical
universe. Its rules for ship movement, jammer as a fun and different product
shipcombat, and ship design are clearly for a system which has made "dungeon
written and simple without being sim- crawl" into the generic term it now is.
I like this product. How can you arplistic. Weapons, helm types, and ship
types are discussed in enough detail for gue with good? What is crammed into
the distinctions between them to be the box for the price alone boggles the
mind. The only thing I can find to comclear, but not to the point of overkill.
plain about is the mediocre-to-poor Holloway line art, and even this isn't as bad
as his work in the Monstrous Compendiums. This new game environment is
especially suited for AD&D campaigns
populatedby middle- to high-levelcharacters, as many of the monsters of
space are very suited to that level of
character.
If your players characters are 11th,
15th, or even higher level moneybags
who have done and seen it all, Spelgammerwill throw them some curves to put
a little challenge back in their lives (and
Dwarven Citadel
remove some of that excess gold). But
adventure in space can be found by
While equipment descriptions often characters of any level, with some luck,
bore me to the point of tears, Ifound the some bravado, some smarts, and a
section of the "Lorebook of the Void" spelljamming helm. LR
which describes the different spelljamming ships to be not only informative but
interestingwhile being informative. Mr.
Grubb is to be commended for his use
of an occasional humorous example
from his own campaign and abilityto not
take himself too seriously, both of which
help to brighten what could have been
very dry stuff.
The "Lorebook of the Void" includes
enough information for space campaigns to make most referees happy.
New races and monsters, includingthe
kindori, the dracons, the giff, and the
neogi, are presented.
squid to give them the armored protection they crave and to block out the
hateful rays of the numerous fiery planetary bodies in space. These and many
other ships cruise the space lanes,
trading, privateering, and adventuring.
This new fantasy outer space environment opens up new frontiers for AD&D,
providing a new locale, a swashbuckling flavor, and new denizens for any
campaign.
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NEED TWILIGHT: 2000 players
in the Leominster, MA area. I
would like to start a play-by-mail
game. Contact Scott Olihovik, 54
Rustic Drive, Leominster, MA
01453. (42)
NEED PLAYERS for Twilight:
2000 in the Corpus Christi area.
Contact Eugene Mapes at (512)
853-6196. (42)
THE GAMEROOM in Columbus
provides garners with a place to
play with like-minded people at
times convenient to their schedule. Memberships include use of
the facility, including preferredadmission to club events, use of the
club library, and a monthly newsletter. Events will beon weekends,
weeknights, and some holidays.
Later, we hope to organize trips
toconventions, hold tournaments
and maybe our own con, and run
continuous campaigns. Cost is
$3.00 a day or $10.00 a month.
For more info, call Paul at (614)
794-2166. (42)
PHILADELPHIA Traveller group
seeks adult players for campaign.
Willing to teach adult beginners
the Traveller system. Contact
Penn Eckert, 624 W. Moyamensing Ave, Philadelphia, PA
19148-3231. (40)
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2300 AD PLAYERSwantedin the
Everett/Lynwood area of Washington state. Contact Michael R.
Wheeler, 321 1 Grand Ave, Apt 1,
Everett, WA 98201. (40)

STAR TREK Star Fleet Technicalfkhnual, Ballantine Books first
edition, first printing November
1975. Makean offer to FredSchiff,
603 Mead Terrace, South Hempstead, NY 11550. (42)
ORIGINAL Traveller starship
generator and sector generator
programs for IBM compatible
computers. Designyour ideal ship
in minutes-not hours. For more
info, please send a SASE to Tony
Doimeadios, PO Box 431, Brunswick, GA 31521. (42)
SORAG, Journal 8, Best O/T
Journal 4, Challenge 26-28,
alien modules 1 8 6, Far Traveller
2, Digest 9, and numerous (40+)
Traveller books, supplements,
adventures. I also need several
items-willing to buy, trade. Send
SASE for list to Paul Sanders, 612
S. Patton Ct., Denver, CO80219.
(42)
MACOF'S MILITARY Maxims
compiled by Perold Jonas,
founder of the Warhawks. The
Maxims are tactics for winning in
space warfare. Use this and win!
Useful for SFB. $3.00. Perry
Jones, 35 BatesSt., N. Brookfield,
MA 01535. (42)
THE ESSENCE of Planetary
Operations by Perold Jonas.
Reprintedfrom Battlefimesmagazine. The comprehensive guide
for attacking a fortified planet from
space or for defending a planet
from attack. $6.00. Perry Jones,
35 Bates St., N. Brookfield, MA
01535. (42)
OVERVIEW BIOGRAPHY of
Perold Jonas-the man, the legend. He's done it all! Commander
of Self-Defense Forces, hunterexplorer, president, renegade
general, mercenary,commander,

consultant, author, lecturer. $3.00.
Perry Jones, 35 Bates St., N.
Brookfield, MA 01535. (42)
BACK ISSUES of the Journal,
out-of-print Traveller adventures
and supplements. Send SASE for
list. Ted Arlauskas, Box 1640,
Gloucester, VA 23061. (41)
COLLECTION of painted 15mm
Striker figures: 192 Martian Metals figures containing marines,
Zhodani, and Vargr. Also 14
painted vehicles and tanks. Will
sell only as a set-very reasonable price. For details send SASE
to John F. Stanoch, 6 Brookfield
Way, RR 4, Trenton, NJ 08691.
VARIANT, discontinued RPG
fanzine including Traveller deck
plans, character classes, equipment. All 16 back issues only
$5.00, plus $1 .OO postage. Sample issue $1.00. Gary Reilly, 395
Wimbleton Road, Rochester, NY
14617. (40)
MEGATRAVELLER software for
Atari ST (color machines only).
Alien word generator, plus random world/subsector generators.
All stand-alone STOS Basic programs. All three for £6 (£7 overseas) including disk, postage, and
packing (we do not accept blank
disks). Overseas orders sent air
mail. Simon Ward, 8 Kentmere,
Greenways, Spennymoor, Co.
Durham, DL16 6UB, UNITED
KINGDOM. (40)
SPREADSHEET Templates: Ap~ l I1
e A ~ ~ l e w o r ksoreadsheet
s
iemplat& for ~ e ~ a ~ ; a v e l lcraft
er
design, Spacemasterstarshipdesign, 2300 ADIStar Cruiser ship
design. Send $2.00 for each
spreadsheet; $3.00 for a disk or
send own disk (3 '12 or 5 $14); plus
SASE to Glen Allison, 1306 W.
Pearl, Pasco, WA 99301. (39)
PREPUBLICATION editions of
Battles, the only wargame that
teaches principles of strategy on
a tactical scale. Send $17.95
($15.95 plus $2.00 S&H) to Perry
N. Jones, 35 Bates St., No.
Brookfield, MA 01535. (39)

TRAVELLER supplement 9,
Fighting Ships, in excellent condition, plus Compuserve's Mega
Wars I commander's manual
(including poster-sized space
chart and four poster-sizedspace
vessel blueprints). Make an offer
for one or both to Marly Kloeden,
Box 5335, Springfield, VA 221505335. (39)
MANY TRAVELLER and related
products. Send SASE for list of
available items or send want list.
$5.00 for miscellaneous Traveller
grab bag, post paid. Wes Allison,
901 S. Boulder Hwy. 34, Henderson, NV 89015. (39)

FREE MEGATRAVELLER material. Exchange your work with
other referees. Over 10 megabytes of vehicle designs, deck
plans, complete star systems,
planets ( World Builders' Handbook), a n d spreadsheets. All
spreadsheets for Excel on Macintosh, deck plans both hard copy
and MacDraw. For details send
SASE to Rob Prior, 33 Bayshore
Drive #12, Nepean, Ontario K2B
6M7 CANADA. (42)

IWOULD LIKE to trade the following items: Dr. Who RPG (boxed
set), Countdown, (Dr. Who module), The Warriors of Satak(Task
Force). I am interested in swapping for SpaceMaster RPGboxed
set (Iron Crown), and Akaisha
Outstation(lron Crown), but make
me an offer. Jimmy Nugent, 512
N. Resident St., Wharton, TX
77488. (40)
SWAP IDEAS and materials for
MegaTraveller, 2300 AD, and
Twilight: 2000.I've been running
a Traveller campaign for four
years and am now switching to
2300 AD. If you'd like to swap
designs, scenarios, or ideas for
any of these RPGs, contact Mark
Reily, Box 2, Union Building,
Newcastle University, Shortland
N.S.W. 2308, AUSTRALIA. (39)
T-TECH EXCHANGE. Free exchange of MegaTraveller ship,

GWji LIBRARY
vehicle, robot, equipment designs, etc. You send me yours, I'll
send latest T-Tech package with
designs from other participants.
SASE for more info. No cost, no
prices, just trade! T-Tech Exchange, C/O Philip Athans, 7783
Kensington Lane, Hanover Park,
IL 60103. (39)

32, 36, Beyond sector, Banbard
Reaches, Ley Sector, Glimmerdrift Reaches, and any other
sectors made for Traveller, except for Spinward Marches and
Hinterworlds. All in good condition. Please send price for shipping anditem. Nocopies. Write to
Bryon Chase, Rt. 1, Box 559,
Killeen, TX 7654 1. (43)
PHOTOCOPIES OF Gamma
Worldarticles from Dragon 19,25,
and especially the adventure in
52, "Cavern of the Sub-Train."
Contact James Ward, 7907
Wynbrook Road, Baltimore, MD
21224-2024. Phone (301) 2881013. (43)
JOURNAL 14, 16-20, 22-23,
Travellers' Digest 6-8, 1 1-13,
High Guard 1-5, alien module 2,
K'kree, llSS ship files, FCI consumer guide. Please send info to
Paul Sanders, 612 S. Patton Ct.,
Denver, CO 80219. (42)
A PARTNER for the making of a
sci-fi role-playing game. A good
imagination is needed! For info,
write to Ray Schmidt at PO Box
561, Oakton, VA 22124, or call
(703) 385-9258. (42)
CHALLENGE 36 andlor 101Robots. Please send price and shipping costs to Peter Davies, 26
Martin St., Lincoln LN5 7TX
ENGLAND. (42)
TRAVELLER ALIEN module 4,
Zhodani, in very good condition.
Maybe trade for other Traveller
item(s)! Also looking for Trader
program disk for C-64. Is there
such a thing-has anybody converted it? Send info to Who, 605
Penitencia St., Milpitas, CA
95035-4222. (40)
ISSUE 25 of Challenge. Either
original or photocopy (just Twilight information). Am willing to
pay reasonable price. Call (213)
377-5435 or write to Tyson
Harper,31042 Hawksmoor Drive,
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274.
(40)

OUT-OF-PRINT Traveller stuff,
supplements, adventures, magazines in good condition, or clear
photocopies. Please send your list
to Arne Rassek, Berliner Str. 23,
3005 Hemmingen 1, WEST GERMANY. (40)
ALL DECK PLANS for Star Trek:
RPG, especially USS Enterprise
NCC-1701 (preferably by FASA,
but Ballantine is acceptable).
Send no photocopies. Good price
will be paid for best condition. Can
purchase from U.S./Canadian
sources through relatives in Canada. Graham Todd, 36, Deerswood Road, West Green, Crawley, West Sussex R H l l 7JN,
UNITED KINGDOM. (40)
PHOTOCOPIES of old FASA
material: Aslan Mercenary Ships,
booklets only, deck plans for Adventure Class Ships 1 & 2, Fenris, Valkyrie, Ththys & Vlezhdath.
Patrick J. Hoye, 343 Washington
St., Holliston. MA 01746. (40)

2. Send info to Jimmy Simpson,
1735 RidgeviewDr., Arlington, TX
76012. (39)

ers. Copies cost 50p each. Send
large SASE to Sam Bowden, 50
Argyle Road, Ealing, London W13
8AA ENGLAND. (42)

CHALLENGE 25. Please send
price and shipping cost to Yves le

You can'! beat the realism you rdn dihieie LLI,C.I?

Creek, MI 49015. (39)

costs). Contact Bryan Borich,
3890 50th St., San Diego, CA

ALIEN MODULE 2, K'kree by
GDW. Original or photocopy
needed desperately. Will pay top
dollar. Write Scott Streibich, 2125
Jackson Bluff Road, Box 8202,
Tallahassee, FL 32304, or call
(904) 575-9233. (39)
GOOD COPlESof High Passage
1, Journal of the Travellers' Aid
Society 1, and Travellers'Digest

bDVERIISE IN
CHALLENGEW l F l E D S I
Want t o sell a game?

find garners with similar
interests?
Obtain copies of
hard-to-find ariides?
In Challenge,you can reach saence-ficlionffantasy role-playingganersand wargomen ddl
ages. See our advertising information for details.

TRIBES
A unique campaign supplement for
use wilhyourfavoriteFRPsystem. On
heavy 60-lb. paper, hole punched for
binder storage. Featuring the Tribes
of Karak-the Branded Land, complete with campaign map and background. Additional volumes available
on a quarterly bask
$2.65 prepaid

Heathen Thorn Enterprises
471 1 Luerssen Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21206
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"In the Future" highlights GDW's upcoming releases. Look for
them on your store shelves soon!
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SB58 Ship Specifications of Ships of the lmperial Navy.

ew PROG

e MegaTraweller Module.

e Only You Stand Between Them and Global Supremacy.
e Fast-Paced Cyber Adventure On and Off Earth.
6~ 2300 AD Adventure and Sourcebook.
All you had to do is transfer one passenger from a small oil corp
in Corpus Christi to an even smaller one in Monterey. Easy money.
But playing bus driver turned sour. Bandits started shooting at you,
so you radio for backup, and both the Mexican and Texan corps
send in air support. The two rival pilots start a dogfight, and official
Mexican aircraft join in. Suddenly, you're caught in a virtual maelstrom of combat.
With guts, skill, and luck, you escape and deliver your passenger, and think your mission is over. But the fates have something
else in store for you. You return home to become immediately
embroiled in a series of events you have little control over-from
scandal to electronic theft to cold-blooded murder.
Now you struggle against a sinister current of events which
sweeps you across the face of Earth and into space. You are locked
in a duel with elusive and powerful adversaries intent on eliminating the only thing standing between them and global supremacyyou.
The Deathwatch Program. 64-page book. GDW 1016. $8.00.

Detailed Twilight: 2000 Sourcebook.
The details of Great Britain and its brush with World War Ill. The
hit list, troops, armored vehicles, towns, war damage, and history
of the war.
UK Sourcebook. 48-page book. GDW: 0528. $7.00.
(D

IWERIhJM

Empires in Conflict, Worlds in the Balance.
s, Kelly Freas Cover!
e The Award-Winning Science-Fiction Wargame.
Terra has reached the stars, only to find someone already there!
The Grand Empire of Stars-the Imperium-claims the stars vital
to Terran expansion. Conflict is inevitable, and interstellarwar begins.
lmperium is an exciting interstellar wargame that you can set up
and play in under two hours. The lrnperium is a ponderous giant;
Terra is asmall, quickopponent,anxious for a lightningvictory before
the enemy can bring all its forces to bear. Games Magazineput this
one on its Games 100 list, and Dragon Magazine calls it a classic!
Irnperium. Interlockinghard game map. Die-cut counters. Rules
and charts. Boxed. GDW: 0205. $24.00.

The ImperialNavy never plannedforthe worst of all possible contingencies: afar-flung Rebellionthat would shatter the empire into
squabbling factions. And with each faction went a portion of the
navy's fighting strength. Now, Imperial ship fights lmperial ship as
the Rebellion drives the entire lmperium into chaos.
A compendium of battleships, dreadnoughts, cruisers, carriers,
escorts, and auxiliaries.
Fighting Ships of the Shattered Imperium. 96-page book.
GDW: 0218. $10.00.

rn&IGBT ENCOrnrnRS

You Newer Know What's Ahead.
e Twilight: 2000 Action Encounter Materials.
Helps make that next encounter the adventure it should be.
Twilig h i Cards- Introducingfast, playable scenarios in an easyto-use format.
Map Grids-Uniform grids for indoor and outdoor encounters.
New Encounter Environments-Bener feel for the terrain and
events that shape encounters.
New Combat System--Fast-moving, detailed, and realistic
combat that handles modern weapons and vehicles.
Twilight Encounters. Boxed. GDW: 0552. $20.00.
@

Next Issue
Challenge 44 will be mailed to subscribers in May and should be
on game store shelves by June. This exciting issue includes:

m%ILIEGHE2WO

"Crossburn"4oin the search for a Civgov army supply convoy
that disappeared in Georgia's Iron Triangle.

ma

R

"Operation Flashfire," an adventure in the Spinward Marches,
and "Lost Treasure Ships of the Abyss Rift."
"Squeeze Play," an e

OWUN

hort story by MichaelA. Stackpole.

MORE!

Exciting articles on Space: 1889,2300AD, BatNeTech, Star Trekthey're all here in Challenge. Don't miss out!

f i r e W+Miller
I go to about 12 game shows and conventions every year. In
the winter months, they tend to be trade shows where rnanufacturers show off their coming releases to distributors and retail
game stores. In the summer months, the conventions are for the
game players themselves-and that's where Ihave the mostfun.
This year, the RPGA asked me to write a Twilight: 2000
tournament for its members, so I was naturally curious when I
talked to players about their reactions to it. The RPGA ran the
tournament (titled Zdunska Wolfa) at GenCon in mid-August.
Afterthe event, Carl Buehler (who came up to Milwaukeefrom
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Chapel Hill, N.C.) talked about the players he refereed: "The
players had a good time. The greatest challenge I faced was
pacing--making sure they didn't get bogged down in the firefights."
Michael Weaver was listening to this conversation and contributed his opinion: "The real fun part is watching the player
characters trying to herd 25 sheep into an APC, but I can say
that I know everyone had a good time."
If you haven't been to a convention, think about it-a convention is the peak of excitement in a garners' year.

For a thousand years, the Imperium ruled the stars. Now, its
tranquility is shattered by civil war. The once-solid Imperium has
disintegrated into many petty empires, each fighting for its piece of
the galaxy. It's a dangerous place, and your goal is to survive and
just maybe turn the tide.
@ The leading science-fiction role-playing game.
@ Background coverage of history, personalities, equipment.
Rules coverage for ship design, ship combat, tasks, animal
encounters, character generation, and more.
MegaTraveller.
Boxed set. PZayers' Man& Referee's M a n u a l Imperial Encyc
Plus a detailed star map of a complete Imperial sector.
GDW: 0210.$30.00.

of the
Shattered lmperium
The ships of the Imperial
Navy are in the hands of
every Rebellion faction. Here
are 58 ships of the Imperial
Navy-from battleships to
battle riders, from dreadnoughts to escorts, many
with full-page illustrations.
Fighting S h i p
of the Shattered Imperiurn.
96-page book.
GDW: 0218. $10.00.

COACC

REFEREE'S COMPANION

REBELLION SOURCEBOOK

COACC controls aircraft in the Imperium. Here is aircraft pilot character
generation, aircraft design and combat,
plus a campaign to win the Rebellion on
one world.
96-page book. GDW: 0216. $10.00.

Rules expansions for the MegaTraveller referee: includes large-scale
combat, timekeeping, communications,
research, mapping, technology, and aliens.
96-page book: GDW: 0215. $10.00.

A fierce Rebellion shakes the Imperim--each faction fights for a piece of
the rich star-spanning empire. Here are
the Rebellion's sides, leaders, territories,
and equipment.
96-page book. GDW: 0214. $10.00.

